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INTRODUCTION

As.the size and complexity of contemporary problems facing- humankind
continue to enlarge, it becomes more critical for teachers to provide an
education for their students which is both problem-solving and inter-
dis.ciplinary-in nature. The current United States and world population
dilemthas provide excellent opportunity and challenge to meet these educa-
tional needs. Indeed, knowledge about populatiOn dynamics should be
considered an essential requisite in the educational background of any
educated person.

Many educator's in the past have neglected population education and other
areas of inquiry, suggesting that they do not fit into the already over--
crowded c,urriculum or that they are value-laden. However, in reality,
every topic for educational.discussion is value-laden and should be
approached by open, objective Inquiry. Since value exploration leads to
values-clarification, it is the teacher's responsibility to assist students
in dealing with the formidable problems which so intimately affect their
personal and collective lives and decision-making. Beyond,the personal
level and immediate circumstances, such problems will perhaps more
importantly have impact upon their future and that of future generations.

Values as related to personal population decisions are formed through the
home, the school, peer groups, and the media. It is the intention of this
publication to provide activities which assist students in clarifying
values and providing factual infOrmation by Which.deeisions can be made.

Since the overcrowded curriculum is a reality, there probably 'will be few
opportunities to introduce mini-courses in population. Where.such courses
are possible, a wealth of information and activities is available for
teacher use. In most cases, however, teachers will find it desirable to
incorporate Population Education modules or activities into existing
courses, Or to teach traditional concepts utilliing population education
approaches. Thus, the orientation of this publication has been primarily
to assist the teacher working in the latter situation. Extensive, selected,
annotated audio-visuals and student/teacher references are suggested for,
expanding foundations and going beyond the scope of this resource booklet.

The introduc,cory list of goals and concepts clearly demonstrates the-
interdisciplinar Y nature and the sense of urgency of Population Education.
In the past teachers have lost the interest of sthdents by presenting
lectures on dull demographics in an attempt to cover chapters on social
studies or geography. It is the intent of this publication and its
selected references to indicate that-the .new field of Population Education
is process-education of a "hands-on" type, urging active involving of .the

, students in the learning process. This methodology more closely approXi-
mates the real-life immersion in which students will find themselves in
terms of the population dilemma

Many students at the elementary and secondary age levels are not yet
directly affected by societal population pressures. Thus,.the challenge

:-



of the teacher'is to utilize crearive educational activities to assist

students in projecting beyfuid their immediate age, ,experience, or situation_

The activities suggested herein attempt to provide such oppertunities for

teacher and student. Yet they are not meant to provide the "end-all"

answer. Resources," both writen and audio-visual, have been included so

that the effective teacher might launch off from this publication and

experiment in a creative way.:

***

Growth cannot continue indefinitely given the confines of the finite system,

planet earth, and its finite resources. Thus, the only questions remaining

-are hew and when population growth will stabilize. The educational system

carries an important responsibility for helping students.perceive the

problems created by population change and how to act in a responsible way

to obtain accurate informationrabout these changes and his/her personal

experiences.

Population size in the world changes by the increasing of birth rates or

death rates. With respects to individual nations net migration rates are

also critical. flistoric-ally,. famine, disease, war, plagUe,- pestilence,

macro-evolutionary envirbnmental change, and self-regmlating behavioral

mechanisms have been known tO regulate population size. More recently, the

effects'of the agricultural, ,scientific-medicaP, and industrial revolutions

have-produced "death control", or a gieat shift downward in death rates.

This has been responsible for rapid growth of world population.

While birth rates have moved continual.ly downward since the. beginnings of

the United State-s as a nation, the current momentum of the U.S. population

growth will allow it to grow for at least an additional 70 years in the

future. U.S. population has in fact potential for future growth greater

than that of almost any other developed nation due to early marriage and

child-bearing, and the large percentage of post-World War II baby boom

youth in their reproductive years. In fact, the decisions made by this

age group and those who follow will deteNline the future course of U.S.

population groWth and the impact of that_growth upon social services, the

economy, resources, environmental pollution, land use, energy needs and

many other related problems.

There are two kinds-of population problems in the world. The developing

nations are those characterized by lbw degrees of indfistrialization,

primitive agriculture; low per capita income, inadequate diet, low 'literacy

levels, high birth rafes and recent decrease 'in death rates. In the

developed nations, adequate diets high literacy levels, industrialization,

and high per capita income have resulted in low birth rates and death rateS.

For developed nations, the.population problem can.be identified by a

majority class (middle/upper class white) per Capita stress on global .

resources and pollution. For 'developing nations the problem is sheer num-

bers surviving at bare subsistence levels. At current comsunption rates,
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30 Indians appear to have the same impact upon resources and environment
as one Amefican. Based upon knowledge of our delicate life support system
on planet earth, over-population might be better.defined in terms of
"carrying capacity".

The U.S.. has a problem which can also be identified as one of population
distribution. Suburban'sprawl over productive farmland, as is presently
occurring, could result in-diminished quantity and quality of food. U.S.

farmers are 1% of the world's total, but produce 25% of the world's grains.
Thus, reduction of U.S. farmland could have world-wide implications.

When the birth rate is equal to the death rate in a population (assuming
no net migration) zero population growth or a stabilized population is
achieved.

(
BIRTHS DEATHS
1000 population 1000 populati n

+ net migration ',-., 0)

During 1973 the birth rate (U.S. Census Bureau) was 15.2/1000 and the
death rate was 9.4/1000. Thus 15.2 9.4 0.58% rate.of natural increaSe.

1000 1000

During this same year, the U.S. population size was 210 million (215 million
in 1976). Thus the net natural increase was .0058 x 210,000,000 or 1.22
million. However, 400,000 immigrants were also added, causing the final
increase to become 1.6 million individuals. The United States continues
to grow by over 1-1/2 million persons annually. (This figure does not con-

sider illegal immigrants.)

Currently, the average family size is 1.8 children. This is below what is
called "replacement level" of:L.1 children replacing the parents. However,
these "average" family size figures are comprised of childless couples and
single individuals, and families with 2 or.more than two children. If

population size were to stabilize before reaching the year 2040 and an
additional 70 million more Americans, the average family size would have to
shift downward from thecurrent 1.8 used to compute such a projection. Thus.,

the mix of life style options would have to contain more individuals or
couples remaining childless or choosing one child familics as opposed to
two or more. The reverse would be true if the U.S. wished to add 70 million
more Americans by an earlier date.

Age structure of populations are an additional important consideiation.
The post-World War II baby boom between years 1947-1970 produced an unprece-
dented number of women imitheir reproductive years at the present time
(age 16-29 in 1976). This group has 'koduced many more births,than this
age-group usually would, simply because of. -its size. Employment, housing,

social security, and other geriatric-associated services may be the legacy
of population-associated problems for this age-group in the future.

The population of the U.S. is not at all close to zero population growth.
While the average women reduced fertility from 3.64 children in 1960 to

z,
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2.5 children in 1968, to 2.03 in 1973, the below replacement level_figtfte
js over-compensated for by both immigrAion and .the size of the post-World
War TIgeneration.

The aforementioned facts present a summary profile of the'U.S. and world
population situations and associated problems. It remains-for the creative
teacher to begin with this public-ation and to go beyond in providing
students with this important component of their educariOna1 background.,

9

Judith Schultz

aerbert L. Coon

-januai-y 1977
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CG6CEPTS I.; POPULATION ZDUCATIO:i*

1. 'Population chan.ges in tUe CnILed States and etiler nations affect the

individual and society as related to:

a. ,:tesourde demand and depletion

Pg. 79, 92, 159
o Provision of social services

Pg. 33, 109
C. Pollution

Pg. 81-

d. Land use
Pg. 18, 86, 87, 91, 104

e. Individual and group expectation and conflicr
Pg. 8, 25, 31, 34, 43, 62, 75, 88, 145

datiobal economy
Pg. 135

g. Stability of the political system
Pg. 136

n. aealtn
Pg. 55, 153

2. Personai and collective decisions and actions can change the size and

character of populations as related to:

a. Timing of marriage/child bearing
Pg. 82

n. Fertility planning/birtn control
Pg. 121, 124, 127, 129, 138, 140, 142, 146, 156, 160

C. Geographical dislocations
_Pg.. 13, 50, 53, 74, 116, 119, 148-

d. Changes in immigration

Pr', 56, 110, 133, 152
a. Attitudes toward marriage and .cnild-bearing

PA, 37, 60, 63, 71, 94

f. ',umbers and types of roles available to men and women

Pg. 6, 49, 101, 134

g. 'Formation of governnental policy
Pg. 105

Knowledge and skills neces:-. y to evaluate the impact of population

changes are necessary for tile citizenry, including;

a. Graphical representation of data
Pg. 113, 117

b. Distifiguishing.between empirical and value statement's

Pg. 164

c. Understanding demographic terms and phenomena

Pg. 5., 7, 10, 15, 16, 19, 20, 29, 39, 40, 45, 46, 53, 132, 154

' *Page numbers following each concept locate activities designed to help

develop the idea.

10



4. Struggles of many families and nations to develop economically are
prolonged and.made more diffiCult by rapid population growth.

Pg. 66, 99, 102

5. As more people make use of dWlndling resources, greater social and

political regimentation ri!sults. .

Pg. 4, 67

6. Political instability seems probable as long as.a few nations consume

a disprportioaate share of the earth's finite supply of resources,

including food.
Pg. 12, 69, 70

7. Carrying capacity caused by tne interactin of population growth,

resources, and te.chnoiogy is reached and often exceeded whenever.

pollution is indicated.
.Pg. 41, 59, 72, 143, 149

8. The world Ropulation is currently increasing at an unprecedented rate

and in unprecedented numbers. The earth as a finite system cannot

accommodate these increases indefinitely.
Pg. 3, 9, 14, 22, 27, .32, 47, 31, 52, 57, 64, 97

9 The population explosion is largely due to.reduction in the death rate.

Pg. 35, 54

10. The, rate of population-growth differs significantly between developed

and less-developed countries.
Pg. 150

IL. Achieving a stabilized.population takes a long time. An average .

replacement level of 2.1 children will not result in a short-term

stabilization of population. 'Zero population growth rate is not

necessarily equatedwith a stabilized population.

11



BREAKDOWN OF ACTIVITIES BY CATEGORY

(Someactivities fall into more than one category in each area.),

Gategerv

Grade Level: Elementary

Elementary-junior high school

Elementary-junior-senior high school

Junior high school

Junior-senior high school

Senior high school

Number of
Activities

10

14

8

10

43

18

Subject Area: Social Studies 92*

Science 39

nathematics 18

Home Economics 17*

Language Arts 6

Art /

*Nehy activities listed as appropriate for use in conventional Social Studies
and/or Home economics classes could be studie'd even more effectively in
less conventional classes such as "Marriage and the Family". The writers
urge strongly that more junior and particularly senior high schools offer
-such courses.

,

12
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TABLE OF COATE4TS

I. Population Education Activities

a. Elementary level
4.

b. Elementary-,junior high school leve,ls.

Elementary-junior-senior high school

d. Junior high school level

Junior-senior hig;) school levels

E. Senior hig.1 school level

Pages

14

37

50

60

136

basic Glossary
163

III. Pre-Post Factual and Attitudinal Test

IV. Resources (Annotated)

a. Teaching materials

164

-1;68

b. Background readings for teachers and secondary

students
171

c. ReadingS for students - Grades 3-12 173' r

d. Audio visuals and rental, information 174 -. .

13
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PURPOSE: To'examine the need to control animal populations.

LEVEL:, Elementary school

SUBJECT: Social Stuiles

COI4CEPT:' 4The world populi;cl.7.,n :6- currently f i
reasing at an

unprecedented rate and in'unprecedent d numbers. The earth

as a finite:System cannot accomModate these increasees

indefinitely.
,

ACTIVITY: Arrange to have a child and/or parent bring to class a dog

oi cat 'and layge litter (four Or more) of puppies or

kittens. Ask tile owner(s) to talk abOut "the new family"--

how they like them, problems of feeding them, problems of

caring for them, expenses associated with giving them

"shOts" and so forth.' Provide plenty of .time for the

children to tOuch or handle lovinglY the baby animals.
.

Consider, with the owners, whether they plan to keep all

of the offspring.
Are they planning to sell some or

give Some away to friends? Could thel.mother animal have

another litter within a year or so? Will she? If not,

why not? Is it possible to have too many dogs or cats?

Have the children seen stray dogs Or cats that don't have

a home? Whathappens to homeless animals in the country?

In the city?

1 5
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PURPOE: To illustrate varied perceptions of crowding.

LEVEL: Elementary schOol_

SUbJECT: Sociai Studies
Science

CONCEPT: As more people.make use of dwindling 1- lrce, :ter

social_iod political regimentation resul

HZEFEREN,CE: Teaching. Population Concepts by Pat King and John-Landahl tor
the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 51.

ACTIVITY: Experience crowding yourselfj Pretend that your elassroom
repFeseats the whole world right now, and spread everyone out
lu it.

Now imagine that it is 2005 and the population has doubled.'
Have everyone move into one half of the classroom. Now the
population density in that half is twice as great as before.

Pretend it is now 2040 and have everyone move into one fourth
of the clas.sroom. Is it starting to get crowded?

Continue by pretending it is now .

2075 and using one eighth of the ,classroom..
2110 and 'using one sixteenth of the classroom.

How many "doublings" before you have to quit? What density

do you prefer?

6



PURPOSE: .To assist students in understanding cumulative effects of
.population growth.

LEVEL: Elementary school

SUBJECT 'Social-Studies
Science

-CONCEPT: ,,:nowiedge and skills nec ,he impaCt of
1,opulation changes are ne, Lot' Lti

including understanding demographic terms.and phenomena:

,REFERENCE: George E. Utter, Sixth Grade Teacher, Princeton City Schools,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

ACTIVITY: ", Make a circie.on the floor with a 25' string'representing the
earth. Have four children step into the ring. They repre
sent their grandparents in 1930, when the population was abont
2 billion. Have theMeach chooseanotherchild to enter the ring.
Tne children represent the doubling Which has taken place in
the past 45 years. (The world population today, 1976, .is 4
billion.) Each child in the ring chooses another child to
bring the total to 16 children. This represents a doubling
of population in the next 35 years, or the year 2010.

While students are standing in the circle-(no shoving, please) .

discuss how each grOup felt as another group moved onto the
"earth". Discuss aSpects of space, air, water, and food for
each person on 'this' makebelieve earth. .Discuss what land is
available for foodproduction, recreation areas,'living areas;
etc. This is a goOd way to emphasize the- importance of
population controL

17
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PURPOSE: To examine reasons underlying stereotypic vocational roles.°

-:LEVEL: Elementary school

SUBJECT': . Social StAdies

CONCEPT: Personal and.collective decisions and actions can change the

sizeand character of populations as related t.o numbers and

types of roles available to men and women.

ACTIVITY: ' Ask the class to think about the qualiti- necessary to

become a successful physician, engineer, and lawyer.

Develop on the chalkboard, under each pfbfeasion, the

qualities suggested by the children suclys "smart", patient,

understanding, willing to workAlard, and\so forth.

Ask the children to-identify the sex .of their family

physician. How many are men? How many .i\re women? Typically

"men physicians" will predominate overwhelmingly. Indicate to

the class that men, also, dominate greatly the engineering

.and legal professions.

Divide the boys and the girls in the classinto three groups

each. Ask one group of boys and one group"of girls to pre-

pare arguments defending or opposing the predominance of .

men physicians. Use the.same plan to examine the reasons
for small numbers of women in engineering and law. Ask each

00up to Oes_ent their arguments to the entire-class for

:reView/re&Cticm. Finally, .ask each member of the class to

"vote" or to write his conclusion and reasOns on whetherAt

would be a good idea to have more women in professional

fields such as medicine, engineering, and law.'

18



PURPOSE: °To.examine population trends in a community.

LEVEL: Elementary school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

.CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the impact of
population Changes are necessary for the citizenry,
including understanding demographit terms and phenomena.

ACTIVITY: Ask two or three children to take responsibilAty for the
following example of population growth in their city or
community.

Obtain and place in a prominent"location in the classroom
a clear glass container. Half fill the container with an
equal number of small white and dark objects such as-beans.
The beans are to represent the present population of the
city'or_community.

Ask the committee.of chfldren to secure from the daily
newspaper or other regularly issued source the daily births
and deaths found in the vital statistics section. For

each death remove from the-container a dark bean.. 'For
'each birth add a whiEe,one: Over a period -of several days
or weeks (dependinvupon.the -size of the city or comMunity -
for which data is obtained) is theopopulation growing or
decreasing?. What other factors Might be affecting the
size of the city? How could the experiment" be improved

and made more accurate?

19
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PURPOSE: To clarify impressions related to poOulation. growth.

LEVEL: Elementary school

SUBJECT: Social:Studies
Science

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United_States and other nations

affect the individual and society in many ways.

ACTIVITY: .Ask the students on different occasions to make individual

Collages, or to form them collectively as a class. Sources

are newspaper and magazine clippings.

Key words such as the following rlay serve,jas an orientation

for each ,collage, as well as.a point frOii'which to launch

discussion: 6

I. Crowd
2. Family
3. Birth
4. Death
5. Population growth
6. Resource use
7. Roles of women
8. Roles of men
9. Congestion

10. Pollution

2 0
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PURPOSE: 'To illustrate "limits to growth".

LEVEL: Elementary school

SUBJECT: Language Arts
Social Studies
Soience-

CONCEPT: The world pOpulation is currently increasing at an unpiecedented'

rate and in unprecedented numbers. The earth as a_finite system

cannot accommodate these increases indefinitely.

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for
the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 51.

ACTIVITY: Present the following .beginning of a true Sto'ry:

Once upon a time there was a space ship with three
million people on it. Many of these people were

married and.wanted children.'

It had a limited amount of oxygen, water, fuel,
food, etc.

Can you finish the story?

21
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PURPOSE:' To develop an understanding of numerical valueS associato
with population growth. .

I o11 t lrv chool

SUBJECT: Mathematies

CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the impact.of
population changes are necessary for the citizenry; includ-
ing understanding demographic terms and phenomena.

ACTIVITY: Present to the class the following type of exercises
developed in an unpublished paper by KathOhordt.

Multiplication One third of the Earth's surface is land.

(Fradtions), People live on one-half of the land..
Peopie live on what fractional part of the Earth's

sutf'ace?

(Answer one-'sixth)

Division All nations in the world spend,more than 300 billion'.

(Money) dollars each year for military purposes..
There are abont 4 billion people in the world.
How much money is this for each person on earth?
(Answer: $75.00)

Division , Napoleon has saved $5.94.
(Money) fie is going to buy 6 presents--for his mothel.,

father, and four sisters. -

Each present costs the same..
how much does he spend on each present?
Do the same, only pretend that Napoleon has a mother;

father, and only one Sist2r.'
(Answers: $0.99 and .$1.98)

Division 140 million tons of pollutants are put into the atmos-

(Decimal phere each year in the.United States.'
Answer) There are about 200 million people in the U.S.

How many tons is this for each person? HO"%4 Many

pounds?
(Answers: .75,tons or 1,500 pounds)

.Repeating
DeciMals

Density of population is the number of people living
in a unit area.

If 100 people live in 10-square miles, how many live
. in one square mile (on the average)?

From: Kathy Shordt. Modern Mathematics Exercises in Population Dynamics..

September, 1962.

22
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New York City has.a population of about 8'million
people who live in 300 square miles.

What is the Population density per square mile?
-(Answers: 10 people Per sq mi. and 26,667. people

per sq. mi.)

.Your.rich uncle has just died and left:you $1 billion. But if you
accept the'money you must count the money for eight hours a day at
the rate of $1 'per second. When you are finished counting; the $1
-billion is yourt and then you'may start to spendrit.

Do youfaccept your uncle's Offer?

Why or why not?

How old will you be when you are finished counting and are al:de to

start spending the modey?

Work space:

How long would it take you to spend $1 million at the rate of

$1,000 per day?

How long would it take to spend $1 billion at the same rate?

If ,you started spending the $1 billion at the rate of $1,000 per day

in the year 1 A.D., how many more years would you be spending it?

Work space:

23
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PlHiPOSE: ,To understand the
unequal:distribution of population and

food production in the wqt1d.

LEVEL: ) -Elementary ,sehool

SUBJECT1/ Social StudieS

CONCEPT: Political instability'"seeals
probable as long as a few

/ nations consume a
diSt'oportionate share of the earth's

2

REFENCE: Teaching Population Concepts. Pat King and John Landahl,

1973- Supt).-of Public InstructionState of Washington,

Olympia, Washington 98504.

finite supply of'reurce43,1including food.

ACTIVITY: In-a class of 25 children ask each child to represent 1/25

4 of the world's population or about 160,000,000 persons.

Ask two children tastand uP, to represent the total popula-

tion of North America (U.S.A., Mexico, and Canada). Ask

fourteen children to stand up together to represent the

Asian population, five to
represent Europe, two to repre-

sent Africa, and two for Latin America.

Divide among the groups 25 penny candies according to the

proportion of the world's food suppry that each continent

produces. Eight candies to the fourteen children repre-

senting Asia, eight to the five children representing

'Europe, seven to the two representing North America; one

candy to Africa, one to Latin America.

For the next Several days have the children "draw out of-

a hat" the continent they will represent far that day

acCording to the proporeion cited in the first- paragraph

..abOve. Before recess break have them assemble into their

respeCtive continent groups and distribute the.candies .as 7

described previously;

How do the Asians regard the North Americans? Should (he

North Americans sHare some of their eandy? Why or why/

not? -What, if anything, can the Asians do about this:

condition? What can the Americans do?.

2 4
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'PURPOSE: To Contrast life styles in crowded vs. uncrowded
environments.

LEVEL: Elementary school

SUBJECT:, Language Arts
Social Studies

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change the
size,and character of populations as related to geographical
dislocations.

\ REFERENCE: Adapted from act ity by Georgia E. Utter, oixth grade
'teacher, Princeton-City Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio.

ACTIVITY: . Utilizing cassette tape recorders, have a student or small
\\ group of students prepare a tape about three minutes in

length of some sounds along a lonely Country road (crickets,
lonely dog howling, distant voices, water flowing by, etc.).
Have students prepare tnree minute-tapes of city sounds at
a busy intersection (cars, trucks, emergency vehicle, etc.)."
Play the contrasting tapes to the class. Allow students to
make comparisons both by discussion and in writing as .
related to density settlement of human populations and to
provide reasons for preferences for which environment the
student would wish to live in and why. What limits their
free .choice? The emotional Contrasts experienced in this
exercise should assist, in values clarification as related
to population distribution and'density.

(I
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PURPOSE: To sense nature's enormous reproductive power.

LEVEL:",. . Elementary-junior high school

SUBJECT: Mathematics
Science

CONCEPT: The world population is currently increasing at an
unprecedented rate and in unprecedented numbers. -The,

earth.as a finite system cannot accommodate these in-

creases indefinitely.

ACTIVITY: Working in pairs have each group find and bring into class
a mature dandelion head. Count and record the number of

seeds it contains. Record the data from'each group cn the
chalkboard and calculate the average number of seeds found
in one head.

Assuming that all seeds can grow and produce dandelion
'plants,-hoW Many descendants are possikle in four genera-
tions from this one head of seeds?

Why isn't the entire world covered with dandelions? What

factOrs limit the, number of animals, such es rabbits, that

can survival What factors might or do limit the number of
human beings that can live on earth?

26
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PURPOSE: To assist students in assimilating the large'numbers associated
with population size.

LEVEL: Elementaryjunior high school

SUBJECT: Mathematics
Science ,

Social Stu.dies

CONCEPT: Knowledge and.skills necessary to evaluate the impact of
population changes are necessary'for the citizenry, including,
understanding demographic terms and,phenomena.

REFERENCE: Teachinq Population Concepts, by Pat Ring and John Landahl for.
the Office of the Superintendent for_Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington, 1973, 39. (ketdvity suggested by
Jeanette Yurness.)

ACTIVITY: To help students understand the large numbers often used In
talking about population, have them figure out how big a lawn
containing one million blades of grass is. They can do thia
by each counting the number of blades of grass in a s-quare inch
of lawn and working out an average. Multiply this number by
144 to calculate the number of blades in-a square foot. Divide
the number of blades in a square foot into one millionto
calculate the number of square feet needed. About how long and
how wide would a patch of laWn containing this number oksquare
feet be? Stake it off on the lawn. If this is the size of a
lawn containing one million blades of grass, how big would a
lawn containing one billion blades be, if a billion is one
thousand times one million?

27
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PURPOSE: To develop comprehension of fertility potential and doubling

time.

LEVEL: Elementary-junior high school

SUBJECT: Science.
Mathematics
Social Studies

CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the fMpact of

population changes are necessary for the citizenry, including

understanding demographic terms and phenomena.

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King(and John Landahl for

the Office of the Superintgndent for Public Instruction,

Olyapia, Washington, 1973, p. 29.. (Activity suggested by

LeVOn Balzer.)

ACTIVITY: OCeen, younger students can better grasp concepts by.first

discussing plant and animal populations. You might discnss

the limiting factors that control plant and animal popular

tions and what would happen if there were no limiting factors..

For instance:

Female codfish lay nine million eggs a year, 1/2 males;

1/2 females. If all the females lived to produce, at the

end of the second year there would be 40,500,000,000,000

codfish. In a few years the ocean would be.so full of

codfish there would be no room for water.

If all the eggs laid by one mosquito lived and produced

young, in three months there would be over 100,000,000,-

000,000,000,000,000 mosquitos from this one female alone.

Plants also reproduce rapidly. On six square feet, a

scientist once found 357, plants that grew from seeds.

28
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Some bacteria divide in two in less than 1/2 hour. In
2-1/2 days, the offspring of just one bacterium, if they

all lived, would fill the ocean.

A discussion of how plant and animal populations are kept
under control can lead to_how the human population,has been
controlled in the past--and how it might be kept in balance
in the future.

1

29
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PpRPOSE: To demonstrate population/space relationships.

LEVEL: Elementary-junior high school

SU6ECT: Science
Social Studies

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations

affect the individual and society as related to land use.

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for

the Office of the Superintendent for-Public Instruction,

Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 36. (Activity suggested by

Geraldine Cox.)

ACTIVITY: If you teach in -a school in which part Of'the playground is

1,,a natural area, .this exercise will help pupils discover that

loss of 'the natural environment is a populati,on7related-

problem. Give each student_a piece of string long enough to

enclose_an-area-abdUt the size of his or her bedroom at home.

(Ricycle the string!)

'.ake the students outdoors into the natural area and have them

each lay out a square: with the string wyerever they would like

their.own house to be. Explain that they may use the entire

area, but that no "houses" may overlap.

When everyone has finished, have the entire class walk around

the "built-up" area. Then return to the classroom. Discuss

how many trees would have to be cut dovn to make rooth for the

students' houses. Lead the pupils to relate this Situation

to what happens when population increases'and people need

hOmes. Where do they then go for outdoor recreation and to

enjoy nature? Will they each have a home of their own someday?

30
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LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

19

To,demonstrate the concept of "human population explosion".

Elementary-junior high school

Social Studies
Home Economics
Mathematics
Science

CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the.impact of
_

population changes are necessary for the_O-tizenryi-iritluding
understanding demographic_terms-and-Phenomena.

L_.---REFERENCE: --teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for
the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 52.

ACTIVITY: Present to the class the historic pattern of world population
growth shown below. Involve the class in graphing the
figures on the classroom blackboard. If the blackboard is 25
feet long, let 3 feet equal 1,000,000 years. One inch will
equal about 30,000 years. If your blackboard is longer or
shorter adjust the scale accordingly. Do you think the term
"population explosion" is a good one to use in describing this
graph?

' WORLD POPULATION GROWTH

It took froM..
^

the beginning o man
to the Neoiithic ge -

Neolithic to the
Birth of Christ

Birth of Christ to the
days of Columbus

Columbus to 1850 A.D.

For earth's population to reach...

7,990,000 years to reach 10 million'

10,000'years to reach 300 million

1,500 years to reach 500 million

350 years to reach 1 BILLION

1850 to 1925 A.D. 75 year.s to reach 2 BILLION

1925 to 1962 A.D. 37 year to reach 3 BILLIQN

1962 to 1975 A.D. 13 years to reach 4 BILLION

and will take to. 19 8 ,2. 7 years to reach 5 BILLION

31
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-PURPOSE: To illustrate concepts of population growth rates-and doubling

rates.

LEVEL: Elementary-junior high school

SUBJECT: Mathematics,
.____ Social Studies

,
.

. .,

CONCEPT: Knowledge and,skills necessary to evaluate the impact of

population changes are necessary for the citizenry; including

understanding demographic terms and phenomena.

.//

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for

the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
/Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 47.

/
ACTIVITY: If/you subtract the 'death rate (yearly deaths per 1,000 people)

fiom the birth rate (yearly births per 1,000 people) and-divide
Iuy ten, you get the populatiOn growth rate.

//
This table shows howlong-it takes a population to double at

/ different rates of growth.

Growth Rate No. of Years to

(Perc-ent) Double Population

1.0 (U.S. rate) 70

2.0 (world fate) 35

3.0
93

4.0 18

In the imaginary Country of Sonot,j_ia, the human population is

10,000. During the last. yez.: 7..7) babies were born and 100

people died. What t the gr..774.y:: 7-ate and how .long will it

take for the.population to -urzU- :

32
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Birth rate per 1,000 of population

Death rate per 1,000 of population

Growth rate per 1,000 of population

Years to double poPulation

Remember to convert your answer to a decimal and refer to
the chart to find out t e number of years it takes tc double
a population.

33
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.'PURPOSE: To illustrate exponential growth, or growth through several
human generations.

LEVEL: Elementary-junior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Science
Mathematics

CONCEPT: The world population is currently increasing at an
unprecedented rate and in unprecedented numbers..
The earth as a finite system cannot accommodate these
increases indefinitely.

REFERENCE: Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of the Population
Referen'te Aureau. s

ACTIVITY: .The followiag activity begins to explain the difference in
future population growth resulting from an average family
size of two children and one of three children. A.skein of
brightly colored yarn is, needed for tnis activity: The
chairs in the room should be pushed against the walls so
that a large, open space is available. The activity wrks

- best in large groups (50 or more), although it can be used
in smaller classes as well.

Two students are selected to.be a "mother and father". This
couple is given three pieces of yarn to indicate that they
will have three children. They select three students in the
,group to represent their own family of three children. :Each
of these persons is then given three pieces of yarn and
.selects three students to represent his or .her children-
Again. the new "parent", is c.mnected to the children With
yarn (see diagram below): Ille,.proceas continues until

all of the students are sei2cted.

Afterdoing the exercise, tue students :;hould diagram the
attivity. They may want to .carry the diagram farther on
paper than was possible in class (e.g.._ four, five, or six:
generations). The teacher-might ask: 'Ydow many people hmmm .

been born into this world after two gen,srations? After
three? Four? Sit...? Ten?"

.After a brief dishmssion, the yarn .1ctivity should be
repeated with one, modification. L couples should decide
to have two chilhh-en.. Then a secchh chart shoold.be drawm..
Students shouldaprnd the rest of 7-:a.! period analyzing the'
data.in the chartm and making comparisons between them:
Various hypothese and generalizations can be drawn from the,
data (i.e., if the number of children per family'is. reduced'
to two, instgadof three, then tije number of-years it takes
for the-population to double should increase).
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'3'people-1 generation
9 people-2 c,nerations

27 people-3 czt. neratlans
39 people tota

2 pftole-1 cemr-ition
4. pmple-2 CITTn7,7-tiarlt
8 perople-3

16 people total

IMPORTANT The p.receding ac===y oversimplifies rpi,-y.. In group
. NOTE: discuzsion, be 5,7=1: ..to account for the.foll-Lvilmg:

I. There will ..aiwza be a range of family st-2-- _in society.
S.ome people worr.I.t marry. Some coupIe WITE .Choose to
have no chi.L.d., while others may have one, two, three,
or.- more chaLdren-

35
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2. For the sake of simple example, the activity only
follows one family line. Note, however, that the rate
of growth indicated in both the 2-child and 3-child
exercises is overstated because offspring are shown in
proportion to one parent only.

3. Deaths are not figured into this exercise. Students

are learning about the number of people born into a

hypothetical world, not the number of people existing

in it.

4. The length of generations varies.. To illustrate this,
the length of yarn pieces may be varied.

36
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PURPOSE: To generate discussion concerning perceptions of the term
"crowded".

LEVEL: Elementaryjunior high'school

.SU3JECT: Social Studies
Science
Art

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations
affect the individual and society as related to individual
and group expectation and conflict.

REFERENCE: Teaching Populat$on Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for
the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 39.

ACTIVITY: If you live in a small comgiunity, put rhis drawing pn the
board and discuss and comp3re it with people's attitude in
your town.

../7,...-..r`,.;77:-
EA eA -2'. -4: tr:1

37
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PURPOSE: To illustrate difference between distribution of world
food resources.

LEVEL: Elementaryjunior high school ,

SUBJECT:' Social Studies

CONCEPT: Political instability Seems probable as long as a few
nations consume a disproportionate share of the earth's
finite supply of resources, including food.

ACTIVITY: Global Geography

.Push the c.J2sks to the,sides and back of the room to provide
the large= possible open space. Use tape or chalk to mark

.

off large rectangles tO represent the continent or sub
, continents of Africa; Asia, Europe, Latin America, and North-
America a=cordillg to nroportions of the earth's land mass.'.
Give students a=identity card so that they become a resident

, of one continent. The continents have respectively 10%, 59Z,
17%, 8% and 6% Df the world's population. Divide the class
and apportion nopropriate uumbers oytudents to each area.
Once in the continents, students must\restrict their,ocdupa
tien of space to_the amount of.land actually fit for human
haaitation. (E=PLE: In Asia,' onesixth of land mass.)

Next, an ambassador, who is elected or appointed by residents,
reads a jrief description bf the contineht.prepared in.advance
by teachalr or students. It should include population sixe,
land mas.s, economic-base, role of women, etc. After each
amoassador reads the description of the subcontinent, he/she
distribuoes a portion of a long loaf of French bread repre
senting that continent's daily share of world protein (1/3
to Europe, and divide remaining 2/3 as 1 part to Latin America,
2 to dorth America, 2 to Asia, and 3/4 of one to Africa. The
small piece left ovet goes to Europe).

Discuss the feelings students have after participating in the
activity.

dote: Full version of game "Food for Thought" ($3.00) may be ordered from:

Poi3U1ation Institute Population Reference Bureau
/10 Maryland Ave., 14.E. ot 1337 Connecticut Ave., N.W.

Washiagtoa, DC 20002 Washington, DC 20036

3:8
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PURPOSE: To facilitate on understanding of human populatiom,growth.

LEVEL: Elementary- junior high school

SUBJECT: Mathematics
Science,
Social Studies

CONCEPT: The world population is currently increasing at an
unprecedented rate and in unprecedented numbers. The earth

as a finite system Cannot accommodate these increases

indefinitely. .

ACTIVITY! Indicate to the class data such as thse presented below fr,m

a recent United jations research study. World wide births of

240 persons per minute are significantly larger than the 96

deaths in the same time.

Eugage the class in visualizing what this means in some small

time frame such as 10 minutes.

Bring the class at least 4,000 kernels of popped corn in two

plastic bags: approximately 2,800 in one,and 1,200 in the

.---other. -z, Set out two" large clear containers of equal size, one

labeled-world births, the other world deaths. Organize the

class so that each minute (for a total of 10) a different

student places 240 kernels in the "birth container" to repre-,

sent world births during that time. Simultaneously, 10

__students will be placing 96 kernels each minute into the other

container to represent deaths.

)(
How do they compare? What actual difference per minute exists

between world births and deaths? If arithmetic skill level

permits calculate growth per hour, day, week, and year.

Identify and discuss some of the factors influencing birth- and

death ratios in various countries.

Net increase per second

World Population Growth - 1973*

4.0 babies born each second
1.6 humans die each second
2.4 people are added each second to the

present world population

,Per minute 144

. Per day 207,000

!---- -Per -week,

Per year 75,000,000

*United Nations Population and Vital Statistics Series A. Vol. 25 1/2, 1973.
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Here are some examples of population sizes anci growth rates
for.developed and less developed countries in 1973**

Population
in Millions

Rates per 1,000 Population Annual Rate
of Growtf;Births Deaths Immigration

Mexico (LDC) 56 43 10 - 3.3%

W. Germany (DC) 59 11.5 11.7 0.9 0.0%

Brazi (LDC) 101 38 10 - 2.8%

United States (DC) 210 15.6 9.4 1.9 0,8%

u.s.s.a. 00 250 17.8 8.2 0.4 1.0%

India (LOC) 600 42 17 - 2.5%

China (LDC) 799 30 13 1.75:

World 3,860 33 13 - 2.0%

**173 World Population Data Sheet: Population Reference Bureau, Inc.,

Washington, D.C.

4 0
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PURPOSE: To illustrate basic demographic phenomena.

LEVEL: Elemtntary-junior high school

SUBJECT: Mathematics
Social Studies

CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the impact of
population changes are necessary for the citizenry, includ-
ing understanding demographic terms and phenomena

ACTIVITY: Present to the class the following "riddle worksheet"
'developed by Byron C. MasSIalas.

TLe population of the U.S. changes every minute. Approxi-

mately every 10 seconds a new perSon is born. E'Very 15

seconds a person dies. Every 90 seconds an immigrant enters

the U.S. Every 15 minutes an emigrant leAves the country.
Assume the population of the U.S. was 215,000,000 people at
9:00 this morning. How many people will there be in the

U.S. at 9:15 this morning?

How many people will be born in 15 minutes?

2. How many people will die in 15 minutes?

3. How many immigrants-will enter the U.S. in 15 minutes?

4. ,How many emigrants will leave the U.S. in 15 minutes? -

S. What is the population growth in a 15-minute period?
Remember that, popUlation growth is calculated this way:

births - deaths + immigrants - emigrants = population
growth

6. What is the total population of the U.S. at 9:15 a.m.?

215,000,000 people + population growth = new total

people +

From: Resource Material Development: Population Dynamics'in Eighth'Grade
American History, "Episode VIII, ComparinR Population Changes in
Societies", Byron C. Massialas, Director, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, FL, 1974. 41
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7. How many people will be_added to the population:

at 9130

at 0:00 a.m.?

in 24 hours?'

4 2
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PURPOSE: To illustrate through the arts'the relationship of population
growth to environmental problems.

LEVEL: Elementary-junior high school

SUBJECT: ArtAl

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations
affect the individual and society.

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for
the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington, 1973. (Activity suggested by Janet

Parsons.)

ACTIVITY: If you teach art you might have students express in artistic
form how population is related to some aspect of the environ-
ment. They might create a cartoon describing some aspect of
over-population or draw their impressions of the kind of world
they_waut. They might createn collage in the form of a
transparency from photographs relating to population'cut from
magazines and newspapers. Peel. the backing off Mac-Tac or
other transparent contact paper and lay it adheSive side up on
the work. area. Arrange the pictures lace down.on the Mac-Tac,
rub them with a large spoon to remove air bubbles, and soak
the whole piece in warm water for 5 to 6 minutes. 'Peel off
the picturesand the trrsparency-collage is left.

3
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PURPOSE: To demonstrate the concept of "limits to growth".

LEVEL: Elementaryjunior high school

- SUBJECT: Sociaf Studies

CONCEPT: The world population is currently increasing at an
unprecedented rate and in unprecedented numbers. The earth
as a finite,system cannot accommodate these increases
.indefinitely.

REFERENCE:. Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and'John Landahl for
the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, -Washington,--497-3,--pp.---34-35.-

ACTIVITY: Using your classroom as an example of a nation with limited
resources you can develop a number of population and resource
use concepts: How Many seats in your classroom? (space) How
many students?

Make an inventory of the material resources.in your classroom---
the textbooks, art supplies, science equipment, paper, etc. If

one student,moves away from your class and another one mOves
in,'what is the net effect upon surplus classroom.resources?
(Balance between birth and death rate.) If you do not have

such a situation, set up and equip.a desk with'all the items
an added student would need: YoU can even go so far as to put
paper on .this desk every time it is handed out to the-rest of
the class so that the students can see it accumulate and gain
an_appreciation of the amount of material they consume in a
-given period of time.

If your stock of some classroom resource has been completely .

depleted, what alternatives are open to the class?

Books and locker space can be shared (lowered standard of
living).

The item can be borrowed from some other class that has
an excess (friendly cooperation, commerce, etc.).

You can attempt to appropriate the item from another
class without their consent (political aggression) or
persuade a student in another claas to give you his book
and you will pay hiS fine for "losing" it (economic
aggression, since to'better himaelf that student cannot
really afford to lose the valuable resource of the book).

What services are offered in the clasproom community? Assume

that the teacher's personal attention is the major service.
If the-teacher gives five minutes individual attention a day

4 4
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to each student, how does this affect the aMount of time left
lor,group instruction if one-or two new.members are added to

'the class? If time allotted for class instruction is--kept
fixed, what,happens to the amount of time the teacher can
spend in individual attention (population'inCreases force
.decisions on the relative values'of various services)?.

Follow uP this:whole analogy with a discussion'Of'the'und,4r7,

lying principles that the students.have dealt with and show- '

how they apply- to population and resources in general.
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PURPOSE: To develop.an understanding of population concepts tfirough a
class develOped reSearch project.-

LEYEL:.. Elementary-junior high school

.. .

:SUBJECT:. -'.--lSocial Studies.
,

'Science
Home Economics

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations
affedt the individual and society as related to individual
and group expectation and conflict.

REFEAENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for
the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 403.

ACTIVITY: Work with students in drawing up a questiannaire on population
problems. Have-students interview parents and other Community
members and share the results with the class.

Have students write down what they consider the ideal family
size. Tabulate the results and discuss reasons for silk
selections.'

46
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PURPOSE: To examine changing moiality rates.

LEVEL: Elementary-junior high school

SUBJECT: Science
Social Studies

CONCEPT: The population explosion is largely due to reduction in

the death rate:

REFERENCE: "Equilibrium", January 1974 Zero Population Growth,

1346 Connecticut Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20036

ACTIVITY: During a'study of'the history of the community or the State

,or during a study of changing health care during the last

j100 years or so plan to have a class take a "cemetery field

trip". An old but still used cemetery is ideal for this
5

study.

Divide the class into groups of two and plan to collett

"ageat tiMe.of death" data from as many randomly selected

tombstones as possible. Try to collect as much data as

ttme permits and try to sample theentire cemetery area.

Azk each team to..colla=data in an open table such as'that

shown below. Summarizz5,Aata collected by each team into

a total claSs result. Zalculate percentages of deaths

during various age spans during different time periods:

Aek each student to pIot the results on a graph similar to

that shown below. Finally engage the class in discussing .

how the pattern of age at time of death has changedover

the years. Why? Which age group has benefited most?

What has beep responsible for this? What lectors shown in

the data and/or graph lead to greater population size?

.

Death Paths W.15,0 Soh< ihed Aq C3teontatt.11821.19701

Pt, 41,1%

Totals

1821 717 4 rqs 03 109 110 43 53 35 9 933

1870 73% 5n; 11% 17% 17% 5tt. 6% 4

1871 716 53 10) , 220 250 306 313 411 223 34 2611

to
1970 8% 4. 9'. I V; 12., 17.. 18% 16% 1%

1921 4B 76 101 207 385 591 715 6.34 2822

19°/0 . 3N. ., r. 21% 76. 19% 4%

Ay 0 6 11 n .» 4, 51 61 71 81 6366

w 'm W to to to I0 10 to

Wmh 5 10
.10
20 30 40

I
50 50 70 BO 90 90
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/

PURPOSE: To clarify values associated with parental inlAs.
/

LEVEt: Elementary-junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Home Economics,

CONCEPT: Pernal and collttetive decisions And acL-...Ins-:can change the
size.,and tbaracma= of -populations as relanad. toattitudes ..

toward marniage:and child-bearing..

After providingbackground disCUssion a:1E the populatiOn
dilemma,-laom-h:±ato discussiOn aboa Oue:first two human
beings:on zhe.planet. Ask students to snggest reasons these
individuals had for_pairing .111Ustraie

by graph the mrouth of the human populatt,nn to th,present
level (4 111Lon, 1976). Then ask the snudents if there-
has been Aa7-..-.:thange in reasons for pairing and child-bearing.

Ask them nmare their Own intentions madi to support Chem

with reason.

. -POPULATION THROUGH HISTORY

Approx. 60 p 50 0 40 0 30 0 2000 1000 BC AD

three
million
years

BC BC BC 'BC BC BC

.(To continue back to the beginning of man, approximately 3 million

years ago, using this scale, the base line would haVe to be extended.

140 feet to the left.) /

4 9
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Year
Population

Size
Doubling Time (Yrf..l

Annual Growth
Rate

3 million B.C. 415,090 --

100,000 B.C. 1 million About 2.5 million 0.00003%

20,000 B.C. 2.2 million About 400,000 0.0002%

.6,000 B.C. 5 million About 14,000 0.005%,

1650 A.D. 500 million 0.3%

*1850 A.D. 1,000 million 200 0.5%

1830 A.D. 2,000 million 80 0.8%

1974 A.D. 3,860 million 15 2.0%

(Source: Population Reference Bureau Builetin: 18: FebrUary, 1962.)

*Typographical error in source- document. The dates 1830 and 1850' should
be reversed.
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PdRiOSE: To give students a feeling for the actual growth in world
.population since 1500.

LEVEL: Elementaryjuniorsenior hIgh school

SUBJECT: Mathematics
Social Studies
Science

-CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the impact of
population changes are necessary for the citizenry, including
understanding demographic terms -..nd phenomena.

t,

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for
the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
:Olympia, Washington, 1973, P. 39.

.ACTIVITY: First, mark off a circle about 6 feet in diameter.' Start with
three students in the circle to represent the world's popula
tion in 1500, and have students enter the circle according to
the'table. One student represents approximately 150 million
people, and one second represents one year.

Total 0.

Add Students Students

Year
World

Population Interval
at End of This

Simulation Interval
Add-to-
Circle

in
Circle

1500 500'million Beginning of simulation 3"students 3

250 years 4 minutes, 10 seconds 2 students 5

1750 750 million
100 years 1-minute, 40 seconds 2 students 7

1850 1,000 million
50 years 50 seconds 3 students .10

1900 1,500 million
25 years 25 seconds ---3 students 13

1925 2,000 million
24 years 24 secods 4 students

1949 2,560 million
23 years 23 seconds 3 students.' ,20

1962 3,000 million
10 years 10 seconds 5 students 25.

1972 3,800 million End of simulation
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PURPOSE:. To illustrate some of the impacts of current rate of population

growth.

1.EVEL: Elementary-junior-senior high school

-SUBJECT: Social Studies
Science
Home Econom1c5

CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the impact of

population changes are necessary for the citizenry, including

understanding demographic terms and phenomena.
_ ..

REFERENCE: .Teaching_ Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for

the Office.of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,

, Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 38. (Activity suggested by.

.
Louise Martin.)

ACTIVITY: Involve a student or small .group in printing quotations such

as the foLlowing on tag board to be placed around the class-a

room. Engage the class in discussion of the implications of

some of the quotations.

To house the expected increase in population in the

United States by the year 2000 it will be .necessary
to build a new city of about .200,000 each month from.

noW until 2000.
(-

About one-half the population in under-developed
countries is under 15 years of age.

The brain grows to 80% of its adult size in the first

three years of a child's life. If proteins are not

available to the child at this time, the brain stops

growing. This lack can never be remedied.

Every 10 seconds an American is born. He or she will.,

live about 70 years. He or she will use 56,000,000

gallons of water, 21,000 gallons of gasoline, 10,150

pounds.of meat, 28,000 pounds of Milk and cream, 9,000

pounds of wheat. Did you realize how much of the

.earth's resources each person uses?

If a family has 11 children and each of their children

has 11 children, and.if their. descendents continue to

have 11 children, there will be 250 billion people

after just ten generationsthat's sixty times the

population of the earth today. .
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PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

41

illustratehow poplilations grow with resPect to "carrying
capacity".,

.

Elementaryjunior7senior high school

Social ,Studies
SCience
Mathematics
Home Economics

CONCEPTf Carrying capacity caused-by the interaction of population
,: grOwth, resources, and technology is reached and often exceeded

whenever pollution is indicated.

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for
the office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 49.

ACTIVITY: Present to,students the following problem found in the
reference cited above.

Sometimes by taking a very small slice of life you can better
understand the relationship between people, food and land. .See
if you can figure out this problem:

Let's say that four married couples heard about an
-island that was' like a paradise; It had a warm'
climate, fertile soil, clean air and pure .-ter.

These four couples want to live a simple life. The
things they value are .to be selfsufficient, to brea he
fresh air, live in uncrowded homes, enjoy the natura
beauty of their land; to avoid wars and have as many
children as they want. So they decide to-move to
this island and start a new life. They bring along
,various "seeds to..get started farming and\food enoug
to last until their' crops are ready.
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There ie enough farm area and living space on this

island to support 100 people. This gives the,couples

plenty of elbow room.

Let's say the couples start having families at age 20

and each couple has four children. An equal number of

girls"and boys. This would increase the pOpulation

by 16.

c9 g (E) rao
OCP.C0. CND
00.01Cic::1 (c) rip

These children,marry and start having their own children

at age 20 and again each couple has four children. ails

would increase the population by 32. Their children

, marry and again each couple has four children.

Can you figure out how long it would take before there were

over 100 people on the"island and what would happen.after there

were 100'Teople? Try-and decide how you would regulate human

life on the island--or keep it down to the limits the island

could support. And finally, if you- can,,you might see if your

ideas would work for real llfe on earth, the island in space

that's getting crowded. .
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PURPOSE: To relate population growth to students' everyday living

experiences.

LEVEL: Elementaryjuniorsenior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Language Arts
Home Economics

4

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations

affect the individual and society as related to individual

and group expectation and conflict.

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by'Pat King and John,Landahl fOr

the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,

Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 43. (Activity suggested by

Màril5irfS

ACTIVIp: Relate population growth to the students' own lives by

discussing these questions.

Can you think of a personal experience of your own

where you had the feeling of overpopulation?

Can you think of any inconveniences to yourself
personally if there were twice as many people in
the area where yon live? (Students might come up

with such things as no private swimming pools because

they use too much fresh water; no open fires on
beaches or in fireplaces because of air pollution.)

Are there any problems in your area that have resulted

from overpopulation already?

To enhance some of these discussions, older students might

read the prizewinning play .,iritten by a Portsmouth, R.I.

high school studeRt, "Taking Zionor,",in the May 17, 1971

isSue of "Scholastic Scope" Magazine. There are twelve

speaking parts,. '
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't
The play conccrns a family that has violated the law bY

having a third child, Honor. The play centers around the
family barricaded up in their home to protect themselves
against their friends and neighbors_who have come to try to

take the child.

Another reading that provokes a lot of discussion is,the r

story "Billenium""ound in the antholOgy Voyages; Scenarios
for a Ship called Earth, a collection of science fiction
short stories published by Ballaneine Books, 1971.

The story concerns a man in the future who has,only.a tiny .

individual cubicle to live in. The governMent orders that
the cubicles.be made even smaller to 'accommodate the evet-

growing population. The,government has made no provision

or encouragement for,birth.control. In fact, it encOurfges
a high_birth rate to-provide enough workers for.its.-ever.r

growing industrial workerS' complex.--.The
character to estape the fate of an ever-decreasing cubicle

and to find a "room of his own" provide the plaf.

.41
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To develop an understanding of demographic data and
implications of these data in a diversity of nations.

DE'/EL: Elementary-junior-senior highschool

. ,

.SUBJECT:' Social Studies

CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the impact of
population changes are necessary for the citizenrY, including
understanding demographic terms and.phenomena.

_REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts 'by Pat King and John Landahl for
The Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington,'1973, p. 46. ',(Activity suggested by
Michael Walker.) /-,

ACTIVITY: An P.xcellent research project involVes suggesting each
student c',Qose-an-individual-country-and_fiod_ont-aboutthe_
population growth.rate and the ave'rage family size. When the

students have completed their research, have the class discuss
which countries traditionally have high popUlatinn growth
rates and wby. Does it affect their quality of living? Do

they have food shortage problems?

Which countries have low population growth rates? What are

the reasons for this? What quqlity of living do they liave?
Do they produce enough food for all their people?
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PURPOSE: .To demonstrate "replacement level",

LEVEL: Elementary-junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Science
Mathematics

CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills neceSsarY to evaluate the impact of
population changes are necessary for the citizenry, includ-
ing underStanding demographic terms and phenomena.

---
ACTIVITY: Use an overhead projector to illustrate the following

information to your students:
4

MILITARY "BATTLE DEATHS" IN U.S. WARS*

Revolutionary War . . ........ .

War of 1812 ...... . .......
Mexican War ... .. . . . . ......
Civil War:

Union . . . .......
Confederate . . .

6,824
2,260
1,733

1;04:4;12.44

Spanish-American War . . ....... 385-/

World war 1 . . , . . . . . . . ...... 53,513

World War I/ ... ... . . . . .. .. 292,131

Korean War, . . . . . . ...... 33,629

Vietnam War ...... . . ....... . . _46,496
651,909

U.S. POPULATION INCREASE, 1974

Natural Increase (births miOos deaths) 1,205,139

**Legal Immigrants 394,861

Total Increase (1974) . . . . . ...... 1,600,000_

I. How long would it take the U.S. to replace the battle

deaths of all its wars?

(Answer: At our present rate of growth it Would take
the United States less than one-half year to replace all

the lives lost in all wars we have ever fought:)

2. How long wopld it take the world to replace this number

of batule deaths?

(Answe: The WORLD Population increase each day is abOut

207,360. At 'this rate,the loss by military deaths in
all U.S. wars coUld be replaced in about 3 days.)

*Data Source: The World Almanac, 1977.
**Illegal immigrants are estimated to be 'more than 650,000 annually.

5 8
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TURPOSE: To illustrate exponential growth and doubling time.

--LEVEL: Elementary-junior-senior high school

- SUBJECT: Social Studies
Mathematics
Science

'GONCEFT: The world population is currently increasing at an
unprecedeuted rate and in unprecedented numbers. The earth
as a finite system cannot accommodate these ncreases
indefinitely.

REFERENGE: .Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of The population
Reference Bureau.

ACTIVITY: Doubling Lily pads

The riddle below serves aska sprirgboard for discussing the
doubling of-the Population. Students should be given the--
riddle and a few minutes to figure it out. Each student
should be encouraged to arrive at his or her own answer
before comparisons are made. If the class is slow, the
teacher might want to have the students work in groups of
two or three to solve the riddle.

Suppose you own a pond on which a water lily is growing.
The lily plant doubles in size every day. If the lily
were al/owed to grow unchecked it would completely cover
the pond in 30 days, choking off the other forms of life
in the water. For a long time the lily plant seems
small,- and so yOU decide not to worry about cutting it
back until it covers half the pond. On what day will
that be?

--Donella H. Meadows, et. al.
THE LIMITS TO GROWTH
(New York: Universe Books,
1972), p. 29.

At first, some s.tudents may guess that the pond will be
covered on the thirteenth day, others on the wenty-ninth day:
It may be surprising to the students to find out that the
pond will be onlY.half-covered on:the.twenty-ninth day, and
completely covered one.day later. The students should,dis-
cuss why everyone did (or did not) agree that the lily pad
would cover half the pond on the 29th day.

Utilizing the lily pad activity as an example,vlaunch into
doubling.time,for-human_populations using

the following formulae:

5 9
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The birth rate measures the number of babies born in one year
for each 1,000 persons in the population at the midpoint of
that same year:

NUMBER OF BIRTHS PER YEARBIRTH RATE = X 1,000
POPULATION

Similarly, the death rate is the number of deaths in one year
per 1,000 population:

NUMBER OF DEATHS PER YEARDEATH RATE = X 1,000
POPULATION

Net migration is the difference between the number of people
who enter the country in one year (immigration) aad the number
-who leave (emigration):

NET MIGRATICIN IMMIGRATION - EMIGRATION

Net migration can be.converted to a "per-1,000" figure and
added into the equation to yield the growth rate:

BIRTH DEATH
RATE RATE

GROWTH
RATE

NET MIGRATION X 1,000
POPULATION

10

Doubling time is the number of years needed to double the
original population size, depending on a country's rate of
population growth,

GROWTH RATIF, DOUBLING TIME

1% 70 years
2Z 35 years
3% 23 years
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PURPOSE: To clarify values associated with lite style options.

LEVEL: Elementary-Junior-senior high school

SUBIECT: Sdcial Studies
..11ome Economics

CONCEPT: Personal and cpllective decisions and actions can change the
size and character of populations as related to numbers and
types of roles available to men and women.

ACTIVITY:. The following letter appeared in 6le syndicated 'column,
"Dear Abby":

Dear Abby: My husband and I have been married for
nearly twelve years. We are child less and whenveY
wp are asked if we have children and we saY we-haven't,
someone always sAys, "Oh, isn't that too bad".

lie then say, "Aot really, We never wanted any." Then

they look at us like we are monsters.

We feel that our lives, are full and very rewarding
withouE children. We are able to.cravel, do a great
deal of civic, political, and humanitarian work we
couldn't do if we were raising a family. And We are
happy! .We(don't hate children. we like them. But

we feel the world doesn't need any mote.

Please.tell your'readers that there are some perfectly
sane people who do not want to be parents. I am tired
of having strangera pity ug when they learn we have no

children.

Following a background discussion in the population Problem,
utilize this article to launch your/lass into discussion

corcerning life style options, ancl-sex role stereotypes, in

order to clarify values. Ask how"many agree or disagree, and

way. Relate to the population/Problem-
,-
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PURPOSE: To examine population density differences within the
United States.

Junior high school.

Social S 1.es

Personal and collective decisions and actions can change
the size and character of populations as.related to
geographical dislocations.

At an appropriate time during a study of pi-oblews related

to population pressures ask students individually to
write dawn the names of the five states they "guess" have
the highest densities of population per square mtle'; also
the five states with the lowest densities. After lecord-

-------1Egth-dit-choices on the chalkboard-and searching for
consensus present the data shown below obtained from the

1970 census.

What factors do the states with highest deositles have in
common? What factors are common fOr law ddusity states?

Persons driving through t open countryside sometimes
observe that the U.S.A. ceTtainly does not -appear to be

overpopulated. This would certainly be true for the five

states with low density populations. If some states,such

as New Jersey are getting too congested why nnt relieve

the pressure by inducing them to move to Wyoming? What

determines the size of a population that can livejn a

given state?

Pupulation per

State Square Mile*

Alaska 0.5

Wyoming 3.4

Montana 4.8

New Mexico .0.4

South Dakota 8.8

.'New,Jersey 953

. Rhode island 905

Massachusetts 727

Connectictit 624

Maryland. 396

*1970 Census Data
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PURPOSE: To illustrate the geometric na,..are of Population growth.

LEVEL: Junior high school

SUBJECT: Mathematics

CONCEPT: The v:orid population is currently increasing at an
unprecedented rate and in unprecedented numbers. The
earth as a finite system cannot accommodate these increases
indefinitely.

ACTIVITY: Divide the class into six gromps4 Ask each groupto first
guess and thed to calculate how many g reat-great grand-
children (5 generatiors later) they will have if they and
their descendents have family size as follows:

Gtou
Number of children to each marriage

_throligh_five

1 2

2 3

3 4

4 5

5 6

6 7

How accurate were their guesses?

What problems, if any, became apparent?
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PURPOSE: To help students understand the size of "a miMion".

LEVEL: Junior high school

SUBJECT: Mathematics

CONCEPT: The world population is currently increasing at an
unprecedented rate and in unprecedented numbers. The

earth, as a finite system, cannot accommodate-these
increases indefinitely.

ACTIVI71/:. If possible bring into the classroom a stack of one dollar
bills such as used by bank tellers. If this is not

feasible bring intb class a measurin g device such as a
micrometer to measure%the dnickness of a single dollar bill.

lIsing_the-stack--of---bil-ls-orthemeasuremen-toht-ainedfrom
a single bill involve_the stucIents_in_calculatiag_the
number of dollar bills needed to make a pile one inch high

(about 100).

Remind the students that'we use the term.million often but

we may have little understanding of how many a million

really is. Using the number of dollars that comprise one
inch of thickness ask the students to calculate the height

Of a stack Of dollar bills that would contain one million.

Indicate to-the class that the population of the U.S.A. is

growing approximately two million per year. What height

of dollar bills Would represent that growth? Indicate,

finally, that the world is gaining approximately 75 million

people per year. What height (or length) of dollar bills

would represent that growth?

Are ,.:tudents concerned with this amount.of growth? Why or

wiry mot?

6 4
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, PURPOSE: To examine how birth rates differ among countries.

LEVEL: Junior high school

SUBJECT: Mathematics
Social Studies

CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the impact of
population changes are necessary for the citizenry, includ-
ing understanding demographic terms and phenomena.

REFE#ENCE: TeachinE_RogulLL2Ic122aceEts. Pat King and John Landahl,
Washington State DePartment of Education, Olympia,
Washington 98504.

re-View With the-class the idea of dempounded rate of growth.
Thus-$100-invested-at....1%-and_compounded_annually-will-not----7- -

take 100 years to gtow to $200, but will actually double
in 70 year5- The same principle applies to human population
growth; thOs the approximate Gime required for a human
population to double can be calculated by dividing 70
years by dhe population growth rate in percent.

Present to the class growth rate data such as that cited
below. AsK students to calculate doubling times for each
country. Wbat differences are noted? What portions of the
world deviate most from the world average? Why? Are the
data frightening or reassuring? Why?

Region Or q511.1ntry. pozatIon Growth Rate (I)

United States 1.0

World 2.0
' Costa Rica 1.8

North America 1.1

Latin America 2.8

Europe 0.7

USSR 0.9

Asia 2.3

Africa 2.6
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PURPOSE: To examine factors responsible for lowering infant mortality.

rates.

LEVEL: Junior high school

SUBJECT: Science
Social Studies

CONCEPT: The population explosion is largery due to reduction in the

death rate,

REFERENCE: Peo le! An Introduction co the Stud of_population.

Population Reference Bureau, 1973. Columbia Books, pub-

lishers, 734 15th St-, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

ACTWITY: Eeview'with'the class the influence of disease and'famine

.

on the first colonial settlements in America Out of the

fizst groCiPOFT102-Pagriins-vho-came-co-Plymouth,_38....died_
in the first six months.

Thirty-nine out of 108 who

settled at Jamestown died within 180 daYs. Sables and

children had a particularly difficult time. Often more

than one-fourth of the babies born died before their first

birthday. .More than half of the children born died before

adulthood. Today with modern medicine and other factors

operating 96 out of 100 babies born in the United States

liVe to become adults.

Population growth in colonial times and until fairly

recently was affected greatly by the following di5eases:

typhoid fever, yellow' fever, cholera, smallpox, diptheria,

and malaria. Ask each student to interview, if possible,

one of the oldest persons in his neighborhood (a grandparent

or great-grandparent
would be ideal) to find out what they-

remember about the attitudes toward.auch diseases and the

fact that many children died very young. Ask students,

also, to do library research on one of the diseases to

ascertain its cause and how it has been controlled!

Develop conclusions in a class discu5sion with students

reporting their inte rview and library findings. Discuss

the relationship, if any, of improved infant survival

rates with smaller family size.
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PURPOSE: To examine changing health problems in the world's
_population.

LEVEL: Junior high school

SUBJECT: Science

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations
affect the individual and society as related to health.

"REFERENCE: Environment and Population. A Manual of Learning Activities
for Elementary Grades. ciusan Pruett and Carol Harrington,
P.O. Box 602, Rochester, Michigan 48063.

ACTIVITY: Indicate to the class, without going into detail, that
diseases such as black plague, smallpox, malaria, and
typhoid fever were very,,prevalent during the Middle Ages
and until fairly recent times. -Indicate, also, that
marasmus, kwashiorkor, beriberi, and rickets are major
health problems in the.world today.

Assign two or three students to research in-an-unabridged
dictionary and/or encyclopedia-each of the diseases"named
above. What causes tLe disease? How prevalent was (is)
it? How can it be prevented?. Does it affect children and
adults equally? Is it mare likely to be found in rich or
poor countries? Why?

Ask students to report their findings to the class.
Attempt to generalize the relationship between deficiency
diseases and overpopulation. Draw the distinction between
infectious and deficiency diseases.
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PURPOSE: To examine conditions.that affect population movement.

tEVEL: Junior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: LPersonal and collective decisions and actions can change
the size and character of populations as related to

changes in immigration.

ACTIVITY: Review with the class data'such as that cited below from

the World Almanac that shows the extent to which population

growth in the United States during the past 100 years Was

due to immigration from other countries.

--------------
Ask each student, as homework, to interview his mother or
father to ascertain when and why his ancescors,left their
birthplace (2, 3, 4 or more generations ago) and came to

America. The following day ask each student to report what
was learned from a parent and organize the data into a

matrix on the chalkboard. How is the data gimilar toxor

different from that cited below?

What were the most common reasons for coming to the United

States? Are those reasons still present in this count.rY?

Why or why not? Is immigration likely to increase or

decrease in the years ahead? Why? .

Number of Immigrants Admitted.

Years to The United States

1851-1860 2,600,000*
2,300,000

1871-1 80 2,800,000

1881-1 90 5,200,000

1891-1900 3,700,000

1901-1910 8,800,000

1911-1920 5,700,000

1921-1930 4,100,000

1931-1940 500,000

1941-1950 1,000,000

1951-1960 2,500,000

1961-1970 3,300,000

*Rounded to nearest hundred thousand '
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PURPOSE: To examine historical population growth'in the United
States.

LEVEL: 4Unior high school

SUBJECT: Mathtmatics
Social Studies

CONCEPT: The world population is currently increasing at an
unprecedented ratiti and in unprecedented numbers. The earth
as a finite system cannot accbmmodate these increases
indefinitely.

ACTIVITY: Present to the class data listed below that show the
tremendous growth of population in the United States from
the first census in 1790 to the latest major censuS in
1970. Ask that each student graph 'the data to examine rate
of growth during that 180 year period of our history:

. ...... ----

Engage the class in a review discussion of factors that
were responsible for the fast early growth of our country,
"e.g. cheap land, large families, large immigration, etc.
Since these factors are no longer operating as strongly as
they did in earlier times ask,the class to explain why our
numerical growth has not slowed perceptibly (a much larger
number of families are now having children even theugh
the average family size has decreased).

Finally discuss, as time and interest permit, the question
of optimum population level for the United.States.
Speculate as to whether,it might be in the past, present,
or future.

Population Growth in United Siates*

Year Population

1790 3,900,000k*

1820 9,600,000

1850 23,200,000

1880 50,200,000

1910 92,000,000

1940 131,700,000

1970 203,200,000

*Data from 1974 The World Almanac

** Rounded to nearest 100,000
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PURPOSE: To examine attitudes toward big cities.

LEVEL: . Junior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: .
Personal and collective decisions and.adtions can change
the size and character of populations as related to
geograghical dislocations.

ACTIVITY: The United States contains at least 35 metropolitan areas
with a population of one million or more. The three largest

are New york City area (10 million), Los Angeles area (7

milliun), Chicago area (7 million). Many persons have
erxpressed concern about problems such as high crime rates,
transportation, pollution, waste, water supply, garbage and
waste disposal and others that seem,'inevitably, to get
bigger as cities grow in area and population.

each si:udent to interview, as
(parents are permissible) with questions .such as the

following:

1. Do they regard big cities as good places in which to

live?

2. Do they see big cities as a threat to the "Ameridan
way of life"?

3. What, if anything, should_be done to curtail growth
of cities?

4. Do they believe the big citieS may be the result of

"too many people"?

Pool results obtained by class members and attempt to find
agreement, if any,"expressed by the adults interviewed.

Ask each student to answer the same questions and search,

for agreement, if any, that exists among students. If

adults and students disagree try to account for the

differences.
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PURPOSE: To investigate the effect of population increase on use of
water in an urban community

LEVEL: Junior high schpol

SbBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Carrying capacity caused by the interaction of population
growth resources and technology is reached and often
exceeded whenever pollution is indicated.

le

ACTIVITY: Re'iiew with the class the critical'importance of water in
the community. Ask students to explain the importance of
,water in the home, in sewage disposal, in industry, for
recreation.

As population increases adequate water s'qpplies maY. become
difficult to obtain without proper long-range planning.
Ask for several student volunteers to interview by telephone

p.e_r_s9ns

cerned with this matter (e.g. Chamb'er of Commerce sPokesMen,
city water and sewage personnel, 'boat owners, fishermen,
indostialists, and votets.)

Ask the students to report the tesults of their interviews
tO the'class. Does the city have:a foreseeable '1water
problem"? What can be done about it? What is being done

to forestall the problem? To what extent is the problem
related to growthA.n populaticn er to growth in water
usage? Should growth in city size be limited (somehow). to
minimize problems such as securing adequate water supply?

71
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PURPOSE: To examine student attitudes toward population issues.

4

LEVEL: junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: SOcial Studies

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change

the size and character of populations as related to

attitudes toward marriage and child-bearing.

ACTIVITY: An "opinion poll on population" such es that shown below

cart be used as a simple pretest and posttest to determine

what attitude changes, ,iT any, occur during a unit study

on'oopulation or-on aniis.sue related to population growth such_

as food, energy,'or land use. Studen'ts should be informed

prior to answering the questions that there are no absolutely

."right". answers. ,

After students h ave responded individuall Y and anonymously

to the questionnaire it might be interesting to have the .

girls in the class analyze the responses of,the boys and

vice-versa. /Ask one or two girls to react to the boys'

responses in terms of "surprises", agreements, disagree-

ments'and o f..irth. Boys, of course, Should be given the

same opportunity for girl resPonses.

,/ OPINION POLL ON POPULATION

Check one:
Boy Girl

1. Do you ink the United States is overpopulated?

es ' No

2. Do 'otVthink the WORLD is overpopulated?

Yes No

3. Do u think U.S. population should continue to grow?

Yes No

4. Do you think the I.S.!
population haS stopped growing?

Yes No

5. Do you think people should limit the size of their families to two

children?
Yes No

6. What do yo; think is'the ideal family size? -

1 child 2 children 3 children

mere.than.3 children

7 2
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7. DO you think there's something strange about a woman who says she

doesn't want to get married and have children?
Yes No

8. Do you think there's something strange about a man who doesn't

want to get married and have a family?

Yes No

9. %Should a woman have the right to decide wheth,er she wants to bear

a child?

10. Do you think our.country shoulo %,"1.), other countries if they won't

limit or try to control their population growth?

Yes Nb

Do yok, think population growth is a threei. to the survival 'of the

human race?,
Yes No

12. Should schoO1S-firoVid-e-inforMWCO-h-Do-VOPIAgtrOW-raggl-
Yes No

$ 7 3

!.!
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PURPOSE: To illustrate various perceptions of crowding

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nation7!
affect the individual and society as related to individual
and group-expectation and conflict.

ACTIVITY: Suggest to your students, that they have a choice between two-
week, all-expense-paid vacations.

Choice 1: A log cabin in a remote.,but pristine area in the
northern woods of Maine. ; .

Choice : A popular ski area with 20,000 on .the slopes each
weekend, and a lot of action in.the ski lodge at
night.

Take a numerical poll as to how many students prefer each.
Now ask who would prefer to liVe permanently ii. a situation

7 like #1 or in a large city. The number of preferences will
now probably shift. Discuss why this shift has occurred.
Be sure to point out that people have different perceptions
about what is "crowded", and these may change from time to
time based upon extraneous factors.

7 4
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PURPOSE: To examine responsibilities associated with parenthood.

LPEL: : - Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT': Home Economics
Social Studies
Science

CONCEPT: Personal and collectiVe 0,ecisions actions can change
the size and character of populations as related to
attitudes toward marriage and child-hearing.-

ACTIVITY: Review with the class the simple dictionary definition

'that a' mother is "a woman Who has given birth to a child".

ra
Beyond this simple biological fact is the responsibility

of being a."perent". A spokesman for the Sier club has

observed that "parenthood is the most important occUpation

for which we have no specialized training.".

Divide the class-into-groups-s5-threer-four-stteents7-------
Ask each group to discuss and-subsequently list during a

20-30 minute group work assignment th0 qualities and/or

conditions that are necessary to be a "good" parent.
Beyond maternal and paternal love the groups May list such

factors as ability to provide adequate food; Clothing)

shelter, medical care, educational toYs, patience', willing-,

ness to cUrtail personal activities, and so for,th.

Ask each group to share their list with the aatite class

and develop from the group reports a roaster iat on th

chalkboard.

,With the master list on the chalkboard as a guide

for personal reflection ask students to,write a short paper

in which they judge When they believe .4ey will be quali-

fied to take on the role of "good,narent". -

Ask students also to comment on the'qualificiations of most

teen-agers, as they knoW them, to assuMe the
bilities of parenthood..

If they believe many or most teen-age ts are not qualified

for this responsibility what can be done about it?

75-
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PURPOSE: To examine the/COncept of "doubling time".

LEVEL: Juniorr.senior high school

SUBJECT: Mathematics
Science
Social Studies

CONCEPT: The world population is currently increasing at au
unprecedented rate and in Unprecedented numbers. The

earth as a.finite system cannot-accommodate these

increases'indefinitely.

.ACTIVITY: Present to.the class a worksheet that contains thirty-one

spaces representing the days in one month. Share with the -

class the following classic riddle:

"A father complained that his son's allowanCe of $5
Tex_meek_was _top mech. The son _reRlied, "Okay, Dad.

How about this? You give me a penny for the frit
day of the month, 2O for the next, 4c for the next,
8Q for the next,'and so on for every day of the

month." The father, thinking he had a foolish son, .

readily consented;

Which, irleed, was the more clever?"

Ask that students complete the calculations on how much

"allowance" the son Would get on each'day of the month.
3

How much total for the month?

After students understand the concept odoehling,time" .

indicate that the population of the world is doubling every0

35 years. Also indicate that the world' pres5nt population

is about four billion persons. Thirty-on'douhlings
(every 35 years) would require 1085 years.1-a much shorter

time-than from the birth of Christ to the resent..

If the present population of four bil4on doubles every 35

years how many persons would live on the woltld 1085 years

in the future? Why is this cleaLly imno5siLe? What will

prevent it? Is this a condition man can/shOeld do some-

thing Ocut or must it be left to "natnral" Solutions?

7 6
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...-

3

7 8 9 10 ii 13

14

i 2f-----

15

22

16 17 18 19 20

23 24 25 26 27

28

. _

29 30 31

The Son's Allowance

Day 1 .01 Day 17 655.36
Day 2 .02 Day 18 1,310.72
Day.3 .04 Day 19 2,621.44
Day 4 .08

,
Day 20 5,242.88

Day 5 .16 ,Day 21 10,485.76
Day 6 .32 hay 22 .20,971.52
Day 7 .64 Day 23 41,943.04
Day 8 1.28 Day :4 83)886.08
Day 9 2.56 Day 25 167,772.16
Day 10 5.12 hay 26 335,544.32
Day 11 . 10.24 Day 27 671,088.64
Day 12 20.48 pay 28 1,342,177.28
bay 13 40.96 ..ay 29 2,684,354.56

14 81.92 jay 30 5,368,709.12_Day
Day 15 163.84 Day 31 10,737,418.24
Day 16 327.68 Total $.21,474,836.47
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PURPOSE: To examine the relationships between family size and family

bUdgets.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Home Economics

CONCEPT: Struggles ofmany families and natos to develop
economically are prolonged and made)7re difficult by

rapid population growth.

ACTIVITY: present to the class a "typical" family.budget for a
family of four with an income of $10,000 ,per year.
Indicate, with aid of a large circle graph, typical amounts
spent per Year by such a family for food, 'shelter, clothing,

transportation, .recreation, insurance, and Miscellaneous

expenses.

Divide the class into five groups that represent family

sites as follows: two persons (no children), tl ee persons

(one child), five persons (three children), six p rsons

(four children), and seven persons (five children).

Ask each group to think seriously about how the famil-\
budget for four would likely be changed to the size the

represent. Where would the childless couple spend less?
Where more? . How.would the expenditures of larger families

be different from the family of four?

Is a four the ideal size? Why or why not?

7 8
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PURPOSE: To exaMine Population pressures on wilderness areas.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

' SUBJECT: Social Studies
Science

/.
.CONCEPT: As more peoPle make use of dwi dling resources, greater

social and Political regimentation results.

ACTIVITY: Persons living in congested areas often look forward to
vacation time when they can visit national parks, wilderness
areas, or Open seashores. Outdoor recreation such as hunting
and fishing continue to grow in popularity with increasing
pressure on fewer available acres and good fishing.sites.

Present to the class data such as that shown beloW'from a U.S.
Department Of Interior yearbook. Engage the class in dis-

----------eusling-person-al-experienzes -they-or-rheiT-parents Wave trad---
.in finding congested national parks or too many hunters or
fisqlermen. Will it be possible for our present national park,
syStem to accommodate 250 million visitors a year? Why or
why not? Under what limitations or conditions? Is access co
national parks or hunting or fishing necessary for the "good,
life" as AMericans perceive it?

If there is such a quality as "optimum population" for a given
area, has tnat number been reached or exceeded in the U.S..A.?

How can such a question he answered?

1947

28.5
millibo

,

MILLIONS OF VISITS PER YEAR

1965

9

112.0

million

2000

250.0
million
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MILLIONS OF P.A.Ib LICENSES PER YW1

1947

12.0
12.6

million

80

1964

14.1
20.2

.million

2000

24.2
48,4

million
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PURPOSE: To examine possible relationships between population growth
and economic growth.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

_SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Political instability seems pro:,able as long as.a few
nations consume a disproportionate share of the earth's
finite supply of resources including food.

REFERENCE: 2PG National Reporter. November 103.
. .\

ACTIVITY: Present to the class by means of7anidverhead projector or
on a duplicated handout the drawings shown on the following
page from the regerence cited above. The reference also
included the following statement: "WARNING:. These "Mush-
rooms" are hazardous to.our health- - to our economy to

our country - to our[world!" /

Discuss questions that are obvious such as: How is.it

poSsible for gross national Product to increase faster than
population? Why have crude oil imports risen so dramat-

icaily? What has happened to oil imports since, 1971? Why

have bauxi/te ores increased so much? What, if anything,
.,can be done to slow down oil and bauxite imports? Would

this be';a gopd idea? Why or wh? not?

SoMe persons conderned with world wide problems advaire the
idea-that Population growth in the United States is a more
serions_problem than population growth in lesser developed'
coantrieS'such as India. What support might be cited to

support this'idea?

1971

1960

1950.

1940

POPULATION Up 58%

Millions*

Si

GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT Up 222%

$740

0

$230

Billions of 1958 Constant Dollaxs*



CRUDE OIL IMPORTS

1971 671,000

1960

.1950

1940-

70

Up 1,471%

42,660

-Thousaads-of-bartels*"

1971

1960

1950

1940

MACHINE AND VEHICLE IMPORTS

Up 28,924%

$12,200

$42

=-MiTtivnaTof7t96-7.-Do±tars*-----

BAUXITE ALUMINUM ORE IMPORTS
Up 2,120%

13,964

630

Thousands of long tons*

:

*Source of data: Statistical Abstract USA, 1962 and 1972,

Business Statistics 1971.

82
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URPOSE: To examine the nature of pronatalist customs,
l'

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUOJECT: Social Studies
Home Economics

Personal and-C-Oliective decisiOns-ahd-ections-can-changeQ014CEPT:'
the size and character of populations as related to ,

attitudes toward Marriage and child-bearing.

ACTIVITY: At an appropriate time durin a study of po Pulation or
population-relaved studies such as food, energy, or
natural resources shortages, suggegt the importance of

pronatalist customs in influencing birth rates. Pronetalist

Ctoks or laws are asRbfrth-favoring") cus ects of human
soCitiss which tend to increase the birth rate. Giving
'special awards or ..43nus ea to mothers of large families, as

was done two decades ago io the soviet Union, is a cleat

a5samp1e. Lower tax ratea for married people is another.

Divide the class into groups of three or four and ask each

group to sPend 10-15 minutes listing all the customs,
social pressureS, and laws they can think of that tend to,

increase the birth rate. Combine the lists into a master,
e implicationslist on the chalkboard and discuss what th Are

to'individoals or governments who are promctiog smaller
families and thus slower population growth.



PURPOSE:

LEVEL:

\ SUBJECT:

CONCEPT;

ACTIVITy:

.72

To demollsrrate that a critical resource for human settl:aments

la hC. Wast (water) may now present limits for future growth.

juoio-sertior high school

toqial St4,Idies

'science'l

.CarrYiag caPacity caused by the interaction of population

growth, resources, and technology is reached and often exceeded

whenever pollution is indicated.

COMMUNITY WATER SUPPLY

The map below shows present and projected water shortages b-

region in the United States. 'Ask students to locate preseu.

water shortages in the Southwst and to trace projected

shortages sPreadieg East and North in the, next 30 to 50 years.

Do you ii.ve in one of these regions? Does someone you know

live le 00e? H0W do these regions correspond to population

growth rates and human settlement?

At the local level, ?reblems may'be more or less serious

and they may occur at different times. Ask students to survey

the water aeeds and supply in their own community. the folloW-

iag questions should be asked:

Do you know wl-,re the water you drink the local water

supply - ,comes from?

Does it come from wells? reservoirs1' rivers or lakes?

How is it treated?

What are the dangers of pollution in this water supply?

llow ls it transported?

the comorlitY operate its own-water supply or does

it purchase it elsewhere?

Wilat are the Prospects for.the future?

How much planning is made for'the fUture water needs of

the community?

How far into the future-ife-Plini-bilifg-mde?
I

What Population estimates or assumptions for future

community growth are used in estimating the demand for

water?

8 4
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What are theprospects- for increased water costs passed
on to consumers?

WATER DEFICIT REGIONS: 3-CHILD PROJECTION

caFIC IT sy YEAR

Ivo 1900 2000t 2020

..

-

-

Reprinted from OPTIONS with perrnission of The Populationckeferdnce Etureau.

rti



PURPOSE: To examine factors associ ed with declining populations

------in-selectedjUties,

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change
thp sAze and.character of populations as related to
geographical dislocations.

ACTIVITY: While considering the urbanization of "America present data
such as the following which indlcates that metropolitan
.area growth is not synonymous with city growth. Without
exception America's major cities have been the ceter Of
metropolitan growth but several cities have had :narked
reductions'in their populations Auring the past 25 years.

Why has this occurred? What segments of the population
have moved from the major cities to the suburbs? What

segments have remained? Why?

What problems are aggravated in ceOtral cities by the
so-called "flight to the suburbs"? What problems are
commonly found in suburbs that are:undergoing very rapid
growth?

;

Attempt to apply the general qustions posed above to the
'growth of urban areas well known tO the students: Attempt,

also, to have selected students con'tact leadcrs in the

. city and in the suburbs to3get their perceptions of this
.problem. Engage the-class in considering what, if anything,
can be done to reduce problems associated with such Patterns
of growth.

Growth Patterns of Selected Cities*

Population

City, 1970 1950

Detroit 1,514,000 1,850,000

Cleveland 751,000 915,000.

Boston 641,000 801,000 '

St. LoUis 622,000 857,000

Pittsburgh 520,000 677,000

*Data from World Almalt..!.; rounded to nearest thousand.

7

8
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PinVOSE: To demoastrate behavioral changes in animals associated with
overcrcading

-- _

LEVEL: .:.,.Junior.4enior high school 0

SUBJECT: Science

,CDNCEPT: Population chaages in the United States and other nations__
affect Ole individual and society as-yetated-lb-in-dividual
and grocAD expectation and conflict:

ACTIVITY: Many classrooms are easily supplied with a Pair of .gerbiJs
and an ,agoariuM. e-

Allow tlie,gcrbils to produce a litt., Separate two individ-
uals of the.same seX into an equal-si:ed aquarium as a
"con1". Supply-both g-;:oOpS.with-Addquate- food and Water.-
allowin the "experimental group" to freely intrbreed.
Have the students tabulate the size ,of the -.;roup as .it
increases. alac4ss why and how it might-stabilize itself
over a year., (Many specie5 have an internal horMonal response
to overCrowding which affects the reproductive glands.)

.Studenta stould record any behavioral changes (isolation,
gnawing.on each other, ref.iNal'tn mate, aggrese.ion) which
might result from overcrowding. Discuss possible relation-
ships tO human conditions. 'Why can't a direct relaticnship
necessafily be ni.lide? Ask the students to express their
feelinga hbout crowding. Do these feelings change as
cumstances sorfonnding their origin change?

87
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PURPOSE: To emphasize the world-wide concern for population problems.

LEVEL: junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: social Studies

CONCEPT: political instability seems prob,.. 1 as long as a few

nations consume a dispro.cortioL. share of the earth's

finite supply of resources including food.

ACTIVITY: Review with-the class the fact that the United Stares, uses
-mortl energy and natural resources per capita than any other

country in the world. We own more automobiles, build more
'highways, produce more chemicals, use more air travel tnan

any other country. We are first or secOnd in Producing .

pollution.

Review also the well known fact that millions of persons
living in India are malnourished and on the verge of star-

vation. Indians use, compared to tho..! U.S.A., much less

energy and natural resources per capita. Environmentalists

report that a child born in the Unitad States Will use,

during his Jifetime, at least 30 times as "much of the

world's resources than will an Indian child,-

Ask for three or four volunteers on each side to debate
befor, the class (after several days of preparation) the
question, "Resolve& that population planning in the United
States is just as necessary as it is in India".

8 8
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PURPOSE: To examine population concepts through class discussion.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Socia? Studies
Language Arts
Science
Home Economics

CoNCEPT(S): Many

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for
the Office of the Superint-endent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington, 1973, pp. 40-41.

ACTIVITY: You may find some of these questions regarding various
population concepts appropriate for class discussion.

Why do we have millionS more people today than we
did 200 years ago? What has happened to the birth

rate? What.happened to the death rate?

What do you predic.t will happen if the human population
unItinues to expand at its present rate indefinitely?

How can the population be controlled without loss of
individual liberties?

If the human population expands without restriction
will it mean the extinction of many other species now
preSent on earth?

What are the effects of croWd11,: on human behavior?

How does popnlaLion affect pollution?

What needs to be done to ensure enough food'for'all
humans toeay?

What products' does man consume are nct replenishable?

How Much space do we need to giv. 4ach-person a high

quality of life?

Why did pioneers move? Is there any room for pioneering

today? (Now that oue coun.qx_has
- . -

people as ir did iii- 1880.)

Would moving PeoPle from Crowded areas of the world to
under-crowded areas solve the'world's overpopulation

problem?
8 9
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If lie-solution-to-overpopulation-ls-to-redist-ribute-----
pe*ple, where do you think excess People should be moved?
Who would have the authority to move them? How would

people support themselves.in these new areas? How would'

people be Chosen to go? Would you be willing to go?

Is popolat:;.on growth an urgent problem all the
. _ _ .

countries of the wotld of principally for the poor6r
countries?

Let's suppose there was a satisfactory solution to
overpopulation, agreed upon by the governments of
the world. How could the U.S. help other natioas
implement that solution?

How would our population distribution be affected if
we had to depend on solar energy which -s distributed
evenly over the earth's surface, instead of conr.entrated
sources of energy? 'Would it still be sensible to con-
centrate most of the population in a few small areas?

Would there still be wars even if population growth
stopped completely?

Are we setting aside more parks, national monuments,
and so on to acconmodate our increasing populatiein?

The black plague killed one person out of four in
Europe in the 16th century. Wocld you say it had much
effect on population growth?

Which is more-of a threat to the world's resource
sUpply-"the birth of one American baby or the birth
of five Alrican, Indian or Latin American babies?

What are some of the ways other animal populations
are kept in balance?

9 0
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PURPOS4 To illustrate the interrelationship of the population/food
/

/ -111:17ehm:a.

Junior-senior high school
//

./
// SUBJECT: Science-'

Soc. Studies

79

CONCEPT:

REFNCE:.

/ ACTIVITY:

Population changes in the United/States and other nations
affect the individual and Sociek as related to resource
demand end depletion. /

-
Teeching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for
the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington' 53,

Present to the class the data cited below relatl.vo the
"food pyramid" 6r man's supply of seafood-gich as tuna.

Discuss- the feasibility and/or cleirability of eating "lower"
on the pyramid shown. .Thder vi,hat conditions might it become
necessary to eat tiny sea anithals or small fish? Are such
conditions now present in.any parts of the world? Why are
these conditi-ns generally not found presently in 'the.United
States?
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Some people say we could help solve the world food criots by
eating from a lower level of the food pyramid. What does

this mean? Here's an example:

It takes 1,000 lbs. of microscopic sea plants to produce

100 .lbs. of tiny sea animals, and 100 lbs. of these tiny

animals to produce 10 lbs.,of small fish, but 10-lbs. of

small---fi-sh---would-only-put- one,- pound_of_meat, _on-a Alig

tuna. In changing 1,000 lbs: to 1 lb. of meat, 999 lbs.

of food energy are lost or given off in heat Rlong the

way. One pound of fish would put hardly any weight on a
human--it wouldn't even give him much elerp
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PURPOS6; To examine the advantages and disadvantages of modera
American agricultural i)ractices.

LEVEL: - Junior-senior high school

cONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations ;

affect the individual and society as related to land use.

ACTIVITY: , In response to the increased demand for food causedby
rapidly growing populations world-wide the Americen
farmer has increased his production dramatically. Yields,: /

per acre, of wheat, corn, and other food grains are mucb
higher than they were one or,two ganerations ago. Row

can this fact be reconciled with the concern of some
scientists and conservationists who say the soil in America

is being harmed at an alarming rate?

Develop. With input from the class, a list of factors that

are necessary to secure high yields of grain - factors
such as soil, weather, water, seed, fertilizer, pesticides,
and herbicides. Most highly productive farms also make
heavy use of power mazIlinery and practice some aspects of
mono-culturin.

Ask students to do library research or interview persons
such as county agents or ogler agricetural specialists;
(including those who urge more "orgar.ic tarming or garden-
ing") to get information on the neg'xive as well as Che
positive aspects of heavy irrigation, heavy,use of
chemical fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, and mono-7

culturing. Share findings in a subsequent discussion

period. To what extent, if any, do some or all these I
factors have a harMful effect on a farmer's soil? Why

might a farmer continue a practice he knows to be harmful?

9 3
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PURPc.3E: To examine advantages of early aad late chiid-bearing.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
liome-Economics,

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change

the size and character of populations as related to timing

of marriage/child-bearing.

ACTIVITY: Population specialists from the Sierra Club report that

teen-age mothers accounted for 17% of the births in the

United States in 1975.

Divide the class into four groups. Ask each group to think

seriously about the advantages and disadvantages of having

children in one of the following age ranges:

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34

After 20 minutes of group discussion ask-for a spokesman

from each group to report their conclusions,to the class.

Ask each group also to report on what they believe to be

the "ideal age" for a mother to have her first child.

Why did they select that age?

9 4
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.PURPOSE: To investigate the attitudes of various populations in a
metropolitan area toward an expanded mass transit program.

LEVEL: Junior-senlor high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other _nations
affect the individual and society as related to provision
of social services.

REFERENCE: A Structure for Population Education. Mary Turner Lane and
Ralph E. Wileman. Carolina Population Center, University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.

ACTIVITY: Involve the class in discussing the different transportation
needs of various populations in a metropolitan area.
Affluent populations living in the suburbs tend, generally,
to rely on their automobiles for transportation to shopping
centers, to doctors, to visit friends, and so forth. Inner-
city populations typically rely more on mass transit such
as busses.

The smog problem caused by excessive automobile exhaust
emissions in several large cities and the rapidly escalat-
ing cost of superhighway construction has led many city
planners to argue for an expansion of metropolitan transit
.programs-along with a reduction of automobile traffic in
the central city.

Divide the class into groups of three or four students.
Ask each group to hypothesize what groups of people, insti-
tutions, or capital resource requirements might act as
constraints to developing a good metropolitan transit
system. Collect the group contributions into a class
composite.

Arrange for someone in the metropolitan area who is promot-
ing more'mass transit to come to.class and react to the
ideas that were generated. If the person is unable to
come to the school ask for a stv.dent volunteer to arrange
for .a telephone conference.or visit to the appropriate
office to get reaction to the class' ideas and report back
to other students.
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PURPOSE: To edcourage students to consider alternative solutions to

the population groiath dilemma and varied perception5 of the

problems associated with this dilemma.

LEVEL:
Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Fwlies
SciencL

CONCEPT(S): Many

REFERENCE:
reachinPou'ItionConcets by Pat King and John Landahl for

the Office of the Superintendent for Public instruction,

Olympia, Washington, 1973, P- 44.

ACTIVITY: A classroom debate on some aspect of the population issue is

a good way to involve students with populajon concepi.:- Some

suggested debate topics:

Man can adapt mentally to a greatly increased
population .-

density.

Overpopulaticn is a stimulus for progress

Man should work toward: increaned food prmuction in

preference to popnlation control measures.

Much of the is empty land which can be put

under culti%.::ion in order to meet the needs of

population growth.

Farming the gea is dtential solution for ale

present and Predi world crisis-

The U. .

sclve the world food shortage by sending

its food stirpluses overseas.

The U.S. should
suspend foreign aid to countries whose.

rate of population grewth outstrips their rate of eco-

nomic growth.

.------S.R77MmEr-q-ri-1:174404.-aLnew way tc) feed everyone through

development of SYncF f00.0S.

If che earth heeoMes more- croW&d,-,:tliie-4alue:of-human---_-.

life will decrease. -

to have whatever-S12,,e family
'Everyone should be free

,he or sDe wants-

The U.S. has no Population Problam.

9 6
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Ue can solve the crowding problem on earth by
migrating to other planets.

Students might keep an on-running file or notebook of informa-
on from the media on population issues and thereby enhance

discussion and debate.

9 7
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PURPOSE: To demonstrate a requirement necessary to sustain present

rate of population growth.

LEVEL:
Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social StUdies

CONCEPT:
Population changes in the United States and other nations

affect the individual and society as related to land use.

REFERENCE: Jesse Lott, 2317 Boone Boulevard, Tallahassee, Fforida 32303

in INTERCHANGE, Vol II, 1)2, July 1973. Po-pulation Reference .

Bureau, Inc., 1337 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20036.

ACTIVITY: A freeway is being
planned within an urban areas. Use an

overhead projector and make a hypothetical map of the area.

Have students play the roles of city planners. Discuss why

the freeway is needed, what alternatives are possible, and

what impact the freeway will make on the lives of members of

the community.

9 8
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PURPOSE: To consider Cle desirability of changes in land use that
are associated with population growth.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Science .

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations .
affect the individual and society as related to-land use.

ACTIVITY: Develop on the chalkboard with input from the students a
list of land use changes that go on around any large grow-

/ ing city:such as:

1. Good farm land is used for:

a) Suburban housing developments
b) Shopping centers
c) Parking lots
d) Enlarged'or new airports
e) Industrial parks.

2. The highway'system is enlarged,

3. Flood plains and swampy marshland are often filled in
to provide additional building siteg.

After the list has been developed ask each student to rate
individually and without class discussion the desirability
of the,change in land use as +, 0, or -, from his persbnal
viewpoint. Record the ratings on the chalkboard and dis-
cuss the areas of greatest disagreement.

Ask eachLstudent to interview two persons older and ywo
persons Younger than himself to see if they believe the
changes in land use are +, 0, or -. Urge that students try
to interView diffeent types of workers to see if they view
-the situation differently.

.In subsequent class discussion tiy to determine consensus
and disagreement among the respondent groups.

Is iE desirable for a city, metropolitan area, state, or
country tb have a land Use plan? Why or why not? .

.

9 9
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PURPOSE: To examine the relationship between population
growth and

pressure on recreation areas.

LEVEL:
Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations

affect the indiVidual and society as related to individual

and group expectation and conflict.

REFERENCE: Population and the American Future.
Thalleport of the

Commission on Population Growth and the Ametican Future.

REFERENCE: RePrinted from OPTIONS With permission of the Population

Reference Bureau.

In considering the
relationship between the economy and population growth,:

the Commission made the following statement:

"We have looked for,
and have noe found, any convincing economic

argument for continued natibnal population growth: The health of

our economy-does not depend on it. The vitality of business does

not depend on it.
The welfare of the average person certain19

does not depend on it.m

-The popular song writer, Cat Stevens, and members of the Commission on

Population Growth and the American Future share a common toncern: avail-

ability of recreation space.

More and more American
families have the time, the money, and the

inclination to enjoy the outdoors. With better roads and easier travel,

national parks have id effect become city parks for the residents of nearby-

urban areas. The Commission's
research revealed that in the.past 10 years,

Iiisitora to all national
parks more than doubled,

while the area of the'

parks increased by only 20 percent, There are still many areas to enjoy

and more to be developed, but the enjoyment will depend largely on how

fast the population grows.

ACTIVITY:* "Where Do the Children Play?"

Have the class listen to the song "Where 'Do the ohildren-PlaY?"-

written by Cat Stevens in 1970. The song describes the

"Progress of mankind." It shows'a differenCe, howeVer,'between.

"progress" that increases the quality of our children's lives'

and "progress" that may threaten it.

Use this song as a spriagboard for discussing the complexity

of the concept of "progress" as well as for discussing the

implications of population and economic growth.- Encourage

students to explore the different implication's of populaeion
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and economic growth. Encourage students to explore the
different implications for developing countries in contrast
to industrialized nations.

WHERE DO THE CHILDREN PLAY?

Well I think it's fine building Jumbo
planes, or taking a ride on a cosmic
train, switch on summer from a slot
machine, yes get what you want to,
if you want, 'causeoyou can get
anything. I know we've coMe.a long
way, we're changing day to day,
but tell me, where d' th" chtldr'n play.

Well you roll-on roads over fresh
green grass, for your.lorry loads
pumping petrol gas, and you make
them long and you make them tough;'
but they just go on and on, and it
seems that you can't get off. Oh, I
know we've come a long way, we're
changing day to day, but tell me'
where d' th' ch'ldr'n play.

Well you've cracked the sky, scrapers
fill the air, but will you keep on
building higher 'till there's nO more
room up there. .Will you make us
laugh, will you make us cry, will you
tell us when to live, will you tell us
when to die? I know we've come a
long way, we're.changing day 66 ,day.

----But-tell-me-i-where-d'-thl--ch'ldr'n play.

--Cat Stevens, "Where Do the Children Play?"
from the album, Tea for the'Tillerman,
A&M Record Company, Hollywood, California.

QUESTIONS: 1. What is this song all about?

2. How does the author feel about thg sUbjectof this song?
What words or phrases in the song make you think he feels

this'way?

3. Do you agree with Cat Stevens? Why or why not? Do you

think what he says applies to your'community?

4. One iine says: 'yes get what you want to, if you want, ,
'cause you can get anything. What does the author mean?
Do you think this phrasevill be true as the-pOpulation
continues to gr6w?
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5. Why do you suppose the author keeps repeating the title
of dhe song after each verse? Why does he stress the
urgency of acting now?

6. Playgrounds are just one example of things of value for
our children that we may be losing. What are others?
Discuss possible solUtions or policies that might help
us maintain those things we value.

102
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PURPOSE: -To illustrate the impact of a local decision limiting

population gtowth.

LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

CONCEPT:

ACTIVITY:

Junior-senior high school

Social Studies,

Population changes in the United States and other nations
affect the individual and society as related to land use.

In 1972, Boca Raton, Florida, by means of a referendum petition,
put a "growth cap" resolution on the November ballot. A reso-

lution that reduced authorized expansion of projected building
units from 65,000 to 43,000 passed 4:1. Each year hence, the
resolution has been reviewed annually by the city and passed

by substantial margins.

You are a member of the Boca Raton city council asked to

implement this resolution by reviewing existing city zoning
codes and other possible means. What do you suggest? Is it

fair for a city to decide the quality of life its residents

may desire and keep others from entering?

Have the class discuss this issue.

103
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.4

PURPOSE: To examine a problem associated with rapid population

growth.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Science

CONCEPT: Population changes in the Unites States and other nations

affect the individual and society as related to resource

demand and depletion.

REFERENCE: The World Almanac and Book of Facts, 1974.

ACTIVITY: Ask the class to identify the five most populous states in

che U.S.A. After several states have been "nominated" and

placed on the chalkboard asK each student to identify his

five choices and tally responses to indicate total class

guesses. Follow this activity by presenting census data

figures that, in 1970, identified the five as follows:

California 19,950,000

New York 18,240,000

Pennsylvania 11,790,000

Texas 11,200,000

Illinois 11,110,000

After comparing their guesses with ."the facts" ask the class

to identify the two states faced with present or soon to

deVelop fresh water shortages. Use rainfall and/or topo-

graphic maps to show the inadequate rainfall in Southern

Californ'ia and huge areas of Texas. Uae a political map to

show the enormous growth of cities of 100,000 or more in

the Los AngeIes-San Diego area. Indicate 'hese cities must

"import" water for all uses, including irrigation of truck

farms, from the Colorado River or from the Feather River

in Northern California more than 600 miles away.

Southern California has a climate and life style that has

attracted millions of persons to live there during-the past .

40 years. The area is now plagued by water shortage

problems, extremely heavy freeway traffic, smog, and other

conditions associated with' dense populations.
,,.

What,.if anything, courcror should have been done years ago

to avoid 'AOme of these problems? 'What, if anything, can

or should be done now to insure that the probleMs don't get

worse in the years ahead? '

104
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PURPOSE: To involve students in creative thinking about alternative ,
solutions to the population dilemma.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Language Arts

CONCEPT(S): Many

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts by Pat King and John Landahl for
the Office of the Superintendent for Public Instruction,
Olympia, Washington, 1973, p. 43. (Activity suggested by

Fred Bannister.)

ACTIVITY: If,you teach creative writing on the secondary level, yoU
might try, this assignment.

Have students write two science fiction short stories about
the society pf 2015. The first story should be a predictive
one based oh information about current trends, and the second
should be a prescriptive one describing a utopian society the
student would like to see. Both stories should include flash-
backs or hints showing their step-by-step development from
the present situation.
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PURPOSE: To clarify values toward marriage and child-bearing.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Home Economics

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change the
size and character of populations.

REFERENCE: Po_pulation and the American Future. The Report of the
Commission on Population Growth and the American Future.

REFERENCE: Adapted from OPTIONS with permission of the Population
Reference Bureau.

Until modern times, high rates of reproduction were netessary to offset
high mortality--especially infant mortality. In agricultural societies

childr'en were assets in the home- and farm-centered economy. Also, before
care.of the aged became institutionalized, parents had to rely upon their
children for care in their old age. Large numbers of children were
advantageous. As a result of these factors and of short life expectancy,
American women spent most of their adult lives bearing and rearing four,
five, or more children.

Long before the tradition of the large family disappeared, some couples
had begun to adopt the small family pattern. As a result of declining
mortality rates,,a diminishing need for child labor in agriculture,
increasing costs of raiSing a child in an industrialized urban society,
and improved methods of fertility control, both the number of children
desired and born declined.

Despite this trend, pronatalist pressures (those favoring childbearing)
still exist. These include (1) the shaping of the young into sex-typed °

roles, with the boys pointed toward jobs and the girls toward hoMe and
motherhood; (2) discrimination against the working woman and especially
against the working mother; and (3) restrictions on higher education for

women. Such forces are so pervasive that they are typically perceived as
.natural forces and not simply as cultural prescriptions. c

ACTIVITY: As a way of illustrating these factors, a simple survey
activity is suggested for use before classroom discussion.
Use the following questionnaire to measure the attitudes of
your students.

In tabulating the results, look for the following patterns:
Most persons.will probably indicate plans for marriage and.
childbearing that are quite similar-7revealing conditioning
by cultural and social forces. Note those who:do-not expect
the female to work after marriage: are -there differences in

male and female responses? Do the answers to the questions
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on number of children expected and number desired differ? If

the same, mention the.Commission's finding that 44 percent of
all births from 1966 ..to 1970 were reported as unplanned and 15
percent as unwanted.

In light of the results of the survey and after participants
have had a chance to analyze and discuss their own attitudes,
offer the following statement from the Commission for further
comparison:

"The objectives for Ameriaan society should be to make
the childbearing decision as free as possible of unin
tended societal pressures: It should not be to "force"
people to become parents in order to seem "normal", but
to recognize that some people, and perhaps many, are not
really suited to parenthood. We should strive for the
ideal of diversity in which it would be equally honorable
to marry or not, to be childless or not, to have one
child or two or, for that matter, more. . Our goal is one
of less regimentation, not more."

SURVEY: .MARRIAGE AND CHILDBEARING

1. Female Male

2. Do you plan to marry? Yes No

3. If yes, at what age do.you plan to marry? Age

4. If female and you plan to marry, do you plan
to work after marriage? Yes No .

5. If male and you plan to marry, would you like
your wife to work after marriage? Yes No

6. If female how long will you work?
if,Male how long should your wife work after
marriage? Years

7. If you plan to have children, at what age
would you expect to have your first child? Age

8. How many children do you want to have? Number

9, How many children do you expect to have? Number

10. At what age would you expect to complete
your childbearing?

- I

Age

107
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Do you agree or disagree with the following statements:

11, -Part of the fulfillment of everyone's life

is in marriage,

12. ,Part\of the fulfillment of everyone's life is

/ in ilving children.

13. A childless or a singlechild family may have

as fulfilling experiences as other families.

14. If a couple has the number of children they

want, but all are of one sex, they should keep

trying for a baby of the other sex.

15. All American couples should have two children

in the interests of stopping population growth.

16. Woman's place is in the home.

17. After marriage and childrearing, women shouid

continue working.

18. Because most women marry and leave work when

children are born minor forms of job and pay

discrimination must be expected.

19. Unmarried women who are in their 40's and 50's

are lonelier than unmarried men of the same

age.

20. There is something strange about men or
women who do not want to get married and

have families.

21. There is something strange about a married

couple who decide not to have children.

22. A woman should have the right to decide

whether she wants to bear a child.

23. Men and women should share equally in the

rearing of and caring for children.

24. Women should stay home and primarily be

wives and mothers.

108
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PURPOSE: . To illustrate limits togrowth.-

.. LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SURJECT;[ SCietrce

CONCEPTI', The world population is currently increasing at
unprecedented rate and in unprecedented numbers./ The earth

finite system_cannot accoMModate these increases
, indefinitely.

REFERENCE: Developed. during the.1972 NSF Summer Institute'at the
University of Cincinnati by MS. M. Pacynski, St. Mary Center
for Learning, Chicage,.IL.,

ACTIVITY: Set. up the,apparatus shown below in which the earth is
represented by the glaS's ball and the level,of liquid in-,

side represents the-population size. The purpOse of the
model is tO illustrate the impact of various birth and
death rates on population size, and to indicate that a .

balanbe must ultimately be obtained. Three models can be

shown: high birth rates/high death rates (the human popu-.
lation until eighteenth century); high birth rates/low deaih
rates (developing countries of today); low birth rates/low .

death rates (developed countries of today, With some coun-'
tries at zero population growth).

An appropriate analogy is to compare the earth and its .
people to a space capsule and the number of astronauts it
can suppdrt over a period of time. 'Each system is self-
contained and finite.

This model aoes not take migration into account, nor does
it illustrate distribution or:density.

QUES116NS: 1. If you open the top stopcock, what happens to the popu-
lation level? What causes population levels to increase?

2.' Ii you open the bottom stopcock, what happens to the
population level? What causeg population levela to
decrease? . I

3. Look at some relationships between birth and death
rates, and make the model illustrate them to you.

If birth rate is: and death ratejs:
High High

Low Low

Low High

High Low

population size: (increases, decreases, remains the same)
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4. Does the glass ball ever become filled to capaci
When?

5. Can anything be done to,make more room?
t,

----

-------:
.

.

6. In what way does the,concept "spaceship earth" represent
substantial changes in our thinking? v

CLAMP (Optional

N,

BURETTE YET TO BE
BORN .

POPULATION
SIZE

TO"
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PURPOSE': To examine views held by some minority group persons
concerning population growth.

. I

LEVEL: Junior-senior high schOof

SUBJECT: Social Studies
4

CONCEPT: Struggles of many families and nations to develop
econbmically are prolonged and made more difficult by rapid
population growth.

REFERENCE:. Population and The American Future. The,Reporc of the
Commission on Population Growth and the American Future.
pp. 72-74.

Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of the Population
Reference Bureau.

ACTIVITY: The history of race relations in our nation has left a legacy
of fear and suspicion concerning the implication of "popula-
tion policies." Tive minority group members testifying before
the CommiSsion offered examples of such suspicion. Distribute
the following statements as initial points for discussion. To
what extent are the concerns of these spokeSmen real or
imaginary?

Exce'rpts from Testimony by Minority Group Members:

DR. EUGENE S..CALLENDER, President of the New York Urban
Coalition:

Within this country, Blacks, Indians, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans,
and Orientals feel_that such [Population] control is solely
to the advantage of the majority population. Minority groups
at this point in history do not feel that'they can afford to
trust that tae "noPler instincts" of the white majority will
prohibit the resurgence of sub'tle and overt forms of racism.

BLACK WITNESS AT THE WASMiNGTON HEARINGS:

If this [ecology] movement-also talks about fewer people, the
question of."who gets to survive" is raised. So, to us, it
becomes "every man for himself" now, because we have no reason
to expect that we won't get the worst of this one, too.

SPANISH-SPEAKING WITNESS IN LOS ANGELES:

The only way we will get groups like yours to be responsive to
our needs is through sheer weight of numbers. [It may be
that] what We must do is to encourage large Mexican.-American
families so that we will eventually.be so numerous that the
system will either respond or it will be overwhelmed.

14 1
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THE REVEREND JESSE JACKSON, black minister from Chicago:

Youhave to recognize that the American group that has been

subjected to as much harassment as our comEr ',- has is

suspect of any programs that would have t ct of either

reducing or levelling off our populati tually

all the seburitywe have is in the nu. r of :t1 we-, /

produce.
7

3LACK WITNESS FROi4 LITTLE ROCK ARKANSAS:

I sugg'est to you that many of uis wno are advantaged have a

vested interest in keepingothe
disadvantaged exactly where

they are. Our economic ant.political
strategies ate clearly

designed to keep a segment of our population poor and power-

less. I suggest that many of ,our social welfare programs

have failed and are failing to help the poor and oppressed

among us oecause they were never intended to help them.
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PURPOSE: To stimulate discussion of'pronatalist attitudes and an
awareness'ef Men's and womea's roles.

'LEVEL: Junior-senior high school-

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Home Economics

CONCEPT: Personal and collecti, ''xis can change the

size and character of pu, ,-Lated to numbers and

types of-roles availabte to men and women.

REFERENCE: Activity developed by participants of a 1971 NSF Summer

Institute, University of Cincinnati.

ACTIVITY: MOTHER OF THE YEAR CONTEST

Ask the class to study the profiles of six women who are .

candidates in a MOTHER OF THE YEAR contest. Allow the class

to discuss briefly the unique qualification of each candi-

date. Divide the class into groups of five or six students

and continue the discussion utilizing questions arthe end

of-the.activity. Each group has the assignment to select

ONE from the six regional winners whose qualifications are

described below.- The selection must be the UNANIMOUS deci-

sion of each group.

A spokesperson for each group will be asked to give the

reasons each candidate was selected or rejected. Ultimately,

after adequate discussion, ask each class member tO vote on

his or her selection.

.CANDIDATES:

MS. ANN SEMLER, San Francisco, CA

Sponsor:- Association for Voluntary Sterilization

Age 29--huSband is sales representative for IBM--won court

case establishing the right to be sterilized regardless of

number of children--adopted her two children--a boy four and

a girl-two---graduated--Phi---ge_ta.-kappa_1ron.V4SAAr7rteaches a

course on Women's Rights at the. University of California,-

Berkeley--president of, lozal chapter of NOW--member of Zero

Population ..Growth and Sierra Club--hobby: gourmet cooking.

MRS. JUNE HUNTER, Boise, ID

.Sponsor: American Association of University Women, Greater

Boise ,Branch
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Age 377-husband manages Montgomery Ward Store in Boise--

mother of 3 boys; all honor students in high school and

junior high-- BS, Idaho State University; MS, University.of

Idahoelementary school teaCher, 10 years.experiencepast.

president-Idaho_Education ASsociationpresently programming

a new math series fOr slow learners--ied push lot' equal pay

forequal work for women teachers and State employees--

Democratic.candidate for Idaho House1974.

C.)

MRS. JEAN.FIXON, Cedar Bluffs, NE

Sponsors: Lincoln Kiwanis Club and Daughters-of the Pioneers,

Nebraska Chapter
Age 72--mother of eleven, .grandmother of 73,, great-grandmother"

of 29--resides on farm, built 160 acre homestead into 2000'.

acre dairy and.fruit farm-7one of the original homesteaders

of Nebraska, she and late husband built sod hut ns their

first home--Nebraskan "Mother of the Year".4n.1954 and again

in 1969--stated in,recent newspaper interview, "Children are

the spice of life and the salt of the earth".

MS. JOANN GREEN, Chicago, IL

Sponsor: Cook County ZPG

Age. 32unmarriedone Son, four years old--lives with enyi'r

ronmental lawyer, past 3 years--MA from the University Of

.

Chicago in'SoCiology, Magna Cum Laude--,organized Chicago,

chapter of NOW--presently writing book "The Future qi Women

in Eliciting Corporate ResOonsibility"--refused honOrary

'doctorate from Antioch College as irrelevantorganized a

day _care center whi-ch involves both men and women and pro-

vides family-like relationships for the children.

MRS. BETTY BAKER, Syracuse, NY

*Sponsor: Syracuse Chamber.of Cotmerce

Age 49immigrated from England in 1947husband is prominent

corporation lawyer--mother-of five girls and three boys,

five ard gtadUatea-of-CCNY';--three-Im.-high-schooll-one-son-.-,

has doctorate in
nuclear-physics from MIT, one is in cancer,.

. ,
research!--graduated from,high school at age 40same claSs

as second daughter--Girl Scout leader since 1953--Matron of-

Eastern Star7Republican precinct worker--Ruling Elder,

.

Episcopal Chuich--winner of Syracuse Women's Clubts Our-

standing Woman of the Year, 1959.
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103.

MRS. JAYNE WATSON, Atlanta, GA

Sponsor: Retail Clerks Union; AFL7CIO.
Age 52--migrated from Montford,AL, after husband died five

.years ago--mother of five plus two adopted children--thred
sons have been killed in service--last death in Vietnam War--
employed as a clerk.in a chain supermarket-T-does considerable'
volunteer work at Community.Actiontenter-member of NAACP
for 15 years--.-not in leadership role--winner of Montford
County Fair Cooking Contest in 5 of 0.years she entered.

1. What qualities did you consider most important in your
selection? Which did you consider weaknesses?- Why?

2. Would your selection be-the same if you were asked to
choose one of these women to be your own mother? Your
own role in life (if female) or your wife (if male)?

3. What trends and issues influenced your selection? Would
your choice be the same if you were older?, Younger?

4. What is ideal family size? Take a poll of your class-
room and figure the average number of cHildren desired.
Compare this to the average number of children per .

family needed because of the U.S. current age distribu-
tion/immigration policy to achieve Zero Population Growth
(1.4).

5. What attitudes and tr nds in our society encourage -
continued population growth? Do these attitude's have
any other effects? .

The teacher may wish to substitute real individuals who
appearbefore the class'for 5 minutes to support their
candidacy. A profile_of each person and photograph_could
be put on the bulletin board in advance of their appearance,
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'PURPOSE: To learn components of decision7making related to land-use.

'LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: .Social Studies

.CONCEPT: Populationclianges in the United States and other nations
affect the individual and society as related to land use.

ACTIVITY: (Adapted from ENVIRONMENT AND MAN.. Richard H. Wagner. 1971.

W. W. Norton and Company, Inc.)

The question that often arises in suburban or rural areas is
whether to develop land suitable for housing or for other
useg. The town of Closter, New Jersey, when faced with a

. controversy over its attempt-to acquire eighty acres for an
-open space program, made some calculations and drew the fol-
lowing conclusions: eighty acres would allow the construction
of 160 houses, which wouid bring at least 200 new children
into the local School system. The costs fp educate each
child per year were $720. How much per year would the new
educational burden cost the "town? In addition, the added
solid waste would ecist $4,000 to collect, $6,000 more for
police protection, and $2,000 for extra fire hydrants:and
miscellaneous services.

,o

Tally the total annual costs to this community if a decision
is made to develop the land or leave it as a. green belt?

Collect cost data from your community in a similar wayt

Annual educational cost per child
Garbage collection cost per family
Cost of fire hydrants'
Cost of police protection
Etc.

,\\

Attend a public hearing with your students where a debate
over land development is being condu ted. Bring your data
and add it to the public testimony.
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PURPOSE: To aasist students in approaching local growth issues on an

interdisciplinary hasis.

LEVEL: 'Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT. -.anal and dec.! .H and actions can change the

size and charactk.L ol populations as related to formation of

governmental policy.

REFERENCE: Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of The Population

Reference Bureau. .

POPULATION POLICY

The Commission on Population Growth and the American Future made a

definite judgment about the choice the nation should make about future .

growth. After studying the effects of future growth alternatives on our

economy, society, government resources, and the environment the Commission

found "no convincing argument for continued national population growth."

..The Commission then offered its recommendations with careful statements

_Lot polioy_goals so that we coul4 reach informed and deliberate decisions
about population grOWth-and distribution, mot-only-at-the national-level,---

but in atates and local communities-as well.

ACTIVITY: Planning Population in th'e State of Vermont
_ -

It has finally happened! -Vermonters were not able to act

quickly enough. Vermont has fallen to the counterculture.
The process started slowly as large numbers of youth moved

into the- staee but gathered steam as more and more natives,

fearful of the long-heired newcomers moved-to New Hampshire

and up-state .New York. But now the newcomers control the
state and constitute nearly 65 percent of the population.

The median age Of the state's population' has dropped to

26.8 yeats (half of the population above, -and half .below

,2678,years). The birth rate is soaring. Unemployment is

-rampant and to make it worse, a Burlington newspaper reports
that there are now more poets and unpublished novelists in

agriculture than there ate experienced farmers. Migration

of 16-25 year olds, including a large number of unmarried

teenage girls who are pregnant,- continues.

This situation offers provocative material for a discussion

of poputation policy.

The group should be divided into three sections. The first

includes expert demographers who will assess the facts. The

.second will serve as.a commission that will formulate new
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policies. The third group are native Vermonters who will

atteMpt to develop ways to attract their fellow riti,.cw;

back from New liampshire.

.uLL gxoups may wOrk outside of the class until the

demographers have prepared their report for evaluation by

the others. Then the commission should conduCt its deliber-

ations while hearing from the Concerned Vermonters.
,

While this exercise is being carried out, the students may

be directed to Chapter 9 of the Commission's Report, "Popu-

lation Policy," pp. 75-78. The chapter ori immigration,

Chapter 13, may be,useful for the Concerned Vermonters. Use

the table on ageTsex structure as well as the map showing

county population change between 1960 and 1970 on-page 65.

Other resources might inclu4e:

J.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population: 1970,

General Social and Economic Characteristics, PC(I)-C47, .

Vermont (December 1971); and U.S. Department of Labor,

Bureau of Labor. Statistics, Employment and Earning States

and Areas, Bulletin 1370-3 (1972).

VERMONT
-AGE-SEX STRUCTURE,-1970

4

;7" 0

<ziz,

All
-217,166

Female

(§s c:(
,Sse t.

ages 100.0 227,164 100.0

Under
-1973-6;yrs._ --- 20,294 9.3

5

5-9 23,523 10.8 22,382 9.9

10-14 23,715 10.9 21,937 9.7

15-19 21,933 10.1 22,464 9.9

20-24. 11,403 8.0 18,606 8.2

25-29 14,452 6.7 14,472 6.4

30-34 11,979 5.5 11,769 5.2

35-39 11,315 5.2 11,398 5.0

40-44, 11,731 5.4 12,238 5.4

45-49 11,510 5.3 12,260 5.4

50-54 10,934 5.0 11,589 5.1

55-59 9,906 4.6 10,693 4.7

60-64 9,067 4.2 9,908 4.4

65-69 7,040 3.2 8,617 3.8

770-5+74 5,355 2.5
7,009 3.2

7,358
12,109

3.2
5.3

median
age 25.6 28.1

Source U S Bureau al the Census. Census at Papule-
bon: 1970. General Population Charectenstics. PC(1)B47.
Vermont. table 21 (19711.
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VERMONT COUNTIES

2,927
'3,574

Grand isle

29,474
31,282

Franklin

20,143
20,153

Odeans

22,789

42,660
*47,859

muthinoton

20,076
'24,288

Addison

18,014
17,876

46,719
'52,637

Rutland

25,088
29,282

CienningMn

42,483
'44,082

WMdsor

29,776
33,074

Windham

6,083
5,416

Essex

,.1960 Population
. 1970 Population

Source: U.S. Bureau.oi the Census, Census of Population, 1970, Number bi Inhabitants,
PC(1)447, Vermont (1970).

CHARGES TO GROUP 1: You are the experts on population, sociology,

THE GROUPS: government, and economics. The State of Vermont is in a ,

novel position due to toe situation described in the article.'
Within the constraints set' by this description, design a
report on the demographic and social situation of-Vermont. -----
Use the Commission Report as a source of insights and some
of the 1970 census data for Vermont.provided below as the °

basis for your calculations.of the demographic situation.
Make your report challenging but plausible:

GROUP 2: You are the Commission of Population Growth and
the Future of Vermont. While you await the report of your
demographic experts, you must begin your deliberations. You
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already know that the 'economy is in disarray and the influx

of new persons--manif, witu real problems7-is adding"a hUge

burden to your 'already strained social services. What

:recommendationsWitl,you make? In the process, you must

-give a earefu1Aear6g to the Committee of Conterned

Vermonters whO.have definite views on the problem.

. . ,

GROUP 3: Yourethe Committee of concerned Vermonters. ,
You want to regain 'control oven-the state, but there are

only fourjpo;Sibilities: (1) native VerMonters must

increase the r fertility, (but this is not easy given the'

fact,that median ageHof the group is 30.2 years); .(2) the .

newcomers will need tO control their fertility; (3) large

numbors of newcomerswillneed to return to their formef

atates; or (4) somehow thOge Vermonters who left must be

encouraged to move back from New HaMpshire and elsewhere.
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PURPOSE: To compare major concerns of developed and developing
countries.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United Sttes and other nations
affect the individual and society as related to provision
of,social services.

REFERENCE: 1975 World Population Data Sheet..Pop_u_lation-Referenc---
Bureau.,__Inc-,-1-337-CoarfEEE-innt AVe, N.W. Washington,

. DC 20036. i16.

ACTIVITY: Present to the class the data shownbelow that indicates
the median age and the life expectancy of populations in

\ five developing and five developed countries.

ReView with the class the general principle that the needs
of persons from birth to age 16 tend to be quite different
from the needs of persons aged 30-70. .

Divide the class into groups of three or four students.
Ask half of the groups to develop lists of needs that,
would be very important in the five developing countries.
Ask the other half of the groups to do the same for the-
developed countries.

After working at the assignment for 10-20 minutes ask each
small group to report its conclusions to the class and
record on the chalkboard. What needs are common to both

types of populations? What needs are quite different?
Which types of problems must governments deal with in
developing countries?

Country ,

In developed ones?

Median
Age (Yrs.) -

.

Life Ekpectancy
at Birth (Yrs.)

Nicaragua 15.7 53 1

Ghana
.

16.2 44

Ethiopia 16.7 50

Bangladesh 16.7 36

Laos 18.9 40

U.S.S.R. ' 22.3 70

U.S.A., 28.6 71

Denmark 33.2 74

Sweden 35.0 73

Luxembourg 36.0 71
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To facilitate an understanding of U.S. immigration policy.

Junior-senior high school

Social Studies

Personal and collective decisions and actions can change dhe

size and character of populations as related to changes in

immigration.

--7-REFERENCE:-
Repkinted,-from-OPTIONS.with_permission of The'Population

Reference Bureau..

Histokicaly, immigration haS;;contributed significantly "tq the giowth' and

development of the United.States. Immigrants now" enter this country at a

rate of about 400,000 per year. The relative importance of immigration as

a component of population growth has increased greatly in the past decade

aL declining birth rates diminish the level.of natural inerease.

/f 'immigration Were to remain at 400,000peryear and all families .were to

have an average of Vio children, then imMigrants arriving betWeen 1970 and

-2000, plus their descendants would account for almcit a quarter,of the

total population increase for that period. Once zero growth was reached,

the size of the population would ultimately be about 8 percent larger than

if theke were no internationar,migration.

Immigration affects not only the growth of the population, but also its

distribution. Immigrants tend to settle in the largest cities. 'AssMin_g

the 2-child growth rate immigrants will contribute about 23 percenvthe

projected population growth within fixed metropolitan boundaries between

1970 and 2000.
_

Under the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1965, "preference"

categories were_established for classifying applicants for immigration.

Applicants are classified according to relationships with persons in the

U.S. or job skills. Preference categories include:

1. Unmarried sons or daughters of U.S. citizens

2. Spouses of resident aliens
3. People with certain professions or skills

4. Married sons and daughters of U.S. citizens

5. Brothers and sisters of U.S. citizens

6. Workers in certain categories that are in short supply in

the Unieed States
7. Refugees

Spouses and children of preference applicants are entitled to the same

preference if accompanying or following such persons.

ACTIVITY: Reproduce Tables 1 and 2 for group discussion. Table 1

compares immigration from various world regions for the years
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1960, 1965, and 1970. Ask students to interpret what was
happening to American immigration between 1960 and 1970.
Note the dramatic shifts in the pattern of immigration. What

groups are declining in number? What groups are increasing?

Why? Discuss these shifts as a consequence of the 1965
Immigration Law that established preference categories.

Table 2 offers figures on illegal immigration in 1970. It is

impossible to estimate precisely hbw many escape detection.
Estimates of the number of-illegal aliens currently in the
United States run between 1 and.2 million.

*
Ask students to determine from the table which category of
aliens required to leave the country is the largest. What is

the most likely reason for these persons entering the United
States? The reason for their deportation?

Table 1.
U.S. IMMIGRANTS, BY REGION OF BIRTH, 1960-1970

1960 196*

All countries 265,398 ' 296,697 1

.Europe 139,670 114,329v/

..Asia 24,071 '19,778

North America 85,075. 126,729

South America 13,048 30,962

Africa 2 419 3,383

Australia and New Zealand 912 1,066

.-:

/
,

Other Countries 303 450

,
/

\4970

.373,326

118,106

92,816

129,114

21,973

8,115

2,280

922

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED
STATES 1971 (1970), chart 133, p.

4
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Table 2.

DEPORTABLE ALIENS APPREHENDED DURING 1970-71 AND THEIR DISPOSITION

Type of Aliens /

Entered illegallyir.

Entered legally, sub equently violated statUs

Number

244,492

100,861

Percent of
Total

71

29

Immigrants 2,670

Visitors 64,163

Students 5,238

Crewmen 15,381

Temporary agricultural workers 639

Other 12,770

Total 345,353 100

Aliens deported 16,893 5

Aliens required to depart 303,348 95

Crewmen 11,957

Direct iequired departures
under safeguard, mainly
Mexicans entering without
inspection 239,810

Other 51,581

Total 320,241 100

Source: U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1970 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE IMMIGRATION AND

NATURALIZATION SERVICE (1971), pp. 12, 22, 87.
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PURPOSE: To demonstrate differences in age structure in various
nations and to explore implications thereof. ,

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: -Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the impact of
population changes are necessary for the citizenry,
including graphical representation of data.

REFERENCE: Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of The Population
Reference Bureau.

Because 'of a history of relatively high birth rates.in the United States,
for a.long period our population was considered "young" compared with that
of European countries. In the past century, however, our,,population has
been growing "older" due to the long-term downward trend 9f2.the,hirth rate.

This trend.was interrupted by the postwar baby boom which has significantly
'affected the nation's age structure (the proportion of persons at each
age). .Members.of the baby boom,generation are now moving into adulthood
and in the twenty-first century will join the ranks of older citizens.

One way to study age,structure and its implications to the society, its
economy and services, is through the use of age pyramids. An age pyramid
provides a visual image of the age structure of a society. The vertical
axis shows different age groups. The horizontal axis shows the number of
people in each age group. What causes changes in the age structure? High
birth rates, as mentioned above, produce large numbers of children and
give the pyramid'a larger base. On the other hand, low or falling birth
rates produce a smaller proportion of children in the total population and
give the pyramid a narrower base.

.Death rates also change the shape of the pyramid. As death rates rise,for
any particular age group, e.g., young men in time of war, the band repre-
senting that age group Would be sMaller. If fewer infants and-children
die and if people in general live longer, we_say the survival rate is
increasing. Changing survival rates will affect the shape of the pyramid
at several ages. For example, if infants survive to the reproductive age,
the children they bear will increaseCthe base of the pyramid.

Migration-is the'fourth major lector that affects age structure. When
people of a particular age group leave the country, they change the age
structure of the area they are leaving as well as that of the region to
which they are-moving.

A general distinction-is often made between the age structure of
.industrialized and less developed countries. _An age pyramid with a brOad
base that narrows rapidly toward the top is typical of a less developed
society with high-birth and death rates. An age-pyramid that is fairly
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evenly distributed from bottom to top is typical of a more industrialized

society with low birth and death rates.

ACTIVITY: The following three age pyramids could be used to _introduce

the idea of age structure. Th,py should be introduced to

students without revealing the names of the countries. For

teacher reference: a--India; b--United States; and c--Costa

Rica.

A. 65-69

50-34j 4549

35-39

313-.124
23-29-r
20-247-
15-19

¶0 -141ri,142
0,

007560453015 0 1630 4560 :590

male Pement

Source,: Donald J. Bogu*, Principmj
ol Doolooropny (Jo),n %ley. 1967). p. 151.

B.

14:1*
00-84

C .
iii7539

6r1.3-5.19
r

4.

r55-59
50-54
-1-

4401:r94

351:39-r .

r-29Ps4

2°--757194

10-14-r-

I I I I

ot.4
ors a

risr,11.1

55-55

60414

51M
1115C-54

2

45-49-r
404%44

31;21

3°51 329

20-1:21:

-r-

40-14

0-4

I ,

45 30 15 0 15 30 5 610

Oercen: fenna:e

I T] 1

7.5 6.0 45 30 1.5 0 1,5 30-4,5 6.0 73 9.0 0.512.0

male pemeM female

'Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of The Population Reference Bureau.
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Questions:

1. How are the three figures similar? How are they
different?

2. What factors may account for'the differences?

3. What kind of country (industrialized/agricultural do you
think each of these charts represents? Why?

4. What effects would each have upon the economy and provision
of social-services in the respective nations?
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PURPOSE: To examine one aspect of population movement in th-6 United

States.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: .
Social Studies

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change

the.size and character of populations as related to

geographical dislocations.

REFERENCE: The World Almanac and Book of Facts, 1974.

ACTIVITY: Review with the class data such as that shown below which

indicates the nine cities in the United States with the

largest black populations in the last census. Note that

only two cities (Baltimore and Houston) are located in

states that had a relatively large black population 100

years ago.

Out of students' current awareness
of social forces and

problems engage.the class in discussing questions such as

the following:

What factors were responsible for large migration of

American blacks to northern cities? Are these factors

still operating?

2. What factors were responsible for creating the "black

ghetto" areas found_in northern cities? Are these _
factors still operating?

3. Most cities gaining in percentage of black'population

are losing in total population. Why? What problems

are related to this phenomenon?

City
Negro.Population in 1970

New York_City 1,670,000*

Chicago .1,100,000

Detroit
660,000

Philadelphia
650,000

Washington, D.C. 540,000

Los Angeles
500,000

Baltimore
420,000

Houston
320,000

Cleveland
290,000

*Rounded to neares,,L10 thousa=1.
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PURPOSE: To examine factors related to population growth in the
world's largest countries.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

-SUBJECT:. Social Studies

CONCEPT: Knowledge and skills necessary to evaluate the impact of
population changes are necessary for the citizenrY.

-BEFERENCE: "Interchange" 'Population Education Newsletter, Vol. 5, No,
3,.May 1976.,-,Population Reference Bureau; mc., 1337
Connecticut Ave.', Washington, DC 20036.

ACTIVITY:. Present to the entire classlby means of a transparency
projection the 1976 populatibm-data for the world's ten
largest countries 'shown below. Present next the data for
1932. What changes occurred during:that period of time?
Present, finally,the projected data for the year 2000.
What new countries are now emerging?

ESTIMATED_POPULATION OF THE WORLD'S
TEN LARGEST COUNTRIES

(IN MILLIONS)
1232 1976 2000

1. China , 425 China 837 China 1126
2. India -(ar ) 360 India 621 India 1051
3. USSR 180 USSR 257 USSR 314
4. United States 125 United States 215 United States 263
5. Japan 66 Indonesia 135 . Indonesia 230
6AGermany 66 Japan 112 Brazil 208:-
7. Indonesia (Neth) 63 Brazil 110 Pakistan - 148"
8. United Kingdom 46 Bangladesh 76 Bangladesh 145
9. France 42 Pakistan 73 Nigeria 135

10. Italy 42 Nigeria' 65 Mexico 134
..

sowc. 1932. 011,110971Phle Y8170006, 1918, Word Nknons, NI* York, 1969. 1976 and 2000: 1976 World Popula.
hon NIS Sh.ef, Poornakon Refirronco Snows. inc.

list am the chalkboard the names of the present ten
largest countries. Provide space to list beside each -

country-irs tank (1 through 10) on the following demographic
factors:

(1) :Birth rate

(2) Rate of population growth

(3) Infant mortality rate

(4) Life. expectancy

(5) Per capita geoas national product.
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Present by transparency or worksheet the data also shown

below on the above filie factors and ask students to specify

the rank for each country on each factor.

Discuss questions that become apparent such as what is the

relationship between. birth and infant mortality rates?

Between birth rates and per capita GNP? What accounts for

several Western European countries dropping out .of the most

Populous list? What, if anything, do the data suggest fOr

the future?

China
India

USSR

United_States
Ingonesia

Japan
Brazil

Bangladesh
Pakistan
Nigeria

0

1976 DATA FOR THE WORLD'S TEN 1ARGEST COUNTRIES

Birth Rate Rate of Population Growth

10 20 30 40
Per toes esotee Per Year

Infant Mortality Rate

China
India

USSR
United States

Indonesia
Japan
3razil

Bangladesh
Pakistan

Nigeria
0

Data Not Aural*

50 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
- Percent Per Yew

Lite Expectancy

M11111111111111111111111111111111111M

-1111111111111111111111111111111111111111
-7--771111111111111111111111111111

atannt
1111

50 100 150 '200
"Pee T.000 Lew Baths

Per Capita Gross National-Product

Chine
.India
USSR

United States
Indonesia

Japan
Brazil

Bangladesh
. Pakistan

Nigeria
0

liNe.11111111111111111111111111111
,_71111111111

~7,, /,
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1111111111111111111111111=
1111111111111MINIUMMIN
1111111111111111011111111111111111111
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Thousands of Maws r

immis
Um--

0
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pURPOSE: 'To clarify fundamental differences in opinion concerning
local population growth and distribution.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

---SUBJECTr -Stidiel-Studies
,

Science

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change the
size and character of populations as related to geographical
dislocations.

REFERENCE: Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of the Populatien
.Reference Bureau.

Ameridans are a metropolitan people, and our transition from rural to
metropolitan has been rapid. Around 'the year 1960, about 70 percent lived
in metropolitan Areas--cities of 50,000 or more, and the county or counties
'that-are part of the city's economic network. By the year 2000, 85 percent
of us will be metropolitan residents.

Between 1960 and 1970, the population of the United States grew 13 percent,
while the metropolitan population grew 23 percent.. What are the sources
of metropolitan growth? In the 1960's, about three-fcurths of the growth
was natural increase--the excess of births over deaths.

This rapid change means diffarent things to different people. To the man
in Los Angeles, it means rapid_..3rowth throughour Southern California.
This often. leads to unplanned haphazard development, ignoring the
aesthetic potential of the cartral surroundings- Tract hohaLog.develop-
ments are marked off by smogand noisy expreasways. Paosaarity collides
with a fragile environment.

To a housewife in. Nebraska, C=reans the loss. :If popular=1.in her small
farminz town which reached itc7-]peak populaticc:In 1920 imtly, friends,
and neighbors, particularly 7:-..7-young and bet_rr trainer, tise. moved. away.
Tax renenues are_shric. cor.,;3sencial publrc services ame..becoming more
limiter:- She and.. her-ausboad n 71-=-main wheralthey ore._ bra:only at the
cost cxf: a difficult =a; uncetaain Itvelihood-

To min,-.rities,in the..central_cities, the pror=cs ofimeranpolitan growth
means .discrimination that..kp7= =hem in a gherto area Mi-th =rumbling old-
apartments and aL:zardoned.houasac. And it meads that its..Carder.than-ever
to reach the jobsopening up Liaa-the 'suburbs as compP-7+=- Salft their oper-
ationsnutward.,

ACTIVITY: Ther-oble be1o.z.co7, be used to begin_a discussion on urban
migrasion and crradepopulation.
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U.S. COUNTIES GAINING OR LCSING POPULATION, 1960-1970

,

Total
counties

Counties
gaining
population

Counties
losing

population

Percent
counties
losing.

Type of county : 1960 1960-70 1960-70 population

All types 3,098 1,742 1,356 43.8

Uroan - 831 604 227 27.3

Rural 2,267. 1,138 1,129 49.8

Partly urban 1,292 772 520 40,2

Entirely rural 975 3616 609 62.5

Source: Population Studies croup, Economic Development Division, Economic

Research Service, U:S. -Department of Agriculture.

NOTE: Urban counties have 50% or more of the total population residing

in urban Areas (places of 2,500 or more persons). Rural 'counties

are all those counties not classified as urban and are subdivided

into two types. Partly urban counties have some urban and some

rural-areas, but less than 50% of the total. population lives in

urban areas. Entirely rural counties have zo urban areas.

' QUESTIONS: 1. What trends can You idew y fro:7: _e data?

2. What kinds of prJblems would this p..;.ttern of migration

create for rural areas? For metrop.Aitan areas?

13:2
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PURPOSE: To clarify reasons for choices in fertility planning.

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT:- Social Studies
Home Economics

COaCEPT: Personal and collective deciaions and actions can change the
size and character of populations as related to fertility
planning/birth control.

REFERENCE: Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of the Population
Reference Bureau.

REFERENCE: Population and the American Future-. The Report of the CPMMis-
sion on Population Growth and the American Future.

ACTIVITY: Use the chart, "Unwanted Fertility in th Lti .ates, 1970,"

hich gives figures both by race and education. Provide copies

to students and discuss the contents by usinz the six questions

below.

UNWANTED FERTILITY IN THE UNITED STATES, 197C4

Most likely
number of

births per

Percent of
. -births
unwanted

Percent 0:1

births
nnplannee

Thaoreti=al
births per

;,:nalz.--z witaout-

Race and Education woman 1966-70 1966-70 ,:n.;:ac-.:_ed ty...irth.s:

ALL WOMEN 3.0 15 44 2.7

College 4+ 9.5 7 32 2.4

College 1-3 9.8 11 39 2.6

High School 4 9.8 14 44 2.6

High School 1-3 34 20 48 2.9

Less .3.9 31 56 3.0

WHITE WOMEN 2.9 13 42 2.6

College 4+ 2.5. 7 32 2.4

College 1-3 9.8 10 39 2.6

High School 4 2.8 13 42 2.6

High School 1-3 3.2 18 44 2.8

Less 3.5 25 - 53 2.9

BLACK WOMEN 3.7 27 61 2.9

College 4+ 2.1 3 21, 2.2

College 1-3 _ --2.6 21 - 46 2.3

High School 4 3.3 19 62 2.8

Hlgh School 1-3 4.2 31 66 3.1

Less 5.2 55 68 3.1
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Source: Commission Report, p. 97.

aBased on data from the 1970 National Fertility Study for currently married
4OMen under 45 years of age.

bUnplanned births include unwanted births.

A FEW FACTS: FERTILITY. The fertility of minority groups is higher than
that of the rest of the population. Despite their higher
fertility rates, however, minorities--precisely because of
their smaller numbers--contribute less to population growth
chan does the rest of the population. The fact-is that 70
percent c.,f the annual rate of natural increase (excluding
immigrat..._on) is attributable to white middle-class Americans.

Americanz;, regcirdless of their racial or_ethnic backgrounds,
tend to cave sz.:aller families as their education and incomes
improve. As n-,-'14 generations move into the mainstreali, their

average,family size deer-eases. For example, blacks with.high
school diplomas have about the same..number of children as
their white commterparts; college-educated blacks have fewer
children, bn the average, than their white counterparts.

MIGRATION. distorically, there has been a close link between
a. moVe ro the city and upward social and economic mobility.
But this link has broken for blacks, the Spanish-speaking,
Indians_ and other minority groups.

Black p....ople who move from farm to city are better off
economially taan those who stay on the farm. But the better
jobs and educarional opportunities available in the city have

*not always been open to minority group members seeking them.

MORTALITY. Blacks live, on the average, seven years less than
whites. This difference is due primarily to premature death
among..black adultSi between 20- and 60 years of age, and secondly

.to higher mortality among black children.
./

A Houston, TexaS, rase study considered by the Commission
showed that in 1960, deaths among Mexican Americanslwere :12
percent higher for males and 67 percent higher for females
than for the non-Spanish whites. Deaths aniong Hbuston's
black population were higher by 43 percent for males and 87
percent for females. ',National figures show that total.mor-
tality among Indians is 50 percent higher than white mortality.

1 QUESTIONS: 1. What characteristics are being compared in the Chart
above? What does the chart show?
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2. Which group i most likely to have the highest number of
births per woman? _Lowest?

3. Which group of women had the highest percent of unwanted
birthS? Unplanned births?

4. Was there any group,for which the number of unplanned
births was below 25%?

5. What might happen to the population if women only had
children that they wanted and planned? Do you think this
would be desirabla? Why or why not?

6. Why do you think some groups are more successful than
others in planning pregnancies? Do you think this could
be changed? How?

-/
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To provide a basis for inquiry concerning factors influencing
fertility.

-LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Home Economics

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change the
size and character of populations.

REFERENCE: Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of the Population
Reference Bureau.

NON-GROWING POPULATION

A population stops growing when the number of births has come into balance

with the number of deaths. Without the effects of immigration, the size of

the population would remain relatively constant. In the.United States if
families had, on the average, two children, we could eventually reaCh a

wni-grawing population.

Of course the cessation of growth will not take place overnight. The

children born during:.the baby boom decades form a large proportion of our,

population today and they are now etItering the ages of marriage.and child-

bearing. This "built-in" growth factor means,that our popuration will

continue to increase fotabout 70,years.

It is important to understand the meaning of "on the average" as it relates,,

to family size. Many people do not marry, and some who do marrr either

are not able to have, or do not want, children. On the other hand, a. sub-

stantial number of couples have more than two children. As long as the

differences balance out to two children, we can eventually have a non-

growing population.

Many developments--some old and some n.--would indicate that the end of

population growth in the United States is possible. In 1972, fertility

reached a level equivalent to a 2-child family. On the other hand, we are

experiencing other trends that'might prevent us from sustaining thiS low.

fertility level long enough to reach a nongrowing population.

ACTIVITY: Below is a list of current factors that influence fertility

in the'United States. Some make a non-growing population .

appear likely. Others indicate that reaching a state of no

growth will be a difficult and slow process.

Distribute the list to students Or group partickpants. In

discussion, ask them to make two lists: one of factors that

should help us reach a non-growing pepulation; che other a
list of factors that'are barriers to reaching it. Ask

students" to suggest thosetrends that appear to be the
strongest forces in American. society. Which are the oldest?
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, * This nation has an ideological commitment to growth.

* The technical quality of iontraceptives.has iTproved

in die past 10 years.
* Youthful marriag is becoming less common.

* The role of-sex in human life and of the reproductive

process and its control is often poorly understood.

'lc In the United States in the 1930's, the response to
very low fertility was anxiety over,national prosperity,

security, and virility.
* Concern over the effects of population growth has been

increasing.
* Family life and the role of mother have been-glorifiecl-,

in television programs.
* A prominent theme in women's magazines has been "child-.

saves-marriage."
* The birth rate has declined over the past ten years.
* There am restrictions on the availability of'contra-

ception, sex education, and abortion.
* The women's liberation movement is attempting to expand

women's options related to work and family roles.
* 1)uring the period 1966-10, 44 percent,of all births

were reported as unplanned. Fifteen percent were

'rePoited as.unwanted.
t.The family-size preferences of young people now enter-

ing 'childbearing age are lower than those of the

preceding generation.
* The nuMber of women in the reproductive age groups has.

increased sharply and by 1980 wi1lbe even greater.

GENERAL FERTILITY RATE, 1830-1972
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PROJECTIONS OF TOTAL POPULATION: 1912-2020

Millions of rnnns
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Source: U S. Bureau ot the Census. Current Populetion Reports. Senes P-25, No. 493. 1972.
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PURPOSE: o illustrate the impact of rapid population growth upon
national policy.

LEVEL: Junior-senior,high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change the
size and character of populations as related to fertility
planning/birth control.

ACTIVITY: The following factual situation occurred in India in 1976.

Indicate to the class that they are members of the Indian
Maharashtra State Assembly, which has deferred for three
months final action on a compulsory sterilization bill pro-
viding jail sentence for most unsteriliied couples with three
or more children.

The bill introduced recently is one of several tough sterili-
zation laws being drawn up by the Indian state governments

. as part of a national effort to curb the.birth rate of the
600 million people in the nation. The population SontinUes.
to gtow at a net figure of over one millton a month and
thirteen million each year.

Enactment of the bill appears a-soured. Prime- Minister Inflira
Ghandi's Congress party has 211 of the 271 seats in the

-.legislature, and only one assemblyman dissented on an initial
voice vote.

Under the bill, one spouse of a couple with "the prescribed
number" of children must undergo vasectomy or tubectomY
operations within six months of reaching the maximum family
limit allowed. The bill leaves the prescribed number to be
set by'the state government, but state officials,have made
clear the limit would be three children.

The maximum penalty under the bill would be two years,
imprisonment and eompulsory sterilization. Men over 55 and
women over 45 would be exempt.

This is the last chance to caucus and democratically debate
this bill before its final vote on the floor.

\

1. Break up into groups of five.

. Choose a spokespeilson and recorder.

3. Discuss the plight Of India, and demographic implications
of this law.
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4. Reach consensus, with rationale to present to the

entire Assembly.

5. Record All main points of your discussion and points

where agreement could not be reached. Why could you not

agree? Would more data help you? Anything else?

DATA

United States India

1. Population size 200+ million 600+ million

2. Land mass 6 x India 1/6 United' States

3. Energy usage 6% world's population;
consumes 35% energy

30 Indians consume as
much as 1 American

. Literacy kajority of population
is literate

Majority Of population
is illiterate and'many
mentally retarded due
to protein deficiency
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PURPOSE: To clarify value& on the question of-abortion through the

process of role-playing and examination of key differing

viewpoints.

'LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: SoCial Studies
Home Economics

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change the

size and character of populations as related to fertility

planning/birth control.

REFERENCE: Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of the PopUlation

Reference Bureau.

REFERENCE: Population and the American Future. The report of the
Commission on Population Growth and The American Future.

One lesson learned by the Commissioners as they studied the.matter of

abortion was that sensible people could disagree over how to treat the

issue. Logical arguments could support several different positions.

The Commissioners themselves disagreed over what laws should exist

regarding abortion. Five Commissioners disagreed with the.majority's

recomMendation on.:abortion and wrote separate statements of their. views.

Nineteen CommissiOners felt.that "the matter of abortion should be left

to the consciente of the individual concerned, in consultation with her
physician,,and thatstates-shoul&be encouraged to enact affirmative

statutes creating a clear-and positive framework for the practice of

abortion on request." The COmmission admonished that abortion should not

be considered a substitute for family planning, but rather as one element

in a complete system qf health care.

In Janual-y, 1973, the i.S. Supreme Court rendered a decision on abortion

similar to the Commiss on majority's recommendation. This ruling speci-

fied the following:

For the first three months of pregnancy, the decision to have an abortion

"must be left to the me'dica1 judgment of the pregnant woman's attending

physician." For the neXt six'months of pregnancy,-a_stete may "regulate

the abortion procedure in ways that-are:reasonably related to maternal

health," such es licensing and regulating afe persons and facilities

.involved. For the last ten weeks of pregnancy, any state may prohibit

abortions, except where they may be necessary to preserve the lfe_or

health of the mother.'

The Constitutional basis for this decision ia deseribed in the following

excerpt from the Court's majority opinion: .

''The Constitution does not explicitly mention any right of privacy.

In a line of decisions, however,...the Court has reCognized that a
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right of.personal privacy, or a guarantee of certain areas or zones

of privacy, does exist under the Constitution...

Thid right of privacy, whether it be founded in the Fourteenth

Amendment's concept of personal liberty and restrictions upon state
action, as we feel it is, or as the District Court determined, in.

the-Ninth. Amendment's reservation of rights to the people, is broad

enough to. encompass a woman's decision whether or not to terminate

her pregnancy..."',

Despite the Court's ruling, the abortion controversy will continue. .The

following springboard provides the basis for understanding the complexity

of the controversy surrounding the abortion issue. The arguments developed

in the following four positions provide an impetus for discussion in which

particiPants examine their awn values about abortion.

ACTIVITY: Create a role-playing situation by asking four students to

take and defend as forcefully as possible one pf the

following positiOns. Equal time should be given for the .

development of all four.

1.. The first of these positions is total prohibition of

abortion except in the case of a direct threat to thejife

of the mother. It asserts that life begins when the atferm

and ovum unite* and the genetic basis for a human individual

comes into being. Attempts to set the beginning point of
life later than formation of a one-celled zygote are arbitrary

and dangetous:. if there is any doubt, the benefit of the

doubt should be given to the .fetus.- Admittedly, there are

many children that are unwanted. But life cannot be made

dependent. upon whether or not sOmeone, even the mother, wants

the child. The child, like all individuals, has a claim to

life that is all its awn. To liberalize laws to permit

abortion is to open the legal door for other socially

unwanteds to be eliminated. A society.that finds it neces-

sarY to Solve the social problem of the unwanted child by

sanctioning abortion is a society that threatens the very

foundations of human dignity.

2. A :..econd position is that abortions should be prohibited.

except where (1) the mental and physical health of the mother

are endangered,. (2) there is a substantial.threat of a

defective child being.born, or (3) the pregnancy results from

rape or incest. ThoSe holding this position generally assert .

their concern fot the dignity of human life, but contend that

a total prohibition of abortion does not serve that goal.

Rather, they maintain that the degradation women undergo in

seeking illegal abortions, the suffering of defective child-

ren, the agony of women pregnant because of rape or incest,

the unsupportable burden which many pregnancies impose upon .

women already in poor physical or mental health, are them-

selves a basic threat to the dignity of life. Those holding
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this view believe the law should make provision for abortion
in cases.of serious stress and that these cases can be
spelled out in law. In states where such-statutes have been
in.force, a review boara has usually considered whether
applications for abortion fall under any of the established

categories.

3. 16,third position is that abortioni.should be a matter
.decIded by a woman and her physician-up to a specified point
in pregnalicy--usually six months. Those holding thisview-
belieVe the existence of an abortion law is important to
discou'rage late term abortions as'well as to protect the
healthi of the woman involved. The law should allo' women,
their physicians and other Counselors to reach the best
possible judgment; a law that is too. precise or tries to lay
down, too many conditions would be a hindrance.

4. A fourth position holds that all laws restricting access
to abortion should be repealed. This position holds that
repeal of abortiOn laws would not impose abortion on anyone;
it .simply recognizes the right of women to come to their own

decisions in the matter. ;Laws that permit abortion for some-
reascas but not for others .c.-re as bad as total'pohibition

of abcrtion. They force warren into the humiliating and -
degrzling position of.haviag:T. their fate decided by othera.:
Those supporting this Tos±caon ask why-the state, through
its laws, should take ..a.ny Tcsition on a decision so funda-

mentally personal as this.

These positions represent, in an oversimplified form, some
of the leading arguments for and against the legalization of
abortion.. Not every persen feels comfortable With any one
of.these stated positions, ,but in a iole-playing situation
these.perspectives can encourage examination of key differ-
ences between pro- and anti-abortion arguments.

Individual students might find it interesting to teed and
react to the recent 'rulings on abortiOn made by the U.S.

-Supreme Court. SLIP OPINIONS are available from.the U.S.
Government Printing Office, Waahington, D.C. 20402. No: 70-

40, Doe, et. al. vs. Bolton, Attorney General of Georgia, et.
al. ($.45) and No. 70-18, Roe, et. al. vs. Wade, Distqct
Attorney of Dallaa County, Texas ($1.00).

QUESTIONS:

1.- "What are the different human "rights" argued.for?
2. Whose rights are involved (mother, father, fetus,

society)?
3. What values are the basis for each of the positions?.

4. What values seem to be the basis for the Commission's
majority recommendation on.abortion?

5. Do you agree? Disagree? Why?
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PURPOSE: To examine two possit;le U.S. -growth patterns and their

implications:

LEVEL: Junior-senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
-,

CONCEPT:. Knowledge and skills neceasary to evaluate the impact of popu-

"lation changes_..are necessary for the citizenry, including.

.
understanding rimographic terms and phenomena.

REFERENCE: Reprinted from OPTIONS with permission of the Population

Reference Bureau.

*ACTIVITY: Reproduce and distribute the following graph. Develop dis-

cussion around the following questtc=s:

1. According r,o th graph, what was the -Inoulation of

United StLes a 1968? What will it:de fn 1995?

2. In which7aear df_.d. (will) the U.S. rer-h a population of .

100 millimr,? nO.million? 300 mil1=m2

3. What W.11istermine whether the population is-great

less than.:.,200 million in 2010?

Millions
U.S. Population: 2- va. 3-Child Family

1000 _ 0 0
900

800 *
700 : *
600 P
500

400 milliOn 2013

400

300 million 1995 %MI 5"1"
300

200 million 1968

300 million 2015

200

100 million 1915

.

100

10 20 30 40 .50 60 70 BO 90 2000 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Source: Commission Report, p. 23.
Note: Assuming small Mum reductions in mortality and future immigration al present levels.
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pURPOSE1: To compare old and new values concerning immigration Policy.

Junior7senior high school
,-

.SUBJECT: Social.Studies

jDONCEPT: Personal and coLlective decisions and:actions:can change the
size d charamer of populations aa-relatto changes in'
immigration.

A=IVITY1 Following dtscussion and other exercises t=provide your stu-:
dents w4th background on population assigmyour students as
members of Contress::who must debatea bilLahich would reduce
.our annual ÷mmtzraats to zero,/based opon -,:re fact that an
excess of 2g2 c-f:our current/population gruEth in the-Unite&
States_is callsed by immigration. Thiareahrtion is being
proposed as-P=3 _olternative/to lowering natnral births-. .

Individuals==rvo/unteer testimonY pro and:con. For example,
supportive rmony cOUld be provided byadvocates Of popu-
lation_lcontrol or by those who welcome highly trained
physicians, scientiatS, or engineers.from foreign countries;
negative: testimcmy-bY owners of large famusrin.California
who employ ndgrant-workers, or.by a refugee mother who came
to 'the_U.S.A. as an immigrant and raised. a family in this

country.

Divide your class into groups 4f five after testimony and
class discussion to reach group consensus. They may accept,

reject, or amend the bill, butshould have a spokesperson
to "sell" their idea to the class at the end of group dis-
cussion. Write the results and reasons on the board.

After the students discuss this issue, have them get an
opinion from their parents and/or others and report back.
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To examine attitudes concerning the Changing roles of woman

in American'life.

LEVEL: Junior-senior, high school

SUBJECT:. SOcial studies

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and:actions,can change
the size and character of.populations ..as related to numbers

.
and-typee-of-roles-available_to_men.and women.

ACTIVITY: Develop on the chalkboard with input 1=m the class a list

of occupations or fields of endeavorAn which women are

becoming more prominent. Review the change that now finds
Women professional athletes, women governors, senator's,
ambassadors; engineers, lawyers, Ii#ystzians, military
officers, airplane pilots, heavy machimery operators, and
in many other fields.of work formerly_almost exclusively

male.

Remind the class that only a few generations ago in America

it, was genarally belle,yed that "woMeh's place was in the

home". She was exPected to find happiness and self-
'fugillment in the tole of mother-homemaker. .

What factors, conditions, or attitudes Aave been 'responsible

for thia,ChangeT Has the change-been good?

Ask each student, as a homework assignment, to review these
two questions with two or three women. Urge that students

interview, if possible, women who might hold different
points.of view. .

Share findings in a subsequent class discussion. Finally,

ask each student to write a paragraph or two in'which he

or she evaluates the benefit (or harm) to women, family,
'and country of "getting women out of the home".
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PURPOSE: To examine relationships between population growth,
industrialization, and unemployment.

*LEVEL: 4uniorsenior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: . Population changes in the United States and other nations
affect the individual and society as related to national
economy.

--Acan--Ellgage-the class-in-eiting-examples-of-how-the-induatrial_
" revalutiod and the.increasing use of energy resources and

electricity has reduced the need for people to do the .
world's work. From 1910 to 1972; for example; the number'
bf persons working on American farms fell from more than
13,000,000 to less than 4,500,000; a reduction of about 4

67%. And during this time American production of food and
fiber increased.

Automated machinery in the steel industry, in automobile
assembly plants, in food processing, and in many other
places has also reduced the need for workers while increas-
ing productivity.

As population grows and production of goods becomes more
mechanized unemployment.of sizeable portions of our popu-
lation appears to be inevitable. This-conclusion, reached
by some persons, is rejected vehemently by others.

,

Ask students to interview two or three adults to ascertain'
their beliefs concerning\,the truth or untruth ofthe state-
ment. What suggestion's do the persons interviewed have to
-reduce unemployment? Do any-ofthem suggest the desirability

. of a slower-growing or smaller population?

Discuss the findings obtained in the interviews in the class
in an effort to delineate areas of consensus and disagreement.
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PURPOSE: To examine population pressure problems on the United
States-Mexico border.

LEVEL: Senior high sehool

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations
affect the individual and society as related to individual
and group expectation and conflict.

AEFERENCE: 1975 World Population Data Sheet, Population-Refe'rence
Bpr-EaUTI-Inc--.;--133T-Connecttcnt

. D.C. 20036

ACTIVITY: While there is worldwide concern about population growth
within'countries there is heightened concern at the points
of international boundaries -such as between Mexico and_the
United States.

Present to the class'4data such as the following-taken froca
the reference cited Above. Special attention should be
given to the present huge differences in per capita GNP
and to the bleak prospects for a Mexico growing at its
present rate. The data suggest why many Mexican laborers
or families are eager to enter the United States; legally
if possible, but illegally if necessary. The situation is
affected also by the fact that many truck farmers in
Southern California, Arizona, and Texas are eager to get
cheap hand labor to harvest the crops.

Ask six students in the class to play-the role of a
Mexican family planning to enter the U.S.A. illegally.
Ask that they prepare the arguments they will use with a
Texas fruit grower who has a,reputation for hiring "wet-
backs" who come from Mexico illegally.

Ask three'other students to represent the United States
Immigration Service and explain to the Mexican family why
they cannot and should not be permitted to stay in-the
-United-States.

Ask the rema1nAer of the class to analyze the arguments
used by Where did they touch on-the,same
issues? -.Where didt.hey start from different premises?
Which argurrinf.S- were most,persuasive?

Is the problem of illegal immigration across.the Mexico-
United States border likely to get worse or better? What,

if anything, can be done-abotit it?
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population (1975)

Rate of population growth(annual
) percent)

'United States* Mexico*

215 million 59 million

0.9 3.2

'Number of years tO douhle population 77 .22

Population projection to 2000 265 million 132 million

Per Capita Gross National

_
Product $5,590 $740

*All data taken ftom 1915 World Population Data Sheet.
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PURPO8k: To explore the governmental intervention involving..birth.

dontrul.

LEVEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Home Economics

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and attions can change the

size and character of populations as related to fertifity

,planning/birth control.

REFERENCE: Rep-rinted from OPTIONS with permission of the Population

Reference Bureau.
I .

HUMAN REPRODUCTION

Responsible parenthood means that parents have some uuderstanding of Ohe

implication of their reproductive decisions for themselves and their chil-

dren. While the Ilenefits and rewards of children are well known, many

people fail to.recognite the emotional and financial costs involved. For

ekample, direct costs cover raising.a child from birth through.high school

or college. In addition to these direct costs, one parent --usually the

woman will tend to spend more time at home, thus giving up an income

which she might otherwise have earned.
. n

Information on the costs to the family of raising a'child is an important

part.of education for parenthood. With some idea of the financial demands

of children, parents can plan ahead and be betteeprepared-to provide the

kind of life they want for their_children. .

Yet tither costs are involved when couples have children before.they want

them. Recent research has shown a high level of unplanned pregnancies and

unwanted births in the United Steles. A:Ccordingto estimates of the Office

of-Population Research at Princai3on'University, which, conducted the 1970

National Fertility Stuly,.44 perCent of all births to currently married

women during the five years between 1966 and 1970 were unplanned; 15 percent

'were reported by'the parents as hiving never been wanted. Theoretically

this many unwanted births suggests that 2.65 millien'of the births occurring

An those five years would not have occurred had perfect fertility control

been available.
-

The costs of such a high incideAce of-unplanned reproduCtion are many--

financi4le-social, psychological, and health. Family budgets may be

seriously-'strained by an unexpecten"birth. Those families who can least

afford this kind ofiburden most often.Face it.
.>

ACTIVITY: More,than h-a`lf the states have laws that prohibit or restriét.

. thekdale, distribution, advertising, and display of cqntra-

ceptives. The 'CommissiOn on Population Growth and the American

Future found, for example, that 22 states prohibit comme5cial
advertising and display of contraceptives or information about them..

1
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It is difficult to interpret these anti-birth control laws
because enforcement is uneven; and in some states, court
decisions have changed the letter of the law.

To give students a better idea of what impediments actually
exist in their own state and community, suggest an inventory.
Ask students to investigate the following:

I. The statutes in their state that limit access to Contra-
ceptive infOrmation, procedures, and supplies.

2. Attempts to change the laws or circumvent them. (For,

example, do college health services provide birth control
services to minors despite state laws? With what
consequences?) ,

Resources for research on this question could be the law.
sections of various libraries, neighborhood pharmacists,
physicians, and local agencies such as Planned Parenthood and
Zero Population Growth chapters. ,
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PURPOSE: To clarify values concerning child-bearing attitudes.

LEVEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change the

size and character of populations as related to fertility

planning/birth control.

ACTIVITY: Indicate to the class that they comprise a group that has been

brought together to debate a U.S. Congressional proposal to

stabilize the U.S. population. One of the first aspects of

-;-implemeating_the proposal will.be_to_remove tax deductions for-,

children numbering over two per family.

Assign students or have them volunteer for one of the roles

suggested below. Urge that students try seriously to identify

with the role they represent. Allow five to ten minutes for

:students to prepare a strong justification for their attitude

regarding family size. Have spokespersons for each role

present their arguments and defend them against arguments

from other students who hold other beliefs. In essence stu-

dents will be challenging the positions and underlying values

,of others with whom they,disagree.

If time and interest permit, the activity might be continued

with students exchanging roles.

a. You are a poor ghetto woman. Having babies produces the

only thing you have to live for; the only thing you' can

call your own is your baby (babies, as you have 9

children). ,Or you are a ghetto male, scarcely ever
really staying at home to fulfill the role of father to

the 9 children ybu have fathered to your wife. Each time

your "wife" becomes pregnant, it is a sign of greater

virility for you.

b. You are a university professor, very concerned

about population,"and you therefore plan to have

one child, but"probably none, and contribute to

society in other ways. In fact, you believe in

negative growth.

c. You are an average young college student, married or un-

married. You are very concerned about the environmental

crisis, and feel every couple should limit their family

size to two children to achieve zero populatioa growth.

/ d. You are a wealthy developer. You buy up large and cheap

parcels of land, particularly when back taxes cannot be
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paid, and build cheap small houses with small yards on
the former agricultural land or woodland. You live in a
luxurious home with 15 open, lovely acres surrounding it.
You feel that you are serving an-important segment of
America by building and providing "homes for a growing
America." You very certainly believe in positive popula-
tion growth and a spiraling GNP. You believe you should
have a large family if you can afford it.

e. You 'are an u1tra-conservat4ze Irish Catholic. Your
religion as you understand it urges you to consider family
size an individual choice. You are, in fact, doing your

--duty-toGo-d-by bearing-A large family, and you certainly
don't believe in birth control unless it is abstineace
or rhythm. You have some problems with your sex life,
and haVe also become pregnant nearly every year for the
first siv. years of marriage. Or, you are the husband in
sudh a iamily, and believe as does your wife. You also
belong to the Chamber of Commerce which is encouraging
"Growth" for the benefit of the future of your average-
sized town. You feel that young "liberal" Catholics are
disloyal to your religion.

f. You are a 25-year old college-educated black woman who
wants to continue your successful career. You do not
want any children after struggling several years to
achieve your present level of success.

g. You are a black militant who feeis..."population control
is genocide."
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PURPOSE: To consider the complex nature of population education
questions.

'LEVEL: Senior high School

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change
the size and character of populations as related to
fertility planning/birth control.

-REFERENCE: The Population Chalgle What It Means -to- America,.

United States Department of the Interior Conservation
Yearbook No. 2.

ACTIVITY: Present to the class the following statement made by
President Lyndon B. johnson in a United Nations speech on
June 25, 1965:

"Let us in all our lands ...,1ncluding this land ... face
forthrightly the multiplyinekrablems.of our multiplying
populationssand seek the answers to this Most profound
challenge to the future of all the world. Let Us act on

the fact that five dollars invested in population control
is worth onehundred dollars invested in economic growth."

In general discussion identify several discrete elements
inherent in the statement such as (1) examples pf the
world's multiplying problems, (2) examples of the world's
multiplying populations, (3) alternative suggested answers
to these problems, and (4) the idea that investing money
in population control may be a wise strategy.

Ask students to select one of the four elements and do
library or homework research to collect data and/or
judgments to bring back to the class for subsequent dis

cussion. Ask the class to consider, also, whether the
pfoblem stated by President Johnson in 1965 is now more or
less severe than it was then. Why? Why is this problem

so difficult to deal with?
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.PURPOSE: To demonstrate "carrying capacity" and "limits to growth"..

. LEVEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: Science

CONCEPT: Carrying capacity caused by the interaction of population
growth resources and technology is reached and often
exceeded whenever pollution is indicated. ,

ACTIVITY: Drosophila melanogaster, the common fruitfly, is used in this
activity due to ease in handling and rapid breeding. A
generation is approximately fourteen days at room temperature.
An average female may lay up to 500 eggs in 10 days. The
fruitfly goes through four distinct stages in fourteen days:
Egg (one day), larva (seven days), pupa (six days), adult.

Students should practice with equipment before beginning the
experiment to achieve manual dexterity. Equipment needed?

1. Several narrow-mouth clean jars or vials of
equal size
Sterile cotton .

3. Stiff brown paper
4. Ether for anesthesia
5. Camel hair brush
6. Magnifying glass or dissecting (scanning)

microscope
7. Corn meal, molasses, water,'and yeast (or

prepared media)
8. 2 male and 2 female fruitflies (ordered from

supply company or attracted with overly ripe
fruittomatoes or bananas)

.Fill one jar for each L:ount to be made with about one inch of
prepared media or thick gruel or corn meal, molasses, and
water, sprinkled with a little yeast. Insert a loong,'coiled
piece of stiff, non-absorbent paperwith rough texture for
larva to pupate onto. Insert flies and stopper with cotton.
:Each day, count flies by tapping them gently into a clean
jar or anesthetizer held mouth to mouth with culture jar,
with bottom toward a strong light source to attract flies
into jar. Once flies have entered, quickly stopper with
cotton soaked in ether, or allow anesthetizer'to work for
60 seconds or until flies stop moving. DO NOT IOVER-ETHERIZE,

AS THIS WILL KILL FLIES. Do not etherize culture jar directly,
as larva and pupa die more quickly than adults. 4uickly
count population. Make cumulative tallies each day, return-
ing anesthetized flies to original culture bottle. When did
the population reach equilibrium or carrying capacity? Why?
When did the Population die out? Why?
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NOTE: Aales may be identified by slender blacknabdomen.and

females by broad striped abdomen.

If equipment is not available, it may be ordered from:

Carolina Biological Supply Company
Burlington, North Carolina 27215

or
Gladscone,-Oregon 97027
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To examine the influence of populativ growth on attitudes

toward gun control in the United States.
;

LEVEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Populaticn changes in the United States and other nations

affect the individual and society as related to
group-exp-e:ttation- ad coflit

ACTIVITY: Engage the class in a review of the importance of firearms

in the growth of the United States. Students will (should)

recall from previous studies, motion pictures, and tele-

vision the need for rifles to secure food, to protect
pioneer homesteads in colonial times, to subdue Indians,

to establish "law and order" in the West, and similar uses.

Indicate to the class that guns (shootngs) are, according

to FBI reports, the principal agent for murder in use today

in the United States. Indicate, also, that murder by
shooting is a much larger problem in the United States than

it is in any other western civilization country.

Indicate that F.B.I. data shows that violent crime (very

often gun-related) cis found to be highest on a.per capita

basis in large cities such as New York, Baltimore, Los

Angeles, Detroit, and Chicago.

Suggest to the class the possibility that the individual

right to own guns, particularly revolvers, might need to

be curtailed as the country changes from a raw frontier to

a densely populated urbanized America.

Ask for volunteers (4 or 5) to examine seriously each side

of this vary controversial issue. Suggest that the volun-

teers contact persons active in the National Rifle

Association, policemen, and others who are known to have

strong views on this issue. Suggest, also, that some of

the oldest persons in the community be interviewed to see
if they sense a changing attitude toward guns and gun
control.

As a final aspect of the activity ask the students who have

studied the two sides of thiS question tO.report their

.

conclusions to the class and to..lead the follow-up dis-.

cusslal,. Finally ask each class member to vote as to
whether he favors no, limited, or srrict gun control.
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?UPROSE: To ex...mine population planning in the world's most

populous country.

Senior high-school

Social Studies
Science

Personal and collective decisions and actions can change

the-size and character of populations as related to

fertility planning/birth control.

NCE: Population and Family Planning in the People's Republic of-

China. The Victor-Bostrom Fund.Committee and the Population
Crisis Committee, 1730 K St., N. W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

ACTIVITY: Review with the class the enormous population of the

People'-s Republic of China, estimated by the U.S, Census

Bureau to be approximately 900;000,000 in J975. .This Popu-

lation, roughly cour times that of the Unit,ld States,

livea-in an area yery slightly larger than the United

States. While the United States has six cities with popu-

lations exceeding one million, Mainland China has 13 such

cities including Shanghai ith a population of more.than

11 million.

Problems associated with population growth, particularlY

adequate food supplies, medical care and educb.tional oppor-

tunities have been of great concern to China's leaders in

recent years. The status of family planning (and popula-
tion'aontrol) in China was reported in the follawing letter,

written by a highly respected journalist a few years ago.

After reading the "Letter froMPeking" ask the class to

react to what is being done in that country. Is it "good"

or "bad"? ,Why? Would anything.being done in China
regarding family.planning be promising to try in the United

. States? Why or why not?
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,Cetter from Rag
William H. Draper J. Peking, China
Population Crisis C.Jmmittce January 14, 1971 14

4.
Washington, D.C.-

Dear Mr. Draper:

Family planning has been legalized and advocated by politkeal, social
end medical-authorities in China with varying degrees of emphasis for about
15 years. . .

Developments within the past two or three years have been fairly

dramatic. Chinese research laboratories experimented with various formulae
for an effective pill, but did not find a completely satisfactory one until
1967. The present pill is now manufactured in the billions, in the largest
chain of labs of this nature in the world.

The pill is taken for 20 to 22 days a month. It is said to have no,
side effects and to be acceptable for 98% of those tested. 'In certain

cases the ring is preferred. The latter was in most widespread use before
the perfection of the pill but is now less and,less in demand.

Another pill, now. in use in regional control centers, also appears to
be 100% effective for those who have applied it to date--a period of more
than a year--but has not yet been nationally approved.. It is a once-a-month

In our travels my wife and I found family planning in practice among
women in factories, institutes, neighborhood communities in cities, and cora-,
munes id the countryside down to the village level. Clinics in the communes

supply propaganda and materials. At the brigade (village) level medical
workers who have been trained at commune or country hcspitals to carry out
vaccination, first aid, and other treatment (including acupuncture) arc
qualified to distribute the pill. All medical attention in the communes is
paid for out of the -welfare fund and the same applies to women.factory em-
ployees (and men). Members of families who are not themselves workers but
whose parents or husbands or wives work receive medical and hospital atten-
tion at half rates (very low). _The pill is everywhere distributed free of
charge.

Abortion is legal and given to the pregnant woman free of charge, if a
worker,and-fer-a small fee--two yen--if not. The method up to 2 months is

by vacuum removal.
Sincerely,

411'"43""

dgar Snow
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PURPOSE: To becothe aware of forces that change population patterns.

LEVEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Personal and collectiv decisions and actions can change the

size and character of populations as related to geographic

dislocations.

REFERENCE: Population and the American Future. Report of the Commission

on Population Growth and the American Future, 1972.

ACTIVITY: Review with the class data such as that shown below that

illustrates the shifting nature of the American population

between 1940 and 1970. Note the steady growth in central

cities, the much larger growth in suburban population, and

the precipitous decline in farm population during that thirty-

year period.

Divide the class into groups of three students. Ask each group

to (1) list reasons they can think of to account for the gains

in city and suburban population and the decline of farm popula-

tion, (2) lis problems they can identify that are associated

with these changing populatioa patterns, and (3) list sugges-

tions as to how the problems can be reduced or minimized.

Pool the group-prepared lists into a master list and engage

the class in searching for co nsus. Do the problems appear

to be solvable through educat oh? Through legislation?

Through other means?

Farm. City and Suburban Population, 1940-1970 9.41, 4499ra =2,090 000 population
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PURPOSE: To examine arguments for and against "groWth economy" and

"stabilized economy".

LEVEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Carrying capacity caused-by the interaction of population

growth resources and technology is reached and often .

exceeded whenever pollution is indicated.

ACTIVITY: Historically the United States has had a "growth economy".

Increases in the Gross National Product such as those
cited below are related to two factors: (I) increase in

'goods and services produced and consumed in the country,

and (2) increase in the total population of the country.

New homes must be build for more new families starting
housekeeping, more people need more automobiles, more
children require more schools, and so forth.

Chambers of Commerce and other groups often argue that

cities and our economy generally must "grow or die".

Other groups, however, argue that growth for growth's

sake is foolish. They say that uncontrolled growth of
-suburbs accompanied by intensive use of the private auto-
-mobile for transportation has resulted in horrendous metro

politan problems.

Divide the class into two groups. Ask one to marshall

arguments from reading, interviews and similar sources for

an expanding growth economy. Ask the other to develop the

counterarguments for a stable growth economy. Ask each

group to select two or three persons to present its argu

ments to the class. After total class discussion on the

alternatives ask each student to indicate whether he

believes the U.S.A. should continue in the growth tradition

or should attempt to move to a more stabilized condition.

Growth in Gross National Product in U.S.A.*

Year Millions of Dollars

1950 285,000**

1960 504,000

1970 977,000

1972 1,155,000

*Source: The World Almanac, 1974.

**All amounts rounded to nearest billion dollars.
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PURPOSE: To understand forces affecting demographic transition.

LEVEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: The rate of population growth differs significantly between

developed and less-developed countries.

REFERENCE: Population Reference Bureau, Inc., 1337 Connecticut Ave.,

N.W., Washington, DC 20036.

ACTIVITY: Present to the class by means of an overhead transparency

or on a worksheet the chart shown below that traces rates

of population growth for developed and developing countries

from 1776 to 1975. Engage the class in identifying devel-

oped countries (U.S.A., Western Europe, Japan and others)

and developing countries (India, Nigeria, Bolivia and

others). Note the major'factors that lowered, temporarily,

the growth rate in developed countries.

Annual Rates of Population Growth, 1775 to 1975

2.5

2.0

Developed Countries VVorldWarl
and

Influenza Pandemic

GreatDepression
and

VVorld WarDeveloping Countries

1775 1800 1825 1850 1875 1900 1925

*Wu: Aneey J. Como. -11ve History ot Human PciOuiaticirt" Scot, Odic A steriicart
999419119111 1974, p. 47.

1950 lf

Present to the class in study guide or lecture form the

following material quoted from the reference cited above:

"Demographers refer to the gradual shift of birth

and death rates from high to low levels as the

demcgraphic transition. This demographic tran-

sition-has Z.,:nded to follow.a pattern with three

distinct stages. During the first stage death

rates'fall from relatively'high levels-due to the

introduction of modern medical practices arid

improved sanitation. The second stage is char-

acterized by high birth rates and relatively low

death rates; this is a period of very rapid popu-,

lation growth. The third stage of the transition
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process occurs when fertility decreases to close
the gap between birth and death rates, resulting
in slower rates of population growth.

In the developing nations of Asia, Africa, and
Latin America, the demographic transition has not
yet been duplicated. Effective public health and
sanitation measures have decreased mortality in
most of the developing nations. Despite wide-
spread poverty and backward living conditions,
mortality has, in fact, dropped much more abruptly
than it did in the developed nations. However,
there has yet been no significant decline in fer-
tility. The result is a rapid increase in popu-
lation in the developing countries.

The chart above shows the different population
histories of the developed and developing nations.
From the late 1700's until after World War I, the
growth rate in the developed nations exceeded that
of the developing ones. However, since the 1920's
growth in developing regions has predominated
with the gap widening significantly after 1950.

Attaining'lower levels of fertility appears to be
closely associated with a country's degree of
development. Attitudes about family size change
slowly as a country becomes more urbanized and
industrialized. The traditional role of the
family as the center of employment; economic
security, education, and recreation is altered
drastically in urban areas. Increasing costs of
feeding and educating children, as well as changing
attitudes toward work and the education,of both
men and women, seem to foster attitudes more
favorable to small families. Because of the long-
term nature of these changes, the developing
nations will be saddled with rapid population
growth for an .1xtended period--at least until the
overall level of development improves radically."

Ask each student to write a personal reaction to questions
such as (1) what, if anything, can or should the develop-
ing countries do to accelerate their level of development
and (2) what, if any, is the responsibility of the devel-
oped ones?

Discuss and evaluate the student ideas.
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PURPOSE: To examine forces affecting immigration into the United

States.

LEYEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: SOdial Studies

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change

the size and character of populations as related to

changes in immigration.

REFERENCE: Population Reference Bureau, Inc., 1337 Connecticut Ave.,

N.W., Washington, DC 20036

ACTIVITY: Present to the class by means of an overhead transparency

or on a worksheet the chart,shown below that indicates

U.S. population change due to immigration. Engage the

class in identifying the decades oi greatest immigration.

Ask students to speculate or explain out of their previous

learning why immigration was smaller in the decadei of

1860 and 1870 than in 1850. Involve student's in under-

standing how the U.S. could accommodate the tremendous

numbers of immigrants during the period 1880-1910. Axe

these work opportunities still available? Why or why not?

The U.S. still has one of the most liberal immigration

policies in'the world. Is this a good idea? Why or why

not?

Percent of U.S. Population Change.Due to Net Immigration, 1810 through 1974

30 [-
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PURPOSE: To examine population differences among selected countries.

LEVEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: Population changes in the United States and other nations,
affect the individual and society as related to health.

ACTIVITY: Distribute to the class data such as that cited below that
shows population density, growth rate, and life expectancy
is shOrt in six countries. Ask the other half to do
similar research to determine why life expectancy is much
longer in six other countrtes.

The following day ask each group to.present its .conclusions_____
class discussion consider the

apparent non-relationship between the factors of popula-
tion density - growth rate and life expectancy as shown,

for twelve countries. What .factors do the short life
expectancy countries have in common? What factors are

common in the other countries? Is life expectancy related

in any way to growth rate? Why or why not?

National Population Density, Growth,Rate and
Life Expectancy in Selected Countries*

-Life
Country Density (1) Growth Rate(2,) Expectan y (3)

Chad 3 2.3 34

Mali 4 2.1 37.2

Ethiopia 21 1.8 38.5

Senegal 21 2.4 41

Tanzia 14 2.6 41

India 168 2.2 48.4

Sweden 18 0.8 71.9

Norway 12 0.8 71.4

U.S.A. 22 1.1 71.2

Denmark 115 0.7 71

Netherlands 323 .1.2 70.8

Bulgaria 77 0.7 70.3

(1) persons per square kilometer
(2) percent annual rate of increase 1963-71
(3) typically for males at age one

*Source: United Nations Demographic Yearbook, 1971, Ciced
in The World Almanac, 1974.
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PURPOSE: To develop awareness of population phenomena through use of
research techniques.

LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

CONCEPT;

Senior high school

Social Studies
Science
Language Arts

KnoWledge and skills necessary to evaluate the impact.of
populat4.on changes are necessary for.the citizenry, including
understanding demographic terms and phenomena.

REFERENCE: Teaching Population Concepts, by Pat King and John Landahl for
the Office of the Superintendent for Public instruction,
Jalymp_ta-, Wash-ingtcn7,---1W-3-z----pz--45.-.---(Activity suggested-by
,Kathy Van Blaricom.)

Group resprch on population toirics can be an excellent
learning activity for older students. Your class can be

divided Into four groups. Each group should have a main
topic for discussion. Suggested items under each topic head-
ing will help students develop the topic. Students can seek

out information fro%_school and local libraries.- Periodicals

are particularly helpful. Each Student can have a group
assignment and an individual assignment. For example:

1..."-Group assignment:

(1) By using the resources available in the school and
public library, periodicals and newspapers, obtain
facts for your presentation. Suggested items related
to your topic should help you get started.

(2) Relate your topic to different countries as well as
the United States and your own city.

(3) Your group will be,required to present an oral talk
with each member taking part; or your presentation'
may be in the form of a panel discussion.

(4) Your group should be prepared to end with a question
and answer period.

Individual assignment: Prepare a paper which covers the

following points:

(1) List all the sourcus that you used.

(2) Make a list of exactly what you did in the group
project.
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(3) Make a list of what you think were the main ideas and
facts dealt with by your group.

The following are some suggeSted topics for group research:

'GROUP ONE--What Factors Act to Limit Population Growth?
0

Consider the following:

(a) immigration and emigration
(b) industrialized countries versus developing

countries -
(6) social mores (marriage, customs, religion,

etc.)
(d) disasters and wars
(6) medicaT-aVances

.GROUP TWO--What Factors Acr to Increase Populations?

Consider the following:

(a)_ immigration and 'emigratiop

(b) industrialization
(c) social mores and customs
(d) affluence,
(e) medical advances. (innoculation, sanitation,

etc.)
(f) baby booms

GROUP THREE--What Are the Results of Overpopulation?

Cansider the following:

(a)" environment
(b) psychological results
(c),style of living changes; quality of life
(d) physiological results
(e) population that continues to grow at its

present rate

GROUP FOUR--What Must and Can Be Done to Stop Overpopulation?

Consider the following:

(a) individual level attitude changes
(b) local level changes (education)
(c) United States and the rest of the world
(d) voluntary versus involuntary. measures
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PURPOSE: To assist-students in clarifying values in support of

or opposed to national population gtowth.

-LEVEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies

CONCEPT: PersOnal and collective decisions and actions can change the

size and character of populations as related to fertility

planning/birth control.

REFERENCLA Population and the American Future. The Report of the

Commission on Population Growth and the Americnn Futuie.

----Within the-last half century tjaPari;--England---d-n-d-Wale-S-;-"FiariTEET;--Deiliffaticr

Norway, West ,Germany, Hungary, Sweden, and Switzerland have all experienced

periods 8f replacement level fertility lasting.a decade or more. Aad today

some countries approaching non-growing populations are concerned about

possible labor ,shortages.

Greece is one nation now implementing a-policy to increase her population

size. This policy, described in the article below, takes the form of a

"baby bonus". In marked/contrast this are the kinds of policy goals

recommended for the United States ,)), the Commission.

ACTIVITY: Use the/article, the excerpt from the Commission Report, and

the lis'ted questions as springboards for comparing diVerse

population policies, and 'the different values on which these

policies are based.

StUdents should be encouraged to explore the consequences of

ach policy for the country in which it is to be implemented;

nd_to_examine the implications_the_tWo_policies could have

on other countries. The students should then be encouraged--

to take a position for or against the.proposed policies.

Students should also take positions concerning-the role of

governments in providing incentives for-population increases

or decrease's.

GREECE OFFERS BABY BONU-S
TO OFFSET POPULATION DIP*

ATHENSGreece is offering bOnusePto families having more,

than three children aSa means of increasing her population.

Concerned that she may end up a nation of stagnant, if not

declining popuntion, Greece has decided to give a monthli,---

bonus of $17 for each child born to couples in excesp of three.;

The Greek population, it is noted, is going up about half the-

rate of the average of the rest of the.world.
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Soterios Agapitides, deputy economic minister, notes that the
social evolution is out-distancing the economic progress of
the nation. In Greece as elsewhere, the rural population is
moving into the cities.

Architects and city planner have tried to cram as many
people as possible into as small a space as possible. Clus-
ters_of.apartment dwellings have appeared in the major cities.
The average blue- or white-collar werker can afford only a
two or three room flatjust large enough for one or two
children.

Although illegal, abortlai.3 are relatively inexpensive and
easy-.-to-obtein.

Emigration is another factor keeping the, population down to
8.6 million.

'Decades of economic paucity have led many poor Greeks to move
abroad. In the decade 1960-69 the manpower drain reached
well over 1.7 million. Most head for West Germany, the
United States, or Australia.

The majority of migrants are in the 20-30 age group.

Officials believe that the baby bonus plan will help alleviate
the problem, but.the results will not be evident for years.

*Reprinted with permission from THE HELLENIC CHRONICLE, Boston, Mass.

POLICY GOALS (Excerpt from the Commission Report, p. 78)

4

In the broadest sense, the goals of the population policies
we recommend aim at creating social conditions wherein the
desired values of individuals, families, and'communities can
be realized;,equalizing social and economic opportunities for
women and,members of cbsadvantaged minorities; and enhaneing
the potential for improving the quality of life.

At the educational level, we wish to int:tease public awareness
and under3tanding of the implio.ations of population change and
simultaneously further our knowledge of the causes and conse-
quences of.Population change.

In regard to childbearing and child-rearing, the goals of our
recommendations are to: (1) maximize information and know-
ledge about human reproduction and its implications for the
family; (2) improve the quality of the setting in which chil-
dren are raiSed; (3) neutralize insofar ds.it is practicable
and consistent with other values those legal, social, and
'institutional pressures that historically have been mainly
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pronatalist in character; and (4) enable individuals to avoid
unwanted childbearing, thereby enhancing ;heir 'ability to

realize their preferences. These particular policies.are
aimed at facilitating the social, economic, and legal
coltditions within our society which increase ethical responsi-
hilaty and-the opportunity for unbiased choice in human
reproduction and child-rearing. At the same t4me, by, enil.nc-

ing the inuividual's opporttinity to make 'a real choice between

_having few children and having many, between parenthood and

childlessness, and between marriage and the single state;
these policies together will undoubtedly slow our rate of
population grcwth and accelerate the advent of population:.

stabilization:
I

In connection with the geographic distribution of population, :

our objectives are to ease and guide the process of"population
movement,to facilitate pianning for the accommodatiOn of

movements, and to intrease the freedom of choice in residen-,,

tial locations.

QUESTIONS: 1. What are some of the factors that are leading to a
population decline in Pre4e? What else caw you find

out about the population in Greece?

2. What position does the Gr4k government take toward non-

groWth? What words or phrases in the article make you

think this? Why do you think the Greek government made'

a policy like aks one?
3

3
3. Do you think this is a good policy? Why or why not?

4. What are the implications of the Greek policy for another

country? Fdr th:0 world?

5. Do you think that governments_ should make a policy about

family slze? Wh'Y or why not?.

6. Do you feel,that a non-growing population is a legitimate

goal for the United States? For other industrialized

countries? For developing countries?

7. What means are available to a country to attain a non-

growing-population? Which of these do you feel should

be used in the United States? Which of.these are recom-

mended by the Commission for the United States?
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PURPOSE: To examine the relationship Of available tillable land to
death rate in a populous country.

LEVEL: Senior high school.

SUBJECT: Social Studies
Science

CONCEPT: Population changes inthe United Scates and other nations
affect the individual and society as related to resource

, demand and depletion.

,L____RE,F.ERENCE:,___Warld--Popui-ation-Tre-Uns: Signs OT SI-6-ST-Org-tress.-7-
Lester R. Brown. Worldwatch Institute, 1776 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. $2.00.

-ACTIVITY: Reveiw with the class the fundamental fact that most of the
world's food supply comes from tillable land. Review
also- the fact that prodUctive agricultural land.is severely
limited in countries such as Bangladesh with a population
of more than 75 millIon liVing in an area of 55,000 square
miles (only slightly larger than Florida)..

Landowners, even those with small holdings, are in a
poSition to produce some or much of the foodstuff needed
to prevent starvation or debilitating illness in their
families'as is shown in the table cited below. /

Engage the class in.analyzing differential death rates of
families that owned no land or the small amounts shown in
the table. Why are land holdings se small? ?Mat, if any-
thing, can be .done to improve the situation? Is it possible
or likely that the condition present in Bangladesh will

.

develop in other countries? What can/shoUld be done to
reduce the likelihood? Can/should the United States or some
other political agency conCern itself with:such a problem?

Death Rate in 1975 by Size of Landholdings
Companiganj, Bangladesh

Size of Land HoldingAAcres) Death Rate .(per 1,000)

None 35.8
.01 - .49 28.4
.50 - 2.99 21.5

3.00t 12.2

Source: The Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and
Public Health, preliminary data.
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PURPOSE: To examine arguments in favor of and:opposed to abortion

as a population control pOricy. _

LEVEL: Senior high school

SUBJECT: Social StudieS

CONCEPT: Personal and collective decisions and actions can change

the size and character of populations as related,to

fertility planning/birth control.

- ACTIVITY:. Abortion as'a means of controlling family Size is a.rapidf-Y---

growing practice throughout the world; The\practice is

legal and available.at very low or no\cost to women in Japan,

China, India and several other.countries. The United States .

Supreme_Court in 1973 "overruled all State laws that

restrict or prohibit a woman's right to an abOrtion during_

the first 3 months of p.regnancy."

The question of abortion is an extremely emotionaLissue. /

Some groups.object violently to.the'practice on religious,

'ethical, or moral grounds. Other.groupS are equally strong

in their belief that the practice can be justified.

Ask for 3-5 students to do research and Summarize the argu-.

Ments opposing abortion while a siMilar group prepare the

opposite point of view. Ask the groups io report to the

class. In follow-up discussion
cons1deruestions such as

the right, if any, of the father to be involved in a woman's

decision to terminate a pregnancy.
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iFURPOSE: To oVervicw many dimension's of tHe population problem.

Senlor high school

Science
'Social Studies

LEVEL:

SUBJECT:

\

772REFEErE1--
\ \

\

Population changes in the United States and other nations
affect the individual and society as related to many
factors.

-Tvrerrty-TvoDiTrrenstons--of--the-,Poputarton.-P-robl.eirr:.---L-este-r--------
R. Brown, Patricia L. McGrath, Bruce Stokes. Worldwatch

Paper 1/5, 1976. Worldwatch Institute, 1776 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036, $2.00. Class use

,orders of 20 ',or mare $1.25 each.

ACTIVITY: The teachers should, if possible, secure and read a copy
of this 80-page booklet which points out how population

,
growth and other aspects of human development are directly

\linked.

:Present to the class the general idea advanced by the'
authors that relationships exist between population growth,

particularly the very rapid growth now,present in many
countries, and the following world-wide'concerns:

1. Literacy 12. Income

2. Oceanic_Fisheries 13. Urbanization

3. Natural Recreation Areas 14. Deforestation

4. Pollution 15. Political Conflict

5. Inflation 16. Minerals

6. Environmental...Illness 17. Health Services

7. Hunger 18. Water

8. Housing 19. Unemployment

9. Climate Change 20. Endangered Species

10. Overgrazing 21. Energy

11. Crowding 22. Individual Freedom

Ask students individually or in groups of two pi: three to

select one of these concerns and do library research and/

or interviews with knowledgeable persons to find out how

rhese areas of concern are affected negatively by popula-

tion growth.

Ask students to develop.a short paper summarizingtheir

findings. Ask students, Also, to make recommendations
about what can or should be done about the area of concern

they have studied.
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To consider moral issues involved in providing food to
starving populations.

Senior high school

SUBJECT: Social Studies
\

Struggles of many families and nations to develoP
conomically are prolonged and maavore difficult by

r pid population growth.

ew with the class the historical act that famine was;
in rlier times, an effective population control me lianism.
Prio\ fa'the development of modern communication and trans-

-----,portation_systems millions of persons died from starvation
in toutries such as China and Idafa without receiving'
substan ial help from other countries.'

Today thipugh the help of agencies.such as the United
Nations, 64he United States Agency for Internat onal Develoli-
ment, and teligious groups, food is quickly sen to areas
where starvation. threatens. Children who, in ea ler times
would have starved te death, arc kept alive. Subs quently
they marry, seve children, and add to the populatio
explosion.

Some persons havie argued that the United States governmetkt
should not send ioad to any country unable to feed itself\
unless that counery undertakes serious measures to.limit
its population grthath.

Engage in"yiscussing the two sides of thig
position. parOof the discussion invite religio
leaders (priest, minAter, rabbi) and, if possi,b1 a

spokesman from the UniAed-Nations tO come-into the class-
room to present their ideas on this subject.
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BASIC GLOSSARY

AGE-SEX PYRAMID - a horizontal bar graph comparing the proportions of males

and females in different age groups in the population.

DEMOGRAPHIC TRANSITION - a theory of-pOpulation change froM high death rates
and highrbirth rates to low deathrates and low birth rates. During

the period of transition there is rapid population increase due to
lowe_r_death ratespreceding the lowering birth rates. .

-
DEMOGRAPHY - the statistical study of populations dealing primarily with

...vital_statistics such as births, deaths, marriages, and population
distribution.

FERTILITY RATE,- the number of births per 1000 women 'in the 15-44 age group.

GROWTH-RATE_Tl_thePercentage of increase or decrease of a population. It
is the number-of births minus the number of deaths-per_1000_popu1Ation, _

+ net migration, expressed as a percentage.

'NATURAL CONTROLS - those natural forces which operate to keep populations

in check. These include famine, disease, plagues, pestilence, and

environmental changes.

PRO-NATALIST refers to cultural attitudes and values which favor mother-
hood and large families.

PROJECTION - an assumption or estimate of what a populationvill number at
some future date based on prescnt trends. It is NOT a prediction. If

conditions change, the projections remain technically correct even
though they prove to be inaccurate.

REPLACEMENT 'LEVEL OF.PERTILITY - a completed fertility rate of 2,11 wherein

thre will be just enough births to replace the parents.and compensate
for premature deaths, assuming proper age structure and no net effect

of migration.

'ZERO POPULATION GROWTH (ZPG). the stabilization of a'country's growth rate

at G.0%. Thls occurs when birth rates and death rates are equal,

assuming.no net effect of migration._
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PRE-POST TEST ON POPULATION
(Measure ittir! Impact of ycur Pop Ed teaching)

(Students might also survey family and community)

Part I: FACINAL TEST

1. What is the size of the world population today?
a. 900 million
b. 2.2 million
c. 4.0 billion

7.4 billion
2.2 billion

2. What is the present rate of growth of world population?
1%

b. 2% -

c. 5% ..

d. 10%

3. If-world_Ropulatlop_continues its present rate of gragth, how

long will it take r.o double?

a. 10 years or less
b. about 20 years
c. about 35 years
d. about 95 yeats
e. about 120 years

4. What is the population size of the United States today?
a. under 50 million
b. about 75 million
c. about 110 million
d. about 415 million,
e. over 500 million

5. If the U.S. population continues to grow at its present rate,

how long will it take to double?
a. 10 years or less

b. about 25 years
c. about 35 years

about 95 years
e. about 120 years

6. (T or F) In reference to the current U.S. populatiOn, a
replacement level of 2.1 average number of children means a

zero rate of growth.

7. (T or F) We'have now (in 1977) reached zero population growth.

8. (T or F) Once replacement fertility level is reached, a

population will have stabilized.'

1 7
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9. /Which of the following has the gt:eatest number of people?
0. a. China

b. India
c. Europe
d. North America
e. Latin America

10. .1,4hich regicin has the fastest growing population

today?
a. U.S.S.R.
b. Europe
C. Latin America
d. Africa
e: Asia

11. Wha't percentage_of U.S. population growth is due to immigration?
a. 1%
b. 5%
c.' 12%
d. IS%
e. 29%

12. Which of the following has NOT been a major cause of the popu
lation explosion?
a. lower infant mortality
b. .longer life-4span
c. ° improved sanitation e

d. increase in birth rates'
e. modern preventive medicine

13. ,In the "HaveNot" or developing nations, which of the follow:Ing
'is true?
a. birth'rates are high
b.. death rates are high
c. literacy rates are high
d. per capita income is high
e. population growth rates are low

14. According to a national survey in 1970, what percent of all
births were unplanned?
a. 15%-
b. 25%
c. 33%
d. 44%
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Part II: PREPOST ATTITUDINAL TEST
(There arenci "'ri.ght" or "wrong" answers here. The tally
.of class answers should merely indicate attitudinal shifts
during your Pop Ed instruction. Students might also survey
family or community attitudes.)

a = strongly agree
-------- b agree

-c =. neutral

d = disagree .

- e = strongly disagree

Place the letter which best expresses your feelings next to each

statement.

1. The United States is currently overpopulated.

2. The world is currently overpopulated.

3. Couples should limit their family size to two.

_

4. If we do not increase our population, U.S. busine-ss will suffer--
from lack of cUstomers.

5. Married couples have a responsibility-to limit familysize.

6. Population growth causes other economic and social problems to
worsen.

7. To control population, tax exemptions should be provided.for
only the first two children.

8. 'A woman's place is in the f;ome.

9. A woman needs children to be happy.

10. Lower income families contribute morja_ to population growth than

middle incoale families.

11. Welfare agencies should not give aid for more than too dependent

children.

12. After two illegitimate births, a woman should be sterilized.

13. A woman should be allowed to have an abortion if she wants it.

14. Having an abortion is a crime--no matter what the situation.

15. The government should set up birth ccntrol clinics and provide
contraceptives to.anyone who requests them.

16. Population 'growth in underdeveloped nations is more serious

than it is in the U.S.
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17. . There is a population explosion in the world today.

18. There is a population crisis in the world today.

19. If underdeveloped countries do not control their population
tgrowth, the U.S. should cut off-foreign id to them..

20. The U.S. should put more money and effort itto research for
new, safe, and effective birth control methods.

, 21. People should not worry abput population growth because,we'can
always migrate to other planets.

22. People should not worry about population growth,,becalise
science and technology will find a way to solve our problems
of food and energy shortages.

ANSWERS: Part 1: Factual Telt

l. c. 8. f

2. b 9. a

3. c 10. c

4. d 11. e

5. d 12. d
6. f 13. a

7. , f 14. d
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RESOURCES

TEACHING MATERIALS

1. 'ENVIRONMENT/AND POPULATION: A.,SOURCEBOOK FOR TEACHERS. Kathryn

Horsley. 1?72. $3.95. Na 'onal Education Association, Washington,

D.C. 20036. -Material relate. .apulation variables to various social

and natural pressures. Includes concept statements, discussions,

class activities, reference, and- audio-Visual material recommendations.

Concepts are developed at junior and senior high school levels for

infulon into courses in Contemporary Issues, Family Life, History/

Social Studies, Science, and Sociology.

2. INTERCHANGE. Judith R. Seltzer, ed., and Carol Fletcher. The

Population Reference Bureau, 1337 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washi'/:on,

D.C. 20036. $2/year. A bimonthly population education newsletter

containing articles, descriptions uf educational materials, events

in Pop Ed such as training workshops, and "Activity Sketches" for

classroom use. (1st copy free.)

3. POPOLATION. Valerie K. Oppenheimer. Headline Series No. 206, 1971.

$1. Foreign-Policy Association, In--, 345. E. 46th Street, New York*

10017. Booklet,di3cussing trends in world popUlation growth, 'demo-

graphic concepts, the problem of feeling an increasing population,

environmental,devastation, and family planning in developing and

industrialized nations. Covers trends and attitudes relating to

fertility, abortion, sterilization, women's roles, U.S. population

policy at home and abroad, aad population control.

4. POPULATION EDUCATION KIT. $1.50. Zero Population Growth, 1346

Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, LsC 20036. Folder containing

annotated lists of teaching materials, films', population study

centers, and population-related organizations; reprints of articles'

'and activities, World Population Data Sheet, and informative posters;

and a sampling of teaching materials.

5. OPTIONS: A STUDY GUIDE TO POPULATION AND THE AMERICAN FUTURE. 1973.

Kathryn Hcc:t,ley, et al The Population Reference Bureau, 1337

Connecticut Ave., N.W.,"Washington, DC, 20036. A study guide for

teachers and community leders to explore U.S. population issues. To

be used with oARdapenaent of the film,."population and the American

Future".

6. EQUILIBRIUM. January, .1974/Vol. II, #1. $1. Zero Population Growth,

1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington,-DC 20036. Contains good-

\

background discusskons on Population EducatiOn, as well as factual

information, activities, and resources for imMediate cld'ssroom use.

,.,

2. "Popnlation: Facts and Materials for Classroom." 6r1 A; Huether.

THE SCIENCEJEACHER, Vol. 41, #9, Dec., 1974. A ready reference for

the classroom containing facts, activities, and references.

IsO
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8. "Sources and Resources, Population Education," Kathryn Horsley.

SOCIAL EDUCATION, April, 1972. References on readings and audio-

visuals.

A STRUCTURE FOR POPULATION EDUCATION. 1974.' Mary Turner Lane and

Ralph E. Wileman. Carolina Population Center, University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27514. One of the Most thorough treatises
on behavioral objectives, concepts, and curriculum, as well as

appendix of references.

10. WORLD BANK ATLAS. World Bank, 1818 H St., N.W., Washington, DC 20433.
A collee.tion of data concerning national population, per capita
production, and grmdth rates.

11. "Population Education: A Challenge for the Seventies." POPULATION

BULLETIN, February, 1970. Population Reference Bureau, Inc., 1337

Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, DC 20036. This booklet traces ,

the hlstorical development 'of the field indicating the4principal
rationales for developing population education.

12. TEACHING ?OPULATION CONCEPTS. Pat King and John landahl, 1976.
Dolphin Enterprises, 1207 N.E. 103rd St., Seattle, WA 98125. $4.20.

An excellent short teaching manual on basic population concepts for

teacher and student. Elementary and secondary teaching activities
are included. This booklet was c:iginally prepared for the Office
of the Superintendent of Public Ilistruction, in the State of

Washington.

: 13. POPULATION EDUCATION TASK CARDS. A set of 23 cards, each of which
includes a learning objective involving a population concept and a
self-contained activity designed to teach the concept,. Designed and

field-tested by the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

State of Washington,. Available, Dolphin Enterprises, as above. $5.25.

14. ECO--AN ISLAND SIMULATION GAME. A 16-page booklet for an intriguing
simulation game for upper elementary level incorporating a number of
population/environment concepts. Field tested as above. Available

f:rom Dolphin Ei.lterprises as above. $1.55.

15. SOURCEBOOK ON POPULATION, 1970-76. An excellent and detailed current

annotated refeL ze book on bibliography, organizations; training

prograMs, and .
ler information useful in the poputation dynamics

field. Population Reference Bureau, 1337 Conpectl:ft Ave., N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20036

16. WORLD AND U.S. POPULATION CHARTS, I. PopulationReference"Bureau,

1337 Connecticut Ave., N. W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Charts aro
available annually and contain the most current demographic data on
theU.S. and other nations. A cost of $3.50 for.a set of eight wall

charts and 10 sets of notebook-size reproductions. Section II includes

world energy production, consumption and populatim.:, 1950 and 074, age
structure, status of women in.the U.S. and other data. A cost of $3.00

for a set of six wall charts and 10 notebook-size sets.
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17., FOOD FOR THOUGHT: A POP14,410N SIMULATION KIT. Carol Fletcher.and

Rebecca Davidson. $3.00.
-CloolQ"-tyltrionZet5;111-1-07/ distrihu-thhe

anrcielationbhi,.s,

problems and consequences ..1vocirea.

tion of food with respect e'",'4:111(1 from- Population-- ----..

Reference Bureau (address 4 e), nAP2opuljn-btstitute, 110 Mary-

land Ave.,\N.E., Washingtv 0C 2

18. PLANNING FOR PEOPLE: LANb
th
mE DECISION MAKING KIT. Utili7ing the

state of_ ,as a lel, this seif-In5trwotional curriculum-
unit on population growth e One of 13 Urlit$. It deals with alter-

native patterns for futut Pepulation grOwth and the role of
population data in land lid 'lecisinn makin, Data fromntnar states
can'easily be snbstituEed, :).B. Environmoqt _Population Education

ServiceS, 21 Merritt St., i4Nen GT.

19. POPULATION ,EDUCATION:_ SOwerCIE AND RESOURC. Judith a, seltzer and

Jo Ann Robinson. Populattr Retetence BuFesu, 1317 connectiout p,,,ve.,
A.

N.W., .4aShington, DC 200,p. $1. This booklet is a comprehensiveJ,
litijig (Y.. population mav

/1,Is and organiztions for teachers and-,

commUnity leaders.

20. POPULATION AND HUMAN DEV141,TIENT: A COURSE CORIOULUM INCLUDING

LESSON PLANS, ACTIVITIES, ti:1) BIBLL01-3RAPHY.
1975, Elaine Murphy.

The Population Institute, 4, 0 Haryland Ave., II.E., Washington, D.C.

20002, 41 pp., $1.00. All 445ta3d
tog multiq15cipli0ary

course outline for advany Righ ychool stucients, or traMtlatoifon

teachers.

21: THE POPULATION EDUCATION "A0HER'S WORKSHOP FACKACE. Urban Life-

Population Education Instve, Baltimore, Md.

21218. Mass Media Assoc1,, 1001

,241.8 St. Bau St.,
2 16 N. anarley St., Baltimore, MA.

21218, 1976. $20.00. A e'v k'

ted.t Baltioore citY schools
0 1°41 ti n conc:pts

which applies social stulv popula 0 to a local situation.

°';r4 x 26.2,SileE TO
2. EXPLOST.ON: A SIMULATION SOLVE-ITS POPULATION

. PROBLEMS, 1980-2015. Int;t1%S, ,gide CA 92040. An
OCIETT'S T

B° a a hyp -Ileti;a1 disaster striking
intriguing simulation' gaNi dsed OP n ov

planet"Earth, allowing 011// One land maes And group or People to survive.

23, A STUDENT'S INTRODUCTION 1/,00
CQsSINO THE 1970 CENSUS, INSTRUCTOR'S

KIT FOR ACCESSING CENSUS i cEAU PsOD6cTS ANI) SERVICES, THREE CASE .

STUDIES. Data User Servt/ Div.) Bureau Che Census,

Washington, D.C. 20233

24. MAN AND ENVIRONMENT FOR 4NDARY ScHoOLS. plational Association for

Environmental Education, n S.t4 73rd St, Oianli, Fla. 33143
, $4.

A guide for developing all a'Vironraental zUt...!ciculum including one

module'on population. sti gies for imPlemenrtion included.
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BACKGROUND READINGS .FOR TEACHERS AND SECONDARY STUDENTS

1. THE LIMITS TO GROWTH. 1972. D. Meadows, et al. N.Y Universe Books,
available from Potomac Associates, 1707 L Street, N.W., Washington,
DC 20036. $2.75. A report of an internaticaal group of scholars,who
conducted the first global computer model study to:-Otarmiue..predic-
tions of man's future based upon pOpUlation
resource depletion, industrial output, ano other parameters.

2. THE AMERICAN POPULATION DEBATE. -Daniel Callahan, ed. 1971. $2.50.
Doubleday, Garchal City, NY. A collection of 23 articleswhich'discuss
whether or not the U.S. has a population problem and possible solutions.
Various interpretations of ,data and numerous value 'positions are
presented.'

3. POPULATION NND THE AMERICAN FUTjRE. 1972. :1.75. The, commission on
Population Growth and the American Future, Su,urintendent .of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington pc, 20402. 'The report of
Federdl Commission's two-year stu,ly on economic, social, and environ-
mental implications of U.S. population growth. The single bast repre-
sentation of trends in the U.S. Also available at most bookstores in
paperback.

4. THE DISECONOMICS OF GROWTH. 1973. P. V. Hodsen. $1.25. Ballantine
BookS, New York. i. critical examination of the theory of economi.,:

. growth -as related to huMan welfare. Offers a balaricd analysis u;: the

"growthmanin" of the postwar period.

5. SEEDS OF CHANGE: THE GREEN REVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE 1970's.
BY BREAD ALONE. Both by .Lester.R. Brown. Praeger Publishers. Dis-

cussions of-the world food-population problem.

6. !'Energy Resources." M. King Hubbert. RESOURCES AND nAN, compiled by
the Committee on Resources and Man, National Academy of Sciences-
National Resources Council, W. H. Froeman and\Co., San Francisco, 1969,
pp. 157-242. A ready reference to U.S. and wolrld- :resources, and.
resource-depletion. projections.. Also in Same publication, "Food from

'the Sea," W. E. Ricker, and "Food from the Land," S. B. Hendricks

7. 'Are We Running Out of Fuel?" Irving Bingelsdorf. NATIONAL WILDLIFE
9:4-9. February-March, 1971. A discession_of_Che energy_dilemMa:
crisis or myth?

8. THE^NEXT HUNDRED YEARS. Harrison i1rown, James Bonner, and John Weis.
N.Y. Viking Press. 1957. A discussion of the projected trends,
problems, and solutions of this century and the next.

9. "Population." TEEM 1:1734, April, 1972. Available from T. S. Dennison
and Company, Inc., 5100 W. 82nd St., Minnea7 lis, MN 55437. $1.50.

An entire issue devotel to population.

10. WHO SHALL LIVE?: MAN'S CONTROL OVER BIRTH AND DEATH. 1970. American
- Friends Service Committee. N:r.'Hill and Wang. A d1scussion of-the,

ethics and values/surrounding birth control.
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11. "Overpopulated America." Wayne H. Davis. THE NEW REPUBLIC 162:13-15.

January 10, 1970. Excellent short overview article on the population

dilemma.

12. "The Tragedy of the Commons." Garrett Hardin. SCIENCE 162:1242-48.

Dedemher 13; 1-968. A classic and unique discussion of the ethic!

population limitation.

13. "Population Density and Social Pathllogy." .ohn B. Calhoun.

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 206:32, 139-146. February, 1962. Results

of animal behavioral studies on overcrowding.

14. "Social Suboreination, Population Density, and Mamallian Evolution."

John B. Christian. SCIENCE 168:84-90. April i, 1970. SCIENCE 170:

345-46. October 16, 1970.

15. FAMINE, 1975, William Paddock and Palal<Paddock. Prentice-HA/1.

One of the most thorough discussions of the food dilemma in the

developing nations.

16. THE POPULATION BOMB. Paul R. Ehrlich. Reprint 1975, Ameri,:an Reprint

Co., River City Press, P.O. Box 1200, Mattiteek, N.Y. 11952.. A

missionary appeal to resolve the population pI4blem.

17. ABORTION. Bernard Ransil., 1969. Paulist Press. A rational theolo-

gical.and medical discussion of the ethics of abortion.

18. "Alternative Rot.s for Women." ZERO POPULATION GROWTH NATIONAL

REPORTER 3:1-27. May, 1971. Zere Populaticn Growth, 1346 Connecticut

Ave., N.W., Washington, p.c. 20036.

19. "Cuidi4 Local Growth." 'EQUILIBRIUM, Vol. 1, #1. January, 1973.

Zeta Population Growth, 1346 Connecticut Ave.; N.W., Washington; D,C.°,

20036. Discussion of problems of localized population distributicin,

and suggestions for citizenry involvement.

20. Worldwatch Paper 5: "TWenty-two Dimensions of the Population Problem."

March, 1976. Lester R. Brown, Patricia L. McGrath, Bruce Stokes. '$2.

21. Worldwatch Paper 8: "Wbrld Population Trends: Signs of Hope, Signs of

-october,-1976-.---Worldwatch-Anstitute--

1776 Massachusetts Ave., Washington, D.C. 20036. $2.

22. STRATEGY FOR SURVIVAL: AN EXPLORATION OF THE LIMITS TO FURT:7.R

POPULATION AND INDUSTRIAL GROWTH. Arthur S. Boughey. California:

W. A. Benjamin, Inc., 1976. An excellent synthesis and inquiry into

the limits to growth.conirovercY from a systems approach.

23. IN THE HUMAN INTEREST: A STRATEGY TO STABILIZE WORLD POPULATION.

Lester Brown. New York:- Norto*, 1974, 190 pp $2.95. An excellent

publication on the world food crisis.
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24. WORLD WITHOUT BORDERS. Lester Brown. New York: Random HOnse, 1973.
$2.95.

25. TOWARD A STEADY-STATE ECONOMY. Herman Daly. Freeman. 1973. A
refreshing new approach to economics.throngh environmental and human-
istic considerationa. $4.95.

26. CROWDING AND BEKAVIOR. Chalsa Loo.' New York: MSS Information Corp.,
1974. $6.25. A basic must for anyone interested in the behavioral
effects of crowding.

27. POPULATION AND FOOD: CRUCIAL ISSUES. National Academy of Sciencee.
Committee on World Food, Health, and Population. Washington, D.C.
National Academy of Sciences, 1975. $4. An excellent factual resource
on the pOpulation/food dilemma.

28. TIME OF FAMINES: AMERICAN AND THE WORLD FOOD CRISIS. William Paddock
and Paul Paddock. Boston: Little Brown, 1976. A timely book on the
world food crisis.

29. SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL: EONOMICS AS IF PEOPLE MATTERED. E.F. Schumacher.
Harper & Row. 1976. A must to accompany Herman Daly's publication for
a book into.the newest divergent economic/environmental thinking. $8.95.

30. ONLY ONE EARTH: THE CARE AND MAINTENANCE OF A SMALL PLANET. Rarbara Ward
and Rene Lobos. New York: Norton, 1972. $6.95

31. WORLD POPULATION GROWTH AND RESPONSE: 1965-1975. Population Reference
Bureau, Washington, D.C. $4.00. An outstanding resource which provides
a summary ten-year survey of population trends on a global basis and
within selected nations,

READINGS FOR STUDENTS, GRADES 3-12

1. THIS CROWDED WORLD. Lillian B. Frankel. $1.50. Columbia Books, Inv.,
915 15th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20005. Desctibes the population
explosion; focusiag on hunger, poverty, and the degraded environment.
Good explanation of how populations grow. Good grPphics. Grades 3-5.

2. 1')PLE: RObert_C-Cook and Jane-Lecht,- --Columbia'Book-a, Inc:,
'917. 15th Street, N.W., Washington, DC,20005. .rompts to assist
student in seeing population pressures such a od shortages and
health problems. Good graphics. Grades 5-7.

3. THE WORLD POPULATION DILEMMA. 1972. Columbia Books, Inc., 917 15th
St., N.W., Washington, DC 20005. $2. Good explanation of demographic
concepts and trends. Illustrates relationships of population and
nuclear war, pollution, racism, nationalism, world poverty. Secondary
and Junior.College.

4. ' THE CRUCIAL GENERATION. David a. Van Vleck. 1971. 30 pp. Optimum
Population, Inc., Charlotte, VT "4)5445. Discussion of how babies are
produced, how to prevent them, and implications of population growth.
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AUDIO-VISUALS

The following Materials are available for rental simply by sending a

request to:

Dr: Carl A. Huether
Dept. of Biology
Univ. of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, OH 45221

Film requests should state the name(s) of the film(s) and the date(s)

wanted. Preferably, alternate dates should also be stated. There is a $3

fee for each film ordered, payable immediately after the showing. Aach

film must be in themail one day after it.is shown in order that the next

scheduled request may utilize it. There is a fine of $5 for eac film

returned late. As these films are in heavy demand, make requests eerily.

Alternative commercial rental sources are listed in cise of conflicts.

Asteriked films are also available from:

\\

Films should be requested With two alternate dates two months prior ti)

showing\date by sending a wrirten request. The charge per film is $10.

Films are available on a 3-day loan. An extensive film-holding beyon4 this

listing is available upon request.

Zero Population Growth, Inc.
1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036

(202)785-0100

0

I. FILMS
-

Film Time Commentary

*Population and the
American-Future-
(1972, color)

Tomorrow's World:
Feeding the Billions

(f968, color)

This excellent film details the :
.extensive research findings-and
recommendations oethe Presidential
Commission on Populaticn and the
American Future. Illustrates trends
and attitudes prevailing in America
on population in an easily under:

standable and desirable approach.
Grades 7 through collegel-,,any class
by subject. (Two 30-minute reels.)

54 A special produced by NBC for tele-
yision; narrated by Frank McGee.
Suggests a number df new approaches

1 86 to 1,1creasing the' food supplY--.:



Wolves and Wolfmen
(1974, color)

Darwin's Bulldog

(1972, color)

Beyond the Next Harvest

(1975, color)
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perhaps optimistically. Even though
the film is 8 years old, many good:
ways to improve food production are
examined-. (See 'note under Beyond

the Next Harvest.) Grades 7 through
college; tore oriented to science
classes.

52 . An outstanding film based upon
research findings which discredits
many negative myths about the wolf
and emphasizes the social and human-
like behavioral qualities of this
intelligent animal. .Increases
understanding of populatic.n cycles
of predator-prey relations..ips and
of wolf as an endangered species.
Grades 11 through college. Socio-
behavioral and natural sciences.

52 This film explores creationist vs.
evolutionary theory as related to
Darwin's Theory. of Natural Selection.
Illustrates how Thomas Malthus'
ideas about populations directly
influenced Darwin's thinking. Dar-
win's bulldog is Thomas Huxley who
strongly defeilds Darwin's ITriting
against prevailing church doctrine.
Grades 11 through college; biology.

27 This film documents the growing
world food crisis from a time of
surplus, only 5 years ago, to the
present global situation. Visual. .

statements of world hunger, inter-:
view3 with 1974 World Food Conference
delegates (Lester Brown, Barbara
Ward, Jean Mayer, and Sayed Marei)
and factual narration by Norman
Cousins mesh to show ail nations'
and peoples' conceru for survival.

(Note: This film, : roduced in 1975,
in many ways is an ,..)date of

Tomorrow's World: Feeding_the
Billions; but it is in rather sharp \

contrast to it. These two films.can
he productively used in combination
to show.the changes in thinking and
conditions in seven years time. Also,
see note under Food From the Sea, as.

187 ,this film (optimistic) is also



The Lorax
(1972, color)
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useful to contrast with Beyond the

Next Harvest (pessimistic). The

two together present a good balance.

25 The wise words of the Onceler are
worth listening to as he spins a
fanciful tale with a serious theme:
Clean up the environment before it
is too late! In this delightful
story the student is introduced to
"Thneeds" which everyone needs.
And the Lora ? Just what does he

do? Only Dr.I Seuss can describe
this-creatur --which he does
charmingly with typical Seussian

logic. PrOd ced by CBS, Inc. Any

grade level; ny class by subject.

Tragedy of the Commons 23 An intriguing film and teacher's

(1971, color) guide based upon Garrett Hardin's
Classic article by the same tiXle.
Provides numerous illustrated
arguments for,population control.
Film may be utilized in small dis-
cussion segments with guide.
Grades 11 through college; any-
class by subject.

The Time of Man 50 An outstanding film providing strong

(1971, color) anthropological and biological
approach emphasizing human inter-
relationship with environment.
Explores human aggression, dominance-
and manipulation of the environment.
Provides insight into the workings

of human nature. Excellent starting
point for discussion in a population

any class by subject,

*Say Goodbye .50
A dynamic and emotiohal film

(1972, color)
illustrating the interrelationships
between humans and other'species.
Emphasizes the right all species
have to share the planet and the
results of acts of' human aggression
which have resulted in endangered
and extinct species. Gra'des 7

through college; any class by ,

subject.



Population Eco)ogy
(1965, color)

Tilt
(1973, color)

*Tomorrow's Children
(1971, color)

*Vasectomy
(1972, color)

Boomsville
(1969, color)
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19 By uttlizing a simple fruitfly. ,
experiment, this film illustratp,-;
how animal populations normally
%grow and stabilize in response. to \

environmental changes. Illustrates

how human populations grow. (Growth

rates in film are out of date;
however, fine development of basic
principles make the film still worth
using.) Produced by Encyclopedia
Britennica. Grades 7

'college; any class by sa'

19 Produced by the National Flit! Board
of Canada and the World Banlc,,this
animated film raises questions about
the distribution of wealth and food
among the world's people. The world
is compared to the ball in a pinball
machine, bouncing this way Or .that
according to the way it is:manipu-
lated. The forms that this may take
are acted out by cartoon characters
in a series of wryly amusing.sketches.
It is a well done film with good
depth, and it should be very useful
for promoting 'class discussions.
Award: American Institute of
Planne-:s. Grades 7 through college
(diffe.ren,-. levels of.students will
see different aspects ofithis film);
any class by subject.

17 Film provides strong indictment of
the refusal of humans: to follow
nature's laws. Suggesta slowing
population growth through use of
methods of contraceptioli.

17 Presents pros and cons 1of the vasec-,

tomy procedure throughiinterviews
with couples who have used it. Aiso

interviews men during the operation, ,

itself, although the procedure itself
is only shown diagram tically.
Grades 11 through col ege; any class
by subject.

11 Animated film fthoutJ narration
depicting historical 'sequences of
modern civilization. j Grades 1



*World Population
(1972, color)

*Sorry, No Vacancy
(1973, color)
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4 Outstanding graphic visualization
of how population has grown and has
been distributed since 1 A.J. Does

so through representing dots as 1
million persons on a world map.
Produced by U.S. information
Agency. Grades 7 through college;,

any class by subject:

27 Dramatically illustrates the urgent
conflict between world population
growth and resource consumption
by interviews with national experts.

Food From the Sea 17 While malnutrition and starvation

(1972, color) continue to plague humankind,
increasing as population grows,
oceanographers are searching the
sear for new and inexpensive
sources of protein. This new science
includes fish-farming to increase the
yield, turning species of tradition-
ally rejected fish into FPC (fish
protein concentrate) and conservation
of those species that have been over-
fished. Produced by Owen Lee, former
member of the diving team of Jacques
Cousteau's ship 'Calypso," and the
author of numerous books on the sea.
Full length version of film awarded
CINE Golden Eagle.
(Note: Food From the Sea presents
a rather optimistic picture of-food
production. Since teyond the Next
Harvest presents a more-pessimistic

y-fiams-can-

be effective used ler to

present a good ba

II. SLIDE-TAPE PROGkAMS

The following programs consist of two slide carousels (torJ. of 160

slides per program) with accompanying cassette tapes. The'carousel

slide trays are for Kodak projectors. Each progra&lasts approximately

45 minutes.

Slide-Tape Program Brief Description

Biological Catastrophies:
When Nature Becomes Unbalanced
(1976)

That-human beings have seriously
disrupted cycles of nature is beyond
question.. However, it is equally

190



Critical Issues in
-Science and Society:
The .Great Energy
D0ate
(1976)

Critical Issues in
Science and Society:
A World to Feed
(1976)

The Science and Ethics
9f Population Control:
An Overburdened Earth?
:(1976),

179

certain that we cannot put everything back
the way it was in simpler times. Students
are given framework for understanding and
evaluating the vast changes created by our
techuological society and learn that the
issues involve complex value choices.
Program establishes the vital role of
natural cycles in maintaining life, docu-
ments their delicate balance and illustrates
ways in which people interrupt natural
cycles. The narration is recc-ded with
stops at appropriate points to provide:an
opportunity for class discussion. Grades
9 through 12; oriented more toward science
classes.

Program raises ethical L,sues implicit in
exploiting new ernes of supply of fossil
fuel (e.g., Alaska Pipeline). Program-
points out that the development.of non-
fossil sources depends on complicated,
factors. Grades 9 through college; any
class by subject.

By focusing on individual human beings in
individual countries, the program helps
students understand the implications of
attempting to relieve world-wide food
shortages. It describes how intervention
to increase food supplies may also encour-
age population growth. Program examines
the once-optimistic predictions of "farm-
ing" the sea, the side effects and high
costs of the Green Revolution, the massive
use of cereal grains_as animal feed in_
this country. Finally, it points out that,
while we may have the ability to feed the
starving, there remains a serious question
of whether we should assume responsibility.
This prbogram raises good questions for
class discussion. Grades 9 through college;
more orieTtted toward,science classes.

Program focuses on population control from
two distinct points Of view--personal and
scientific. Part One concentrates on the
question of optimum family size and how
population growth affects individual lives.
Part Two expands the discussion to the
world level, examining, dwindling resources
and soaring population. Human growth

191
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Man and His :.1:-Aronment:

In Harmony anJ In
Conflict
(1976)

III. Population Inquiries:
U.S. and World Dynamics
Dr. Jerry Brown
Population Education
Proj., Indiana

180

possibilities are replaced in perspective
as students see how non-human populations
control - or fail to control -. growth.
Stddents are encouraged to respond to some
extremely mild and some.extremely coercive
proposals for pcpulation control Grades 9
through college; any class by subject.

Since human beings first built a fira,
dammed a stream, cleared a field, they have
adapted nature for their own safety and
comfort. This extremely topical program
warns that society is dependent on nature.
This program also discusses the urban
environment and our need to examine Our
values regarding our cities.

Includes:
1) Revised Plan-A-Fam Game.
2) 'Two film strips:

a) Systems Man (7 min.)
b) Rural India: May You Have a Thousand

Sons (15 min.)
3) Two volume unit on population issues

.for Ilth and 12th grade social studies
classes.

.'2'11'1IONAL FILM SOURCES

POPULATION ANP THE AMERICAN FUTURE
Official report of the President's L.ommission
Publisher - Fisher Film Group _

....
. _

TOMORROW'S WORLD: FEEDING THE BILLIONS
Contemporary McGraw-Hill - $30.00
McGraw-Hill Film Library
Princeton Road
Hightstown, NJ 08520

WOLVES AND WOLFMEN
Indiana Universkty $19.50

' Audio-Visual Center
Broomington, IN 47401

Universitylof Michigan - $17.00
Audio-Visual Education Center
,.L6 Fourth Street

Ann Arbor; MI. 48103
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DARWIN'S\BULLDOC: T. H: HUXLEy THE firmi FOR DARWINISM

Univerl4ty of 111inois - S19.50
Visual Aidl Service
.1325 S. 6*a°

Champaign, L 61820

Time-Life - $5 .00
Distribution Ceritr
100 Eisenhower DRive
Paramus, NJ 07652

THE LORAX
Indiana.University - $12.50
Audio-Visual Center
Bloomington, IN 47401

University of Michigan - $9.50
Audio-Visual Education Center
416.Fourth Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

Kent State University $10.50

*Audio-Visual Services
Kant, OH 44240

TRAGEDy OF THE GOMMONS
Indiana University - $12.00
Audio-Visual. Center
.Bloomington, IN 47401

University 'of Illinois - S11.00
Visual Aida Service
.1325 S. Oak
Champaign, IL 61820

TIME OF MAN
University of Michigan $17.00

Audio-Visual Education Centar
416 Fourth Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48103'

SAY GOODBYE
Kent State University - $8.50
Audio-Visual Services
Kent, OH 44240

University of Michigan - $17.00
AUdio-Visulal Education Center
416 Fourth' Street.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103 193
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POPULATION ECOLOGY (EBF, EBEC)
University of Southernl California - $7.00,
Film Distribution Center
Division of Cinema
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90007

Kerit State University - $8.50
Audio-Vi'sual Services
Kent, OH 44240

Indiana University $10.75

Audio-Visual Center
Bloomington, IN 47401

University of Michigan 58.25

Audio-Visuai Education Center
416 Fourth Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

Syracuse University $11-75
Tilm Rental Center
1455 E.,Colvin Street
Syracuse, NY. 13210

POPULATION ECOLOGY (McCH)
Kent State University, 7 $12.50
Audio-Visual Services
Kent, OH 44240

Syracuse Unlvers,ity $8.00

Film Rental. Center
1455 E. Colvin Street
Syracuse, NY 13210

University of Michigan $8.50

Audio-Visual Education Center
416 Fourth"Street
Ann Arbor, MI' 48103

11LT
University of Southern California - $10.00

Film Distribution Center
Division of Cinema
University Park
Los Angeles, CA 90007

,,,,Kent State University - 58.50
Audio-Visual SerVices

,Kent, OH 44240 -

University of Illinois .$9.50..

Visual Aids ServILe,
Champaign, IL 61820
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TOMORROW'S CHILDREN
,Indiana Unlversity - $9.25
AudioL-Visual Ceritt-

Bloomington, IS 4701

University of Michigan $7.35

Audio-Visual EducatiOn Center
416 Fourth Street
Ann Arbor, MI 43103

VASECTOMY

Indiana University - $9.25
,?aidio-Visal Canter
Bloomin4on, IN 47401

Kent State University $8.50
Audio-Visual Services
Kent, 01 4421-0 ,

BOOMSVILL
Kent e University $5.50

Audio!Visual Services
Kent, OH 44240

Univ/ersity of Illinois $6:75
. /

Visnal Aids -Service
132/5 S. Oak

IChampaign, IL 61820

S,racuse University $7.00
Elilm.Rental Center
l455 E. Colvin Street
/Syracuse, NY 13210

WORLD POPULATION
/ Kent State University $5.50
/ Audio-Visual Services
/ Kent, OH 44240

/FOOD FROM THE SEA.
Kent State University $7.09
Audio-Visual Services
Kent, OH .44240

University of Illinois $6.15

Visual Aids Se'rvice
1325 S. Oak
Champaign, IL 6d820

,

Syraclisa University $11.00
Film Rental Center
1455 E. Colv.in Street
Syracuse, NY 13210


